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Nursing home project
too costly for MCCH
MURRAY. KY

FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
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50-CENTS

School days

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

FRID Y
NEWS IN BRIEF
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa — Police fired tear gas
today to break up groups of
armed men as authorities tried
to halt black factional fighting
that has killed at least 170 people in the past five days.

STATE
LEXINGTON — The FBI's
hot line for reporting corruption
is being promoted in light of
Thursday's indictment of six
eastern Kentucky law enforcement officials on drug trafficking charges. Law enforcement
officials say those with information should call the FBI's tollfree hot line number —
1-800-752-6000 — which is and
answered 24 hours a day.

A feasibility study conducted by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has convinced hospital administrators that construction of a nursing home
would be too costly a project.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board decided Thursday afternoon to forgo plans for construction of the 125-bed facility despite an
"overwhelming need" for nursing home space in the region, according to
board chairman Tim Miller.
Hospital administrator's began considering the project last month after
the 1990 General Assembly earlier this year ended a 10-year moratorium
and appropriated more money for Medicaid/Medicare reimbursements for
long-term-care facilities.
Those reimbursements, however, would not be enough to cover the cost
of a separate long-term-care facility operated by the hospital, Miller said.
"We would stand to lose approximately $300,000 a year on the project," according tO Miller. "The reimbursement rate is just too low for us
to consider it."
Medicaid/Medicare is unlike many private health insurance companies
which reimburse close to 100 percent of long-term-care costs, Miller said.
The project will remain "on the back burner" and could possibly be
broached again if Medicaid/Medicare's reimbursement rates change, Miller said.
Hospitals in the state have until Dec. 31 to apply for 949 long-termcare beds which were made available by the General Assembly's action.
The beds are to be awarded by the Commission on Health Economics
Control by March 20, 1991 based upon need.
MCCH currently operates a 40-bed -long-term-care unit at the hospital.

By DIRK BEVERIDGE

BUSINESS
CHICAGO — Low wages,
few unions and modest unemployment benefits give North
Carolina the best manufacturing
climate among the nation's
industrial states, says a study of
business costs released by an
accounting firm.

NEW YORK — U.S. gasoline
prices will probably remain higher
even if foreign producers make up
for the lack of crude oil from Iraq
and Kuwait, executives with one
major oil company said Thursday.
With Kuwaiti refineries not producing, U.S. gasoline refining
capacity already is stretched tight,
and much refined fuel from other
countries does not meet federal

standards, they said.
Producing nations probably
could increase their crude output
by up to 3.5 million barrels per day
by the fourth quarter, said one
executive, who was one of several
who spoke to reporters at a briefing
given on condition that they and
their company not be identified.
Although that comes close to the
4 million barrels lost daily because
of the international embargo of Iraq
and Kuwait, the extra crude might
not suit U.S. needs, the executive

Habitat for Humanity

said.
"There are certain crudes and
certain products and certain suppliers you can't turn to," he said.
"Generally speaking, refineries
are geared to take a certain type of
oil and they try to get that oil,"
said a spokesman for the American
Petroleum Institute, the industry's
main trade group. "There's great
variation."
Much of the replacement oil
would have to come from Iran and
Libya, whose crude is similar to

that pumped by Kuwait and Iraq,
but domestic companies can not
buy from them because of existing
embargoes.
The oil industry sources said
three modern, sophisticated refineries in Kuwait have been knocked
out of the world market by the
Iraqi invasion. Those refineries had
a capacity of about 600,000 barrels
of refined oil per day, including
gasoline.
Some of that gasoline was
exported to the United States, the

DES director for the third consecu-,
tive year. In the event she is
unavailable during a disaster, the
order states a DES deputy director
will act in her place. Deputy directors are Robert Trenholm, Charlie
Adams and Z.C. Enix. —
"It is impossible to cover every
major emergency that could possibly happen in a plan, but we've tried
to cover everything that could happen in this community," she said,
gesturing to a three-ring notebook
about three inches thick.
Billington said all disaster
emergency services have a copy of
the plan. In Calloway County,
these services include the Murray
Police Department, Murray Fir:s.
Department, Kentucky State Police.

In conformance with state and
federal law, the Calloway County
Fiscal Court adopted an order
recently pertaining to a local plan
for the Disaster Emergency Services (DES) in Calloway County.
The order states that under the
general supervision of the county
judge/executive, the county DES
director will be in charge of executing and coordinating the plan in
the event of any incidents which
pose a threat to public safety.
The order also authorized the
director to be an agent of the county government and liaison with federal, state and private officials
regarding local response activites.
Peggy Billington was re-elected (Cont'd on page 2)

Tonight: Mostly clear. Low in
the lower 70s. Light wind.
Saturday: Partly sunny and
hoi High in the mid 90s.
The extended forecast calls
for humid weather with hot days
and warm nights Sunday
through Tuesday with a chance
of thunderstorms Monday and
Tuesday. Highs will be 90 to 95,
with lows 70 to 75.
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Mark Welch of Murray, a volunteer for Habitat for Humanity in Calloway County, paints an interior wall in a two-story house the organization is building, completely from volunteer help, in Lynnwood
Heights The house still needs final plumbing, electrical and carpentry
work.

executives said.
But many foreign refineries that
could increase output and take up
the slack are not capable of producing unleaded gasoline or other products that meet strict U.S. environmental standards.
"The stuff that's idle today does
not serve the purposes of the
U.S.," said another executive.
The United States and a number
of other industrialized nations
(Cont'd on page 2)

Court adopts order calling for DES director
to executive, coordinate emergency activities

FORECAST

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Staff photo by Kris Fail

Gas prices will remain higher, oil industry says
AP Business Writer

CASTLE ROCK, Cola —
Tom Purtzer scored two eagles
over a stretch of five holes and
managed 14 points in all to take
a four-point lead over a trio of
golfers in the International tournament, being played under the
modified Stableford scoring
system.

Carol Kelly, left, secretary at Calloway County High School, registers freshman Betsy McPhearso
n, right,
for school as her friend, Melony Brown, looks on. Classes in the Calloway County School
system began
today.

Staff photo by Kris Fail

LEXINGTON, Ky. — U.S.
Attorney Louie DeFalaise said the
arrests of six eastern Kentucky
law -enforcement officers demonstrates the pernicious influence of
drugs.
Four sheriffs and two other local
Law officers were arrested Thursday. They were charged in a
42-count indictment with trafficking in cocaine and setting up a protection racket for other drug
smugglers.
U.S. Attorney Louie DeFalaise
said the arrests ended a yearlong
undercover sting operation by the

FBI.
And even though the principals
were all in law enforcement, DeFalaise said the arrests should not
reflect on all police in eastern
Kentucky.
"I do not think that these cases
represent anything other than the
fact that there is a tremendous
pressure, a tremendous corrupting
influence Af drugs and the money
attributed to drugs," DeFalaise
said.
Arrested were Lee County Sheriff Johnny Mann, 39; Breathitt
County Sheriff Dean Spencer, 46;
Wolfe County Sheriff Lester
Drake, 51; at i Owsley County
Sheriff Billy McIntosh, 57.

Peggy Billington
DES director

Also taken into custody were
Beattyville Police Chief Omer Noe
and Wolk County Deputy Wilson
Stone.
Bond was denied for Mann, the
alleged ringleader, after one of the
undercover agents testified the
sheriff had often said he would kill
anyone who tried to turn him in.
Mann said hi could not afford an
attorney and represented himself
during a bail hearing.
"I believe in my work," Mann
said. "I don't want no more
charges than what I've got. ... It's
the first time I've been accused of
anything in my life."
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Gas prices...
(Cont'd from page 1)
embargoed oil from Iraq and
Kuwait after the Iraqi invasion of
its neighbor on Aug. 2.
The executives predicted that
OPEC nations will not immediately
increase production to make up for
the Iraq-Kuwait shortfall until they

Adopts order...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Calloway County Fire and Rescue
Squad, Murray-Calloway County
Disaster Emergency Services
Rescue Squad, Calloway County
Sheriff's office and the ambulance
service at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A detailed plan outlining what
each service should do in case of
disasters common to this area are
included in the plan — disasters
such as severe weather conditions
— thunderstorms, snowstorms and
tornados, as well as forest and
grass fires, transportation accidents, energy-related hazards, energy shortages and outages, water
shortages, floods and hazardous
materials accidents.
' But some of the disaster plans
are not so typical — there is a
coordinated, detailed list of instructions in the event of terrorism,
nuclear war and other war-related
incidents.
"You never knot what can happen," she said. "This is why we
have drills and mock disasters —
we need to make sure each disaster
service knows what to do should
something -happen."
Billington said besides herself,
14 other people act as coordinators
for implementing the plan should a
disaster occur. The areas include
public information, health and
medical, service, public works,
mutual aid, damage assessment,
shelter and radiological protection.

FRIDAY,

allow time for oil inventories to
drop.
Crude oil futures traded higher
Thursday as investors remained (Cont'd from page 1)
uncertain about what might happen
But FBI Agent David Keller said
in the Middle East. On the New Mann was a dangerous man who
York Mercantile Exchange, the pledged that if he ever went to
September contract for West Texas prison, it would be for murder.
"I have no reservation Sheriff
Intermediate was up 90 cents to
Mann meant what he was telling
$27.36 a barrel.
Retail gasoline prices shot up us," Keller said.
Drake, McIntosh and Spencer
after the invasion and remain well
had
their bonds set at $20,000 by
above their levels of a month ago.
U.S.
Magistrate James Cook. Bond
Unleaded, self-service gasoline
for
Stone
and Noe was set at
averaged 51.216 a gallon nationally
$5,000
all five were released.
and
Monday, compared with $1.075
None
of
others would comthe
gallon on Aug. 1, according to a
ment
their
cases.
on
spot check of 14,000 service staArraignment for the six was
tions by the American Automobile
scheduled
for Tuesday in London
Association.
One of the executives called the
current oil situation "a long-term
problem." He predicted the price
of crude would stay high, as will
the price of gasoline in coming
months.
Dozens of U.S. refineries closed
in recent years when oil prices
declined. It would take a continued
higher profit margin on gasoline
prices before oil companies build
new refineries or increase the
capacity of existing refineries, he
said.

Arrests...

before Judge Eugene Slier Jr. No
pleas were entered Thursday.
The FBI sting was set up last
year with agents posing as Chicago
businessmen interested in shipping
cocaine through Kentucky.
According to the indictment,
they first contacted Mann, who
introduced the agents to the others.
"Sheriff Mann was a central figure," DeFalaise said.
Terry O'Connor, FBI special
agent in charge for Kentucky, said
Mann and the others were
approached after "sound information" was obtained about them.
"The focus was on people about
whom we had information indicating that they were predispostd to
engage in this kind of activity,"

Down to earth

Police to offer
fingerprinting
K-Mart of Murray will join forces with the Murray Police Department for a children's fingerprinting
identification program scheduled
for Aug. 18:
Police will be fingerprinting
children of all ages from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at the store. The service will
be free.
The fingerprintsThandprints will
be given to the family to be kept in
a safe place until needed by police
in an emergency situation.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

AU(;UST 17, 1990

753-0489

Tim White, kneeling at left, and Mark Charlton put the finishing
touches to a new Flowering Pear tree planted Friday morning near
the intersection of 6th and Main. Approximately 20 trees, purchased
with money donated by Main Street businesses between 5th and 6th
streets, were planted along Main and a portion of 5th Street as part of
work by the Murray Beautification Committee. Pictured watching the
planting are, from left, Don Jones, Kendra Nipp, Linda Alexander
and Tom Hoffman, of Hoffman's Nursery, who donated the work for
the plantings.

O'Connor said.
The sting was code-named
"Walking Short." A movie several
years ago titled "Walking Tall"
related the exploits of a rural sheriff who did not cave in to corruption all around him.
According to the indictment,
agents paid the law officers more
than $85,000 in exchange for protecting the agents' fake cocaine and
marijuana smuggling operations
from police detection.
A relca said official vehicles
of the eriffs were used during
drug 1ansactions.
FBV agents were seen pulling
piles of $100 bills from an Owsley
County sheriff's patrol car that had
"DARE to keep kids off drugs"
bumper stickers on it.
DeFalaise said the cocaine,
which totaled 112 kilograms or
almost 250 pounds, was never actually distributed for sale to the
public.
Mann was named in 19 counts,
Drake 17, McIntosh 14, Noe 13,
Spencer.11 and Stone in nine.
The initial conspiracy and extortion counts carry a maximum penalty of 20 years' imprisonment and
a $250,000 fine or both. The drug
counts carry a minimum prison
term of 10 years up to life in prison
and a fine of $4 million. The
charge against Mann that he sold 2
pounds of marijuana carries a
potential sentence of five years and
a fine of $250,000.
DeFalaise said the operation was
the largest of its kind in Kentucky.
"As far as law enforcement officials, elected sheriffs at least, this
is the largest case that we can
recall," DeFalaise said.
Here arc the charges against the law enforcement officers arrested Thursday in an FBI sting
dubbed "Walking Short."
Lee County Sheriff Johnny Mann, 39: one
count of conspiracy to commit extortion, 10
counts of extortion, one count of conspiracy to
distnbute cocaine and marijuana, six counts of
attempted trafficking in cocaine, one count of
trafficking in marijuana.
Wolfe County Sheriff Lester Drake, 51: conspiracy to commit extortion (1), extortion (9),
conspiracy to distribute cocaine and marijuana
(1), attempted trafficking in cocaine (6).
Owsley County Sheriff Billy McIntosh, 57,
conspiracy to commit extortion (I), extortion
(6), conspiracy to distnbute cocaine and manJuana (I), attempted trafficking in cocaine (6).
Beattyville Police Chief Omer Noe: conspiracy to commit extortion (1), extortion (5), conspiracy to distribute cocaine and marijuana (1),
attempted trafficking in cocaine (6).
Breathitt County Sheriff Dean Spencer, 46:
conspiracy to commit extortion (I), extortion
(3), conspiracy to distribute cocaine and marijuana (1), attempted trafficking in cocaine (6).
Wolfe County Deputy Sheriff Wilson Stone!
conspiracy to commit extortion (1), extortion
(1), conspiracy to distribute cocaine and marijuana (I), attempted trafficking in cocaine (6).

Subscription rates
going up for first
time in two years
at Ledger & Times
Due to two increases in the price
of such industry-related items as
newsprint, plates, films, labor costs
and oil-based items such as inks
and gasoline, the Murray Ledger &
Times will raise the costs of its
subscriptions to $5 per month.
The new rates will go into affect
on Oct. 1, according to Ted Delaney, general manager. "This is the
first price increase for subscribers
in nearly two years," he said.
As an incentive for subscribers,
those receiving the Ledger &
Times may renew their subscriptions for six-month or one-year for
only $4.75 per month, Delaney
added.
He stated that the six-month and
one-year subscription renewals
would cut back on the amount of
handling costs and allow the newspaper to pass along these savings to
the customer.
Subscription renewals at the old
rate will be accepted through the
month of September., however
renewals are not limited to sixmonth or one-year terms. "Subscribers may renew their subscriptions for as long as they would
like," Delaney noted.
The cost for out-of-county subscribers will go from 59.50 to
64.50 for a period of one year, he
added.

Murray man wanted
in Tenn. arrested
A Murray man was arrested and
charged with receiving stolen property Thursday in connection with
the theft of a television on Aug. 7,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Michael W. Brown, 20, of Rt. 5,
Murray, was arrested and charged
with receiving stolen property over
$100 after police recovered a television reported stolen by Robert
Hicks, of 832 Hurt Drive, Murray,
on Aug. 7.
Hicks reportedly told police that
the television was stolen from the
back of his pickup while he was
visiting a resident at Westview
Nursing Home, according to the
report.
Brown was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
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McConnell believes
Middle East crisisassures U.S. role
as world leader

State fair opens 11-day stand
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
AssobehoUbd Proms WOW

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — For most youngsters, the Kentucky State Fair
is the last big event of the MUM= before they return to classrooms.

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

Sen. Mitch McConnell told the
Rotary Club here Thursday that the
Middle East crisis does have some
positive aspects.
"It was clear when the crisis
developed who the world leader
was," he said, referring to U.S.
actions taken in response to Iraq's
invasion and subsequent annexation of Kuwait two weeks ago.
McConnell said the crisis is the
first post-cold war crisis — and
American reaction shows it is the
world leader.
"During the Cold War period,
there were two world leaders —
the U.S and the U.S.S.R. With
developments in the last year and a
half, we are now the leader with no
competition," he said.
He praised President Bush's
Rotary Club members Dr. Paul Jones, left, superintendent of Murray City Schools and
d‘ecision to send troops to Saudi
right, former Rotary district governor, talk with Sen. Mitch McConnell, who spoke to the Wilson Gantt,
Arabia, and said if Saddam Hussein
club during its
weekly meeting Thursday.
took that nation, he would control
45 percent of OPEC's oil
production.
campaign, he cited groups who
that 40 percent of the nation's agri"But that just is not going to prices if Saddam had controlled 45
endorsing him who had not cultural input comes from the
were
percent
OPEC's
of
oil."
happen," he said.
McConnell denounced the price- previously endorsed any politcal
United States.
McConnell also said the crisis
gouging on gasoline, adding that candidate such as the Kentucky
He said concerning the uranium"makes the United States and other
Hospital Association, Kentucky enrichment (AVLIS) plant site,
nations take a hard look at their there is no oil shortage. He said in
. heavy dependence on oil, which response to a newscast Thursday Chamber of Commerce and 10 Paducah has the strongest political
agricultural organizations.
edge because McConnell is close to
comes from such a volatile area of morning reporting that Saudi
Arabia was planning to reduce its
In response to questions from the the president" and he is the only
*he world.
production by 20 percent that it audience, McConnell said the
Republican Senator from the three
We need to seek alternatives to oil
demand for American beef and
would never occur.
states,
Kentucky, Ohio and Tennesenergy, he said, citing cleaner coalRegarding his current r,-election tobacco in Japan is high, adding
see, who are vying for the- plant.
burning research, oil exploration in
Alaska and nuclear energy as
possibilities.
Another issue brought out
because of the crisis is whether or
not to reduce our military.
"Building down our military
woul,, clearly be a big mistake. We
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
hold a reception at the Frankfort
still need to be the most significant
reveal the other events but said
Martha
Wilkinson's gubernatorial home of lawyer Danny Briscoe,
military power in the world," he
they would have lower prices and
said. "We're tired of the cost bur- campaign has scheduled a series of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's goverbe
"mostly grass-roots fund
fund-raise
rs over the next six
den, I know. I've had people come
nor's
chief
political
adviser.
raising."
The
up to me and say, 'Why not make weeks as she tries to pump another reception — also $1,000 per person
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, whom
the Japanese build up their army, million dollars or so into the cam- or couple — is being held on
paign to succeed her husband.
the
or the Germans?' Does anybody
Wilkinson camp considers its
Martha Wilkinson's birthday.
The main event is a Sept. 11
main adversary in next May's
remember what happened the last
About 15 events reportedly have Democratic primary, reported raistime Japan and Germany had a big reception organize:: by David
been scheduled. Wilkinson cam- ing $2,011,579 through June 30,
army? There are other ways of Jones, chairMan and chief execupaign manager Joe McLean did not with a balance of $1,739,048.
tive officer of Humana Inc., and
sharing the burden."
several othee pforainent
McConnell said one way is to
get other nations to "pick up the
Tickets to the affair, which
tab" on missions such as Operation Wilkinson advisers are
calling "the
Desert Shield in Saudi Arabia.
Humana fund-raiser," are priced at
"But whatever we spend on this $1,000 per person or
couple. It will
mission," he said, "pales in com- be held at the
Kentucky
Derby
parison to the impact on ours and Museum at
Churchill Downs.
the world economy in terms of oil
On Aug. 28, the first lady will

Martha Wilkinson gearing up for fund-raisers

For parents, it's an opportunity to inspect everything from heavymetal paraphernalia to quilts.
When the 11-day event began Thursday, Bruce Lawson was on the
grounds before the gates officially opened at 9 a.m.
Lawson, accompanied by his wife Kathy and two youngsters, imme-

diately headed for the Midway, where they were the first in a line that

ewsually

to

.•.

600 visitors.
children impatient to
other gravity-defying

rides are free •
Ina noth an and we wanted to get an
early start," said Lawson, manager of a shoe store in Maysville. "We

came to town Tuesday and have been staying with friends."
By mid-morning, the parking lots were nearly full, and fair publicist
Don Smith considered that a good omen. "This beautiful weather may
help us top lag year's opening-day figure of 41.354."

There are more attractions for this 87th annual extravaganza, including a greeting card competition and Pizza Hut Hoops, a free-throw
competition that takes place in the East Courtyard.
3 Thel
ti(
onenot,ru.c
..ky.,Departmen
,
t of Agriculture held a breakfast to unveil
the trademark of its new progaR. teclriost the production and con...
_
'outline of whom with a sunburst extending, from
the lower right annes, was
Bob Chappelle of Louisville.
cub,
sbep
iierhreece:tv
•
Kentucky Agricultural Development Founds
ounds •,.
•
pushed for the promotion,e•
al program authorized by
Assembly.
to begin licensing companies
and farmers for use of the logcOista Jr will be applied to labels and
other marketing-and promotione material for products that qualify.
There Is no farm equipment-display this year, but the West Hall and
West Wing seem to overflow with livestock. Some rabbits have lop
ears that span up to three feet. The poultry contest attracted 2,300
entries.
Outside the livestock pavIliVitg;ocild Michael Lemming was
walking,* larnb that bawled4
iinexvals,
"She saw a dog and it scargisei, said Lemming, who was competing at the state fair for the'filartime. "I got a ribbon, but I'm still
so excited I can't rernemberAthat color it was."
The youngster-, who lives on it farm outside Walton in Boone County, wasn't planning any sightseeing at the fair. "We've got 33 ewes
and I've got to et home auk help take care of them."
iyfed1iz of Louisville. "My boy, who
is 5, likes to loo'k at everything. which can take hours. I'm due at the
plant at 3 p.m. to start an eight-hour shift."
• Kentucky Kingdom is operating simultaneously with the fair this
year.'Admiasioino the fair atao.r.its, you into Kentucky Kingdom,
where Midwi "—,Iceta also
for rides.
• • .i,„
.• .„ his motorcycle through
_
.
4s,•
d mew work the Scrambler.
idea% know bow long 191 be here, but with all these people it could
be midnight."
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Read the want ads daily

* ALL 19901
0% APR Available On Select

To Better Serve You
NI-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

100'
STK #90284

2.5 Liter EFI
Automatic
Air Conditioning
50/50 Split
Bench Seat
Tilt Steering
Cruise control
Rear Defroster
Tinted Glass
Front & Rear
Floor Mats
AM/FM Stereo
w/4 Speakers
Air Bag Standard

43.88

One Better

perm

shiny hair
SSO. For healthy haircut
Includes
yeth great body
hair
shampoo Long
styte and
extra
reaps
and design ettectiye through
Sale price
113th
Sat.. August

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Man.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5

fl
ne

Lebaron
Sedan

STK #90299

7-w.2.2 Liter EFI
5 Speed Trans.
Air Cond.
AM/FM Cass.
Tinted Glass
Air Bag Standard

4 Speed Automatic
Power Windows
Power Locks
Power Seals
Digital Dash
Landau Roof
AM/FM Cass.
Auto Climate 03%4
To Many rtamt•TO List

sal 4,930'

Drkin Krilk
studio.,

STK #90282

1990 DODGE
DYNASTY LE

34 Liter V-6
4 Speed
Automatic
.1
Air ConditionT
in
1"11:1111
7
7
SeteeCrionntrol
riftuis
Ct
Power Window
Power Locks
Power Mirrors
50/50 Split
Bench Seat
Air Bag Standard

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car/Truck dealer"

STK #90268
List..3"167164-.410_

2400 East Wood St., Pads, TN • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
and 0% APR limited to select models • dealer hold back andior.,any It.to dealer incentive roamed by dealer. Prices are plus tax,
title, license & DOC fee after rebate.
`111,11/At •

$100 over invoice
1,90 JCP•nney Company. Inc

1990 DODGE

V-6 MPI

1990 PLYMOUTH
ACCLAIM

:i
41. SALE

Over The True Factory Invoice
You Keep The Rebate

1990 DODGE
COLT
tailm dor
1.5 Liter MPI
4 Speed Trans.
Air Conditioning
Tinted Glass
Power Brakes
Stainless Steel
Exhaust
Rack & Pinion
Steering

ptgels
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Saddam deserves a break today

OK-TK
By Tom K. Wilson

Thank God for grandfathers
A recent newspaper clipping I got a hold of went like this:
"Country star Randy Travis says his current single record, 'He Walked
on Water,' brings back memories of his own grandfather.
"The song is about a boy's relationship with his great-grandfather and
was written by Allen Shamblin.
'"1 had a grandfather that I can relate that to, very much so,' Travis
said. 'I used to ride with him on the tractor and go with him in his car
everywhere he went, ride on the horse if he was plowing with the horse'...
You know, I too think of someone when I hear that wonderful song: my
late maternal grandfather, Eddie George. He was born in 1890 and died in
1982. We grandchildren called him Paw Paw George. He gave the secret
of his living so long in the following poem:
"Don't Worry" by Eddie George
Nothing ever worries me;
Nothing ever hurries me.
Slow but sure the same old gait;
All things come to those who wait.
So let the foolish people cry;
I let troubles go on by.
What is io be will be;
So nothing ever worries me.
Paw Paw also wrote a poem about attending school in 1896:
"School Days on College Hill" by Eddie George
When I was six I lived on College Hill,
Haven't forgot it and I never will.
Started to school 'bout a quarter to eight.
Had a first reader and a ten cent slate.
Teacher rang the bell 'bout a quarter to nine,
And all of the kids would get into a line.
We'd march to our seats down through the hall,
And in a few minutes have a roll call.
If you played hookey or stayed home that day,
The teacher called up and there was heck to pay.
"Go stand in the corner 'bout an hour and a half."
When the teacher wasn't lookin' we all had to laugh.
Some walked to school a mile or two
In the snow or mud, but they always came through.
But we had a good time, as I recall,
Playing wolf over the river, marbles and ball.
The girls passed the time jumpin' the rope;
Wasn't such a thing then as a kid takin' dope.
But about all my friends have gone on before
And I hope I'll see them on the "other shore."

Letter to the Editor

Readers: oppose insurance rate hike
Dear Editor,
On Sept. 12, 1990 at 9 a.m., the
Commissioner of Insurance will
conduct a rate hike hearing, which
will determine whether or not Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Insurance Company of Kentucky will be allowed
to drastically increase its rates that
have been drastically increased
over the past few years for those of
us who have Blue Cross/Blue
Shield insurance.
You can help in an effort to
combat this unnecessary raise by
spending .25 cents for a stamp and
mailing your protests to the Department of Insurance, State Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
merely stating, in your letter:
"Gentlemen, I am violently
opposed to any rate hike increase
by Blue Cross/Blue Shield. Any
increase will work a hardship on

my family. Sincerely."
If you will take time perhaps if a
sufficient number of people file
their protests with the Department
of Insurance, perhaps something
will be done. I can assure you that
our State Representatives and State
Senators will probably not show
their faces at this hearing to register their protests. It would be so
nice if they would. I can assure you
that our United States Senators and
Representatives probably will not
show their faces at this hearing. It
would be so nice if they would.
Please ipend .25 cents and two
minutes of your time to send a letter of protest to the Department of
Insurance.
Sincerely,
Benjamin J. Lookofsky
Box 696
Mayfield, Ky.

Today In History
Today is Friday, Aug. 17, the 229th day of 1990. There are 136 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 17, 1807, Robert Fulton's North River Steam Boat, popularly,
albeit erroneously, known as the Clermont began chugging up New
York's Hudson River on its successful round-trip to Albany.
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On this date:
In 1863, Federal batteries and ships bombarded Fort Sumter in Charleston harbor during the Civil War.
In 1915, 75 years ago, a mob in Cobb County, Ga., lynched Jewish
businessman Leo Frank, whose death sentence for the murder of a
13-year-old girl had been commuted to life imprisonment.
In 1940, 50 years ago, President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Canadian
Prime Minister William Mackenzie King met in Ogdensburg, N.Y., where
they agreed to set up a joint defense commission.
In 1942, U.S. bombers raided Rouen, France.
In 1943, Allied forces gained control of Sicily.
In 1948, former State Department official Alger Hiss faced his chief
accuser, Whittaker Chambers, during a closed-door meeting in New York
of the House Un-American Activities Committee, and repeated his denial
that he'd ever been a Communist agent.
Ten years ago: Britain announced the temporary closing of its embassy
in Tehran and sent eight of its diplomats home, following earlier demonstrations by thousands of Iranians in front of the embassy compound.
Five years ago: More than 1.400 meatpackers walked off the job at the
Geo. A. Hormel and Company's main plant in Austin, Minn., in a bitter
strike that lasted just over a year.
One year ago: The Commerce Department reported that the U.S. trade
deficit shrank to $8.17 billion dollars in June, the smallest monthly imbalance since December 1984.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Maureen O'Hara is -70. Actor Robert
DeNiro is 47. Singer Belinda Carlisle is 32. Actor Sean Penn is 30. Singer
Donnie Wahlberg is 21.
Thought for Today: "A river has no politics." — David P.. Lilienthal,
American public official (1899-1981).

Despite our superpower status,
we're at a disadvantage when
messing around with someone like
Saddam "The Eye Plucker" Hussein. That's because we're softhearted and he's not.
First of all, there is the problem
of hostages. About 1,000 Americans are stuck in Kuwait and
another few hundred in Iraq.
Although The Eye Plucker hasn't
threatened them yet, you never
know what he might do. A man
who will use poison gas on his own
people is capable of serious temper
tantrums.
If we were really hard-nosed,
we'd just shrug and say: "Well, if
people are foolhardy enough to visit or work in an Arab country,
that's their risk, so let's forget
them and deal with the big
picture."
But Americans are sentimental
about hostages. When Iran seized
our embassy during the Carter
years, we bloomed with yellow ribbons and were gripped by hostage
hysteria, even though the captive
embassy employees didn't miss any
regular meals and finally came
home looking chipper.
So Bush, while trying to cope
with The Eye Plucker and his
million-Arab army, has to try to
soothe the yellow-ribbon crowd. If
he doesn't, he'll be accused of
being uncaring.

This isn't something The Eye
Plucker would worry about if the
positions were reversed, which, in
theory, they could be.
There are thousands of Arabs in
this country. Many came here to go
to school, then decided to stick
around rather than go back and live
in countries ruled by wackos.
Of course we wouldn't do any
such thing, but let's say we rounded them up and dragged them in
front of video cameras, looking all
haggard and twitchy. And we had
them say:
"Oh, Saddam, please make peace
or our heads will be chopped off.
Or even worse, they will force us
to eat pork chops."
Would Saddam care? Of course
not. He'd say: "Not to worry. It
will be a glorious, heroic beheading, and when you get to heaven
your head will be restored by Allah

with every hair in place, and you
will have eternal joy and eat figs
and olives and have a fine time.
And in the meantime, I will pluck
out the eyes of the unclean
infidels."
Then there are the totally opposite attitudes we have toward war
and how we treat our enemies once
they are defeated.
Saddam The Eye Plucker is of
the old school. Which means looting, plundering, pillaging, showing
no mercy. And when you put your
sandal on someones throat, you
keep it there.
Some of the people who fled
from Kuwait said that badmannered
Iraqi troops burst into their homes
and said: "Give us your gold,
silver, jewelry, money." When they
pleaded that they didn't have any,
the troops said: "OK, where are
your women?"
When he overran Kuwait, he
didn't say: "Well, now, the first
thing I want to do is give you a
fine, democratic constitution. Then
I want to rebuild your economy,
and in a few years you will be selling us our TV sets and CD players
and turning our best oases into golf
courses."
Instead, he chased Kuwait's royal rulers out of their little country,
killed or jailed their relatives and
told everybody else that from now
on they belonged to him and that if

Crar
Clue

they got out of line — POW. 3
That's the way most of history'
conquerers did it. When the
Romans spread out, they didn't tell
beaten tribes: "We're going to
show you how to make chariots so
you can take over our domestic
market." Attila the Hun, the Khan
boys and all the other Hall of Fame
conquerers — after some raping,
pillaging and burning, they'd
install their kinfolk as local rulers,
then go back home to show off
their booty and a new herd of
slaves.
But that's not the American way.
If it were, we'd all have Japanese
gardeners and German
housekeepers.
So even if Saddam pushes us
into the war, and loses, he still has
the edge. The worse that can happen is that we'll chase him back to
Iraq, then give Kuwait back to its
people, shake hands, and resume
sending them food products and
buying their oil.
Of course, we're not totally
without vindictiveness. Even as the
world's most gracious winners, we
usually take some small measure of
revenge.
And Saddam should keep that
threat in mind. Lose to us, Eye
Plucker, and- your country will
forever have McDonald's and rock
'n' roll.
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Stay away from property taxes
Of all the taxes people pay, the
one most likely to generate hostility is that on property. People are
more apt to rise up in angry opposition to the amount of tax of their
property than they are over perhaps
a far more costly increase in the
sales tax or the income tax they
must pay.
And, owners of property in Kentucky have an almost fanatical suspicion that they are paying more
than they should and that others are
somehow getting away with paying
less than they should. In some
cases, they're correct, which only
compounds the problem.
A central part of the $1.3 billion
tax increase enacted by the General
Assembly this year is based on
property taxes. Legislators who
approved the school reform and
revenue measures realized that
higher property taxes to support
local schools in many Kentucky
counties would be accepted — if
grudgingly — only with a major
effort to assure that property
assessments are fair throughout the
state. No one believes that is the
case today.
The result was an appropriation
to finance a state Revenue Cabinet
emergency reassessment program
in counties with the worst record of
low assessments and to hire as
many as 150 temporary employees
to work with local property valuation administrators in as many as
68 counties. However, the
announcement recently that the

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
cabinet would target 25 counties
for emergency reassessments set
off a loud protest from one powerful legislator because most of the
targeted counties are located in
Eastern Kentucky. There also are
charges that the Wilkinson administration is playing politics with
the hiring of temporary workers in
local PVA offices.
Both developments could jeopardize the effectiveness of the entire
program.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo claimed the Revenue
Cabinet is "picking on Eastern
Kentucky" and that the counties
targeted were "picked ot of the
clear blue sky." Cabinet officials
denied the charge and anyone who
followed reports in both the Louisville and Lexington newspapers
last year about the property assessment mess in Kentucky recognizes
that some of the worst cases are, in
fact, Eastern Kentucky counties,
which also contain school systems
with the greatest need for improved
financing.
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If school reform — and particularly school financing reform —
are to succeed in Kentucky, regional differences must be forgotten.
What is most surprising about
Stumbo's criticism is that he, if
anyone, knows full well that a lot
of the new state money for schools
going into property poor counties
in his area of the state and other
areas of the state comes from taxpayers in the wealthier counties.
Those taxpayers have a right to
expect everyone else at long last to
pull their fair share of the property
tax load.
At the same time, property owners have a right to expect that state
politics will not play a part in setting in order the tax assessment
mess across the state. Yet, PVAs in
a few counties last week were saying that the temporary employees
being hired for their offices are
being selected by local patronage

contacts of the Wilkinson administration. The governor vehemently denied patronage contacts even
exist, although he said his county
campaign chairmen often make
recommendations for jobs. Whatever they are called, absolutely the
worst thing that could happen
would be for the perception to arise
that party politics has got something to do with setting property
assessments at the local level. If
nothing more, that's a can of
worms even Wilkinson ought to
want to avoid opening.
A lot has been made over the
school reform legislation's effort to
remore politics from local school
operations. The same ought to be
true of the effort to provide fair
property assessments statewide.
Rep. Stumbo's gandstanding and
the suggestion of state political patronage in PVA offices are hardly
the ways to go about it.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded a federal grant of
$189,159 for planning, development and implementation of a master's degree program in nursing to
prepare rural nurse clinicians.
Miss Helen Frances Wilson and
Walter Todd Shupe were married
July 19 at St. Jerome Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Onyx Newsome of
Kirksey observed their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug. 16.
Sara Hussung and Ann Uddberg
will be speakers at luncheon on
Aug. 19 by Murray Christian
Women's Club at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Twenty years ago
The new Murray-Calloway
County Library building on Main
Street was dedicated at 3 p.m. on
Aug. 14 with an open house following the ceremony.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Workman, a
boy to Mr. and MTS. Ralph Thomas
Nelson, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Elkins, Aug. 10; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Emmons, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Hodges,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stephen Sammons, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Slayden, Aug. 11.
The All-Stars of Springfield, Ill.,
won the championship of North
Colt Division Baseball Tournament
held at Murray.
Thirty years ago
Darwin Weatherford, Marsha
Hendon and Bobby Joe Smith, all
of New Concord 4-H Club, won
honors at Purchase District Dairy
Show held at Mayfield.
Mrs. Charles-Mason Baker and
Mrs. John Irvan presented a program on "Light On Our Children" at
a meeting of Woman's Society of
Christian Service of First Methodist Church.
Dr. Joseph E. Pace Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pace of Murray, started his practice of dentistry
at Tallahassee, Fla., on Aug. 15.
The Rev. Bill Sullivan is speaker

at a revival now in progress at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Forty years ago
Jimmy Shelton and Bobby
McDougal of Murray Training
School and Frank Hill and James F.
Phillips of Hazel High School took
top honors in Future Farmers of
America Division of Dairy Show.
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce will sponsor a Model Air
Show on Aug. 20, according to
Chuck Simons, president, and Gene
Allen, committee chairman.
Charles Lassiter received his
Master of Science in Agriculture,
William James his Master of Science in Education, and Louis Boyd
his Bachelor of Science at summer
commencement at University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
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Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
Letters to the Editor are welcctmed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Letters to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed SOO
words in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger it
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
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Doke named specialist with mental health/retardation board

a.

If
if

DEAR ABBY:Two years ago, our
13-year-old son, Josh, who had always been a healthy, active boy,
started having sharp stomach pains
and a constant fever. It was the
beginning ofa nightmare that lasted
nine months.
Physicians in our small town told
us that Josh had a "nervous" stomach. We were asked if he was having
trouble in school. He wasn't. Then
the doctors suggested that it was
stress, common in adolescents, and
would probably pass. It didn't.Josh's
condition rapidly grew worse. He
lost his appetite and,in a few weeks,
he dropped 25 pounds! Seriously
alarmed, we went to more doctors.
They told us that his symptoms were
"imaginary" — and suggested Josh
needed psychological "counseling."
Our happy, outgoing son became
more and more withdrawn. His
friends grew impatient with him.
His teachers accused us of coddling
him,and complained of his frequent
absence from school.
In desperation, I took Josh to a
pediatric gastroenterologist in a
nearby town, where he was immediately hospitalized and put on intravenous feeding. He was diagnosed
as having inflammatory bowel disease, a collective term for Crohn's
disease and ulcerative colitis. We
were told that an estimated 2 million
Americans — of which 200,000 are
children — have it. Although the
cause is not known, and thus far
there is no known cure for it, the
symptoms can be controlled by
medication.
Today,Josh is back at school and
actively involved in sports. His disease is now under control, and we
have a happy, energetic son once
more.
For nine months, I painfully
watched my son's health slowly deteriorate. Other parents can be
spared my experience by simply
being aware of the early warning
signs ofinflammatory bowel disease:
— persistent diarrhea
— abdominal pain or cramps
— blood passing through the rectum
— fever and weight loss
— skin or eye irritation
— delayed growth and retarded
sexual maturation.
JOSH'S MOTHER,
WILMINGTON, OHIO
DEAR MOTHER: Thank you
for writing so that I can alert
other parents.

The Western Kentucky regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. has named Carolyn
Doke as substance abuse prevention specialist. The agency has provided extensive substance abuse
prevention services to the nine
county area for several years.
Donald W. Fox WKRMH/MR
Board,
Inc., Executive Director
Readers,if you or anyone you
said,
"As
one of two prevention
know has the above symptoms,
help is available: Call the National Foundation for Ileitis and
Colitis at its toll-free number: 1800-343-3637. They will send ypu
a list of doctors in your area who
specialize in treating inflammatory bowel disease. Also available are free educational brochures, and the location of local
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director
chapters that sponsor seminars
of
the Murray State University
and support groups.

specialist, Doke will share job
responsibilities with Carol Collins
in the areas of youth leadership,
county task force development, and
support and development along
with their liaison work with
Champions Against Drugs and
other community task forces."
The WKRMH-MR Board, Inc.
prevention services will be
expanded through the development

Malinauskas named director
of MSU's Honors Program

DEAR ABBY:I do volunteer work
at a very large medical center. I feel
very good about it. We have 400
volunteers at this hospital, and we
all feel very proud of what we do for
the patients.
The other day,I was with a group
of women (not at the hospital) and
several of them said they thought I
was foolish for working at the hospital for nothing. One woman said she
would never do that kind of work —
she was paid for her time.
Abby, what do you think of a
remark like that?
LONGTIME VOLUNTEER
DEAR VOLUNTEER: You
rattled the right cage. "B.C."
(Before Column), I worked as a
"Gray Lady" for the American
Red Cross — training women to
work in hospitals — and it was
one of the most rewarding experiences of my life.
The rewards that come from
volunteer work are far more
valuable than any monetary
compensation.Women(and men,
too) who are financially able to
volunteer their services should
do so, and leave the paying jobs
for those who must work in order to support themselves or a
family.

Theatre, has been named to direct
the university's Honors Program.
Malinauskas succeeds Dr. Dieter
Jedan, who served from 1988
through 1990.
The MSU Honors Program,
established in 1986, provides highachieving students with a broad
array of learning experiences while
allowing them to complete any of
the varied areas or majors offered
by the university.
Honors Program students have
the option of earning an Honors
Diploma. Candidates for the diploma must demonstrate competence
in mathematics and a foreign language, complete required seminars,
submit an appropriate Honors Thesis and travel overseas. This fall
121 students are enrolled in the
program, an 18 percent increase
over last year, Malinauskas said.
"Under the leadership of Dr.
Malinauskas, we are expecting continued growth and further recognition of the program's role in serv-

lucky, will have an office at the
agency's Mayfield/Graves County
service location at 2117 North
Seventh Street.
Doke said, "I'm looking forward
to providing services to the various
counties, schools, and service organizations, among many other
groups in western Kentucky. We
want to assist communities
throughout the area in developing
and implementing their own comprehensive effective substancee
abuse prevention plan.
If you would like further information on the agency's substance
abuse prevention programming,
please call The Joseph L. Friedman
Center at 442-9131 or the
WKRMH-MR Board, Inc. Mayfield
office at 247-534.6.

ing the needs of outstanding students," said Dr. James L. Booth,
Murray State provost and vice
president for academic and student
affairs.
Malinauskas has served on the
Honors Program faculty since the
program began at Murray Sate. In
October, he and two Murray State
Honors Program students, Joe
Lyons and Kevin Moore, will partiDr. Ann Landini, assistant procipate in the National Collegiate
Honors Council convention in Bal- fessor in the Department of Jourtimore. They will lead a panel dis- nalism and Radio-TV at Murray
cussion on censorship and the State University, was one of two
National Endowment for the Arts. journalism educators selected to
attend a recent seminar on "Basic
He earned the B.A. degree from Layout, Design and Graphics" in
Kings College, the M.A. degree Roanoke, Va., July 29-Aug. 1.
from New Mexico Highlands UniSponsored by the Southern
versity and the Ph.D. degree from Newspaper Publishers Association
the University of Oregon. He Foundation, the seminar had sesjoined the faculty at Murray State sions on newspaper design, typoin 1978 and attained the rank of graphy, informational graphics and
professor in the department of use of color.
Landini and Mary Jean Land of
Speech Communication and TheatGeorgia College joined 30 newsre in 1984.
MalinausVis will continue to be paper educators in attending sesdirector of the University Theater. sions led by Dr. Robert Bohle, Vir-

Landini one of two educators
selected to attend seminar
ginia Commonwealth University;
Bill Pitzer, graphics editor of the
Norfolk Virginian-Pilot/LedgerStar; and Nanette Bisher, senior art
director of U.S. News & World
Report and president of the Society
of Newspaper Designers.
Landini, who joined the MSU
faculty in 1985, is the adviser for
the Murray State News and teaches
courses in reporting, editing and
design.
She earned the bachelor's degree
at Kentucky Wesleyan College,
master's at Murray State and doctorate at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

This Week's Special;
Large Hamburger
Fries & Med. Drink

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

KeepThe Great GM FeelIngWxth Genume

DEAR ABBY: This is for your
"Now I've beard everything" file: In
Ionia, Mich., a very intoxicated man
attempted to rob two service station
attendants at gunpoint. The attendants refused to hand over the
money, so the would-be robber
threatened to call the police!
The attendants still refused to
budge,so the drunk called the police,
who showed up and immediately
arrested him.
A RICHMOND, VA., READER

d parenting skills program, adult
substance abuse prevention training
and various community-wide prevention projects. Doke will also be
concentrating on various major
annual and on-going substance
abuse prevention programs including: The Red Ribbon Campaign;
the WDDJ-FM "No Means No
Show"; Teen Leadership Training;
various area health fairs throughout
the year; resource acquisition and
support; and extensive community
education projects and awareness
campaigns.
Fox said, "We are happy to have
Carolyn Doke on our staff, and
with her input we look forward to
achieving the goals set for the
upcoming months in the area of
substance abuse prevention."
Doke
native of western Ken-

Saturday Only;
Bar-B-0 Plate & Med. Drink

4--V-4-*************•rit

SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans ,
from

Includes: Bar-B-0 Fries, $395
Baked Beans, Slaw
& Toasted Bun

Taw

'17,800 to 29,000

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

*****************4

k

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

t-

Beginning October 1, 1990, our subscription rates will increase. From now and up until
October 1, you can renew your subscription at the old rates listed below. You may renew for 6
months, 1 year, 2 years, 5 years or any length of time and avoid paying the higher rates.
Beat the rate increase and fill out the order blank today. For your convenience, you may
mail in your subscription or stop by our office, Monday through Friday 8 to 5 and Saturday 8

Please renew my subscription for the
time indicated on this order blank.
Send To:

The Murray Ledger & Times
Attn. Circulation Dept.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

Local
Subscription
J One Year

Out-of-County
Subscription
One Year

Enclosed find my check,
money order or cash for

Phone
0 Renewal D New Subscription

Mail in your
subscription card today
and beat the October 1, 1990
rate increase.
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Community events listed
Friday, Aug. 17
will be served from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
with reservations to be made by
Thursday.

Friday, Aug. 17
Popularity Showboat will present
its special program at dusk at Kentucky Dam State Park. For information call 1-800-325-0146.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth Si will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

National Scouting Museum will
be open ,irom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Family Night for Murray Lodges
of Woodmen of the World will be
at 6 p.m. at WOW Youth Camp.

Twilight Golf for men and
women will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.

Campground Square Dance will
be from 7 to 9 p.m. at Kenlake
State Resort Park. This is free and
open to the public.

Twilight Golf for men and
women will be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club. A catered dinner

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 6:45 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building for Movie
Night. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Saturday, Aug. 18
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

iTHEATRES

(Cont'd on page 7)

My Blue
Heaven (PG/3)

1:30
3:20
715
9135

Young Guns II
(PG13)

1.30
3.30
7.15
9 15

Ghost
(PG13)

130
3 50
7 10
930

Presumed
Innocent (R)

130
490
700
9 20

We are pleased to announce
that P.], Chadwick, bride-elect
of Jeff Harvey has made her
domestic and houseware selections from our bridal registry.
P.J. and Jeff will be married
Saturday, September I, 1990.

1.30
3.30

705
9:10

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Only!!!!
Coming 5gagn
Taking Care of Business

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Rent your moviessat the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

Open 11:am to 10:pm

GUESS WHAT!

4'1 !mead Sergers

$49900
our competitor's priccal

Quill
)Lovers will meet Tuesday

Homecoming will be at Old Salem Cemetery on Sunday, Aug. 19. A
picnic lunch will be served following church services. Each one should
bring a basket lunch to be spread. Any person having family members
buried at the cemetery is urged to attend or mail their donations for the
upkeep of the cemetery to a member of the Cemetery Committee. The
cemetery is located south of Murray off Highway 121 South, on Old
Salem Road.

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16) Reldland, Icy.
898-7301 or 1-800-525-7815

PFAFF

The all new Vomado Air Comfort System is a revolutionary air movement
system combining the effectiveness of
the ceiling fan, winter and summer,with
the advantage of portability Total air
comfort is now a reality while you
control air movement for personal oomfort Only the Vomado with its controlled vortex airstream can move all
the air, all th time, anywhere Go put an
end to 'ceiling fan hassle" with the new
Vomado Air Comfort System--"The
portable ceiling fan on the floor.'

$99.95
The Vornado produces a coherent
vortex or'beam"of air that maintains its
shape up to 75 feet from the grill The
Vortex bounces off the walls and ceiling
and sets all the air in the room in motion
The result is gentle. controllable, effective circulation that con:ributes to your
personal comfort, regardless of the
season V
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Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Paul Powell
The groom's parents hosted a
rehearsal dinner at Kenlake Lodge.
Bridal events included a personal
shower by Susan Fisher and Tina
Wadkins; a coffee by Nancy
Adams, Wilma Billington, Ruth
Eversmeyer, Marie Forrester, Peggy Hook and Mary Outland; a
shower by friends of the groom's
mother in Louisville; and a family
breakfast before the wedding by
Doris and Ron Cella and John and
Nancy Adams.
Out-of-town guests included the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chrzanowski, Garden City, Mich.; Mr. and
Mrs. Elden Loberger, Mooresville,
N.C.; Ms. Ruth Ann Wallace, Canton, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Moore, Indian River, Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. Scott Stachowiak, Bettendorf, Iowa;
MT. and Mrs. Myron Loberger,

Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

Mike Wright, Paducah; Andrea
McCormick and Alison Sears,
Nashville, Tenn.; Julie Hurrle, Elizabethtown; Joe and Ruth Anderson, Henry and Agnes Thoben, Art
and Lynne' Schneller, Steve and
Lisa Cooper, Sarah and Anna, Dan
and Dara Russo, Judy and Keith
Johnson, Louisville;
Jim Fuhrman, New Orleans, La.;
Bart and Kathleen Hall Richmond,
Va.; Charla Hylton, Winchester;
Matthew S. Thomas, Owensboro;
Carol Bill and Lisa Stutzenberger,
Frankfort; Mark A. Bagwell,
Gilbertsvi Ile.

Clint Austin Evans born
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Evans, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Clint Austin, weighing seven pounds eight ounces, born on Wednesday, Aug. 1, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Ninette Nored. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Evans,
Puryear, and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Nored, Paris, Tenn. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Clifton Evans, Purycar, Mr. and Mrs. Travis Merrell and Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Nored, all of Paris.

Retirees' supper cancelled
The monthly meeting of retirees of Local 1068 and other Locals of
UAW-AFL-CIO and their spouses has been cancelled or this month,
August, according to a group spokesperson. The next meeting will be
Tuesday, Sept. 18, in the Fellowship Hall of Memorial Baptist Church.

Singles plan two events
The Singles Organizational Society will have special events tonight
(Friday) and Sunday, Aug. 19. Tonight the group will meet at 6:45 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building for movie night with Joyce as hostess.
Sunday the group will meet at Chamber of Commerce building, Murray,
at 1 p.m. or Woodland Nature Center, Land Between the Lakes, at 1:45
p.m. for a hike in LBL. Each one should bring a sack lunch. Pamela will
be hostess. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Margaret, 1-247-2249, or Mary, 1-527-0115.

Rev. Hale to speak at Reidland
The Rev. Steve Hale, evangelist, Evansville, Ind., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hale of Murray, will be speaker at a Faith for Living Crusade at
Reidland Baptist Church, Reidland, starting Sunday, Aug. 19, and continuing through Wednesday, Aug. 22. Services will be at 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m., Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. Music will be
by the Steve Shirk Family with Joseph Shirk to speak at luncheons at 12
noon, Monday through Wednesday. Dr. Jerry Hopkins, pastor, invites the
public to ai:.•.nd.

Art Guild will meet Tuesday
Murray Art Guild will have a dessert potluck on Tuesday, Aug. 21, at
12:30 p.m. at the home of Emily Wolfson, North 14th Street. A business
meeting will follow at 2 p.m., according to Patricia Clark, president.

Mark Wells Miller of Murray
has been awarded a $500
Allbritten-Linn Accounting Alumni
Scholarship for the 1990-91
academic year at Murray State
University.
Miller is the son of Dr. Tim and
Patricia Miller, 821 North 20th St.,
Murray..
A sophomore accounting major,
he is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity at MSU and served as
A

pledge class treasurer. A Dean's
List student, he is a 1989 graduate
of Murray High School.
The Allbritten-Linn Accounting
Alumni Scholarship is awarded to
upperclassmen majoring in
accounting who meet the schoalrship criteria of academic achievement, personal circumstances and
financial need. The award is administered through the MSU Alumni
Association.

Virginia Lee Kern of Murray has

A graduate student studying psychology and sociology, she is a
member of Alpha Chi honorary and
the Murray Woman's Club.

been awarded a $500 Centug Club
AR/alga
HARDWARE STORES

Appleton, Wis.; Julie Loberger, De
Pere, Wis.; Dale Loberger, Pineville, N.C.; Faye Harris and Paula
Plummer, Cynthiana; Christine
Ward, Clifton Darnell and Carl
Elliot, Atlanta, Ga.; Lori Sims,
Indianapolis, Ind.;
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DATEBOOK

Old Salem homecoming Sunday

• Rolled hcm without changing plate
• Gcnnan motor & electronics'
• Use regular household needles
• 5 year warranty
• Easy threading

Inc

Mich., was flower girl. She wore a
full length teal green satin dress
and carried a white basket with
pink petals.
The groom wore a formal black
tuedo with tails, white shirt and
white vest with a pink rose
boutonniere.
Henry R. (Chip) Snyder of
Louisville was best man. Groomsmen were Jeffrey Powell, Louisville, brother of the groom, Thom
Butler, Indianapolis, Ind., Steve
Walker, Paducah, and David Wilbanks, Atlanta, Ga.
John Lee Fisher, Murray, was
ringbearer. Henry B. Thoben Jr.,
Louisville, and David Ward and
Mike Mitchell, Atlanta, Ga., were
ushers.
The male attendants wore black
tuxedoes, white shirts, teal bow ties
and teal cummerbunds with pink
rose boutonnieres.
The bride's mother wore a tealength aqua lace over taffeta dress
with pearl accessories. The
groom's mother wore a pale pink
knit dress. Their corsages were
pink roses with pearl accents with
pink and white ribbons.
Mrs. Lorine Wallace and Mrs.
Maymie Fields, grandmothers,
were presented pink rose corsages.
Presiding at the guest register
was Rachel Cella. Emily Moore
was program attendant.
Tina Wadkins directed the
wedding.
A reception hosted by the bride's
parents followed in the fellowship
hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
with a white linen cloth overlaid
with lace. The cake, made by Vickie Geurin, was three-tiered decorated with pink silk roses and net
between the layers, teal and pink
flowers on the cake, and topped
with a Precious Moments bride and
groom. The groom's cake was
decorated as a golf course.
Silver appointments were used to
mints, nuts and pink
serve
punch, made by Clovis Jones.
Reception hostesses included
Ruth Ann Wallace, Dianne Moore,
Lori Sims and Ginger Hackell.
After the reception, a dinner was
held for out-of-town guests and the
wedding party at Hong Kong
Restaurant.
Following a wedding trip to
Jamaica, the couple now resides at
12505 Ledges Dr., Louisville.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Aug. 21, at 6 p.m. in meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library. Jolene Wilcher will present a lesson on
"Correct Use of the Grainline in the Quilt Block." Each one should bring
a pieced block to be used in the discussion, according to Geneva Giles,
president, who invites all interested persons to attend.

Suggested Retail
5779.00
Now you can get Gur serge( and our warranty at

vomado Ns Circulavon Systems

Miss Lynne Dawn Loberger and
Gregory Paul Powell were married
in a candlelight ceremony on Saturday, May 26, at 2:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Gordon Loberger, 1703
Parklane Dr., Murray. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Wallace of Alpena, Mich.,
and Mrs. Signe Loberger of West
Bend, Wis., and the greatgranddaughter of Rudolph Cousineau of Lachine, Mich. She is the
goddaughter of Dr. and Mrs. James
Fee of Akron, Ohio.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee H. Powell of Louisville,
and the grandson of Mrs. Maymie
Fields of Cynthiana.
The Rev. Toby Schellingerhout,
minister of First Presbyterian
Church, Murray, officiated. Music
was presented by Ellie Brown,
organist, and Amanda Sims,
soloist.
The flowers and church decorations were by Ruth Eversmeyer.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore a formal gown of
white taffeta and Venice lace
adorned with sequins and seed
pearls. It was designed with full
sieves, high neckline and fitted
bodice. The cathedral length train
consisted of layers of flowing ruffles with a large bow accent at the
back of the waist. The skirt was
full with lace forming a triangle
design in the front as well as running along the bottom hem line and
down the sides to complement the
ruffles.
She wore a finertip veil of
imported silk attached to a headpiece of seed pearls to form matching ruffles on back of dress. She
carried a cascading bouquet of
three dozen pink roses complemented with miniature white carnations, baby's breath and pink satin
ribbons.
Mrs. Susan Fisher of Murray was
matron of honor. LuAnn Loberger,
Louisville, sister of the bride, was
maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Leslie Loberger, Murray, sister of
the bride, Trisha Fuhrman, New
Orleans, La., and Rhonda Brunson,
Louisville.
They wore tea-length dresses of
teal green satin and carried bouquets of pink roses and lilies
accented with pearls.
Alicia Moore of Indian River,
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Scholarship for the 199r0-91
academic year at Murray State
University.
Ms. Kern is the daughter of Rosa
Mae Ivy of Murray and the late
Hubert L. Ivy.

The Century Club scholarship is
presented by the MSU Alumni
Association.
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Newborn, dismissals, expiration listed
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Thursday, Aug. 16, have been
released as follows:
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Newborn
admission
Anderson baby girl, parents,
Sandra and Larry, Rt. 1, Box 642,
Dexter.

Child's reaction at first
day of school is normal
NEW YORK (AP) — If your kid
puts up a fuss on his first day of
nursery school, be happy.
"During a child's first separation, if the child doesn't go through
a little trauma, it indicates there is
a lack of emotional bonding with
the family, and a greater problem
exists, says Dr. Laurene Smith.
But also be advised that how the
parent reacts, so may the child
react.
"If the parent displays anxiety
about the separation," she says,
"the child will display anxiety as
well. Being positive, communicative and, above all, enthusiastic
about your child's first venture
from home will go far in helping
him suffer as little trauma as
possible."
Smith, vice president of Educational Research and Development
at Kinder-Care Learning Centers,
Inc., a nationwide child-care company, offers these tips to ease a
child's anxiety:
— Don't try to slip away. Children are smarter than we give them
credit for, and trying to sneak out
will only heighten their fear of
abandonment.
— Prepare your child beforehand. Read him paperbacks such as
"Will I Have a Friend?" by Miriam Cohen (MacMillan, 1967) or
"What Mary Jo Shared" by Janice
M. Udry (Scholastic, 1966) which
explore the fun of social activities.
Tell him what to expect. Discuss
the daily routine and reinforce the
fact that she will be experiencing
familiar situations, such as regular
lunch and nap times. Children, like
adults, feel more comfortable when
they know what's ahead.
— It is OK to leave something
personal with the child, such as a
scarf or a change purse. This helps
the child feel more secure because
instinctively she knows you will
return for it — and her.
Dr. Patricia Wheeler, a clinical
psychologist and family therapist,
says children display their anxiety
in different ways. "Some children

wail, some scream, some cry, and
some cling to the parent or caregiver," she says. "Others internalize
their fears of abandonment and
silently pout or withdraw.
"Each child's reaction is individual, the same way the length of
each child's separation anxiety is
individual. One child may cry
every day for the first 10 minutes
of separation, while another may
only cry the first two or three
times."

Vision can
be problem

A gospel singing featuring James
Jarrett and the Marty Cobb Trio of
Dresden, Tenn., will be at 7:30
p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury Circle,
Murray.

FOR SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1990
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Saturday, Aug. 18

NEW YORK (AP) — The
American Optometric Association
estimates that about 16 percent of
children ages 5 to 12 years have
Annual luau will be at 6 p.m.
vision problems that can result in
with dance to start at 8 p.m. at
learning disabilities.
With that in mind, the Better Murray Moose Lodge.
Vision Institute, the National EduDick Albin, entertainer and
cation Association and National
Association of School Nurses have humorist from Nashville, Tenn.,
launched a national campaign will entertain at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
designed to make parents aware of State Resort Park Hotel. This is
the importance of annual zye free and open to the public.
examinations.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
Eye specialists say studies show
that a child with farsightedness — North Fourth St. will be open from
hyperopia — or unequal focusing 6 to 11 p.m. For information call
ability — anisometropia — is more 753-TEEN.
likely to have vision-related learnPopularity Showboat will present
ing disabilities than a nearsighted
its
special program at dusk at Kenchild or a child with good distance
tucky Dam State Park. For inforacuity.
Vision problems may be a factor mation call 1-800-325-0146.
if a child dislikes and avoids close
work, has a short attention span or
Family reunion of all family and
frequently daydreams, turns or tilts friends of the late Billie Wells,
the head to one side or closes one Johnnie Wells, Clay Wells, Annie
eye, has trouble finishing timed Wells Falwell, Bertie Wells Vace
written assignments, places his Cleae wells, Ray Wells and Omer
head close to a book or desk when Wells will be from 9 a.m. to 10
reading, blinks or rubs eyes exces- p.m. at main pavilion at Kenlake
sively, loses his place while read- State Park. A potluck meal will
be
ing, complains of headache, nausea served at 12 noon.
and dizziness or has blurred or
double vision.
Free fingerprinting for children
of all ages will be from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at K-Mart of Murray.

Frances Drake

SCORPIO
Musical gospel extravanganza
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
will be at 7 p.m. at St. John MisRecognition and financial gains are
yours to enjoy the coming months. sionary Baptist Church, Spruce and
Today could bring you an important L.P. Miller Streets.
new opportunity and a social success
as well!
Events at Paris Landing State
SAGITTARIUS
Park will include Leaf Printing at
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
12:30 p.m.; Dinasaur Egg Hunt at
Either you're considering a course
1:30 p.m.; Grapevine Wreaths at 4
of study that will open new doors for
p.m.; Summer in the Park featuring
you or you meet with a splendid
travel opportunity now. Romance too Scott Myatt and Tom Price at 7:30
p.m.
is in the offing!
CAPRICORN
Car Wash, sponored by Callo(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
way County High School Varsity
You'll be saving more money in the
next month or so or you'll be the 'Cheerleaders, will be at Hardee's
recipient of an investment that pays parking lot.
off handsomely. In either case, your
financial fortunes are on the rise!
Couples Bridge with Lola and
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Joe Pat James as hosts will be at
You're entering a special period of 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
harmony with close ties now. Some
will soon be forming a business
Murray Shrine Charity Golf
partnership; others will be enjoying Tournament will be at Murray
enhanced romantic togetherness.
Country Club.
PISCES
mow
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
..16114
Murray Art Guild will sponsor a
A friend can be a distracting
workshop at 9 a.m. in Annex of
influence now, but overall you're
entering a period of improved job Calloway County Public Library.
opportunities and a time when business and pleasure combine to your
advantage.
YOU BORN TODAY like to be in
the limelight and do well in your own
business. You're artistically inclined
and usually have little trouble in
209 University Square, Murray
commercializing your creativity. You
usually have a good head for business
and can succeed in such fields as
banking and brokerage. Whatever
your chosen field, you're usually
idealistic. Birthdate of: Shelley Winters, actress; Marshall Field, merchant; and Roberto Clemente,
baseball player.
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Sara Hussung, right, teacher at Murray Preschool Cooperative, and students at the school are pictured at
Hale's Dairy Farm, located between Kirksey and Backusburg on Highway 464. The group was given a
tour of the farm with the various processes being discussed. The school, located in First Presbyterian
Church building at Main and 16th Streets, will have an orientation on Tuesday, Aug. 21, at 7 p.m. Openings are available in both the three and four-year-old classes. For more information call Tammie Hoover,
759-4842.
If

Saturday, Aug. 18
For information call 489-2751 Of
759-9837.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m., Birds of Prey at 2 p.m.
and Meet a Black Vulture and
Opossum at 3:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Muzzleloading Rifle Match at 1:30
p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Wagon
Rides at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. and
Hare Raising Business at 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Seven Wonders gf
the Universe at 10 a.m., 12 noon,2
and 3 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Sunday, Aug. 19
Mr. and Mrs. Hildred Paschall
will be honor-d on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.

Auditions for "Steel Magnolias"
will be at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park. For information c I
759-1752.
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
For 1.iformation call 759-4059.
UMW of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
sponsor a community Bible Study
on Galatians at 6 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming.
Old Salem Cemetery homecoming will be held with potluck meal
after church services.
Campground Campfire program
with Ted Belue will be at 7:30 p.m.
at Kenlake State Park. This is free
and open to the public.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce or Woodland Nature
Center in LBL at :45 p.m. for a
hike in LBL Each one should
For information
bring a sack lu
call Pamela, 75-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.
Events at Paris Landing State
Park wil. include worship service
at 8:30 a.m.: Cartoofis and Color-

* Custom Framing
* Limited Edition Prints
* Silk Greenery
759-1019

•

3 GREAT
DIAMOND VALUES

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Sunday, Aug. 19
ing at 9 a.m.; Rock Painting at 10
a.m.; Frisbee Golf at 12 noon;
Whoo Is It? at 1:30 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer kip Close
at 9:15 a.m., WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m. and Eagles Up Close at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;

3g

JEWELERS

Sunday, Aug. 19
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. and Toys and Games
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 and 2:30 p.m. and Hare Raising Buiness at 3 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Seven Wonders of the Universe at 10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 and 3
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center.

Professionally-Cleaned
Carpets...Our Specialty
WE GUARANTEE IT!

ServiceMaster of The Lakes
Call For A Free Estimate

Glenn Dossett-Owner

759-1707

R=Zit

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

-ctheort. Inc.

Reservations for luncheon on
Tuesday at Seven Seas by Murray
Christian Women's Club should be
made by tonight with Linda Salley,
753-8016. or Freda Lovett,
753-3999.

YOUR
CHOICE

753-5101

PN•

zof:,
462
4 ;-

(Fornierly Jerry's Restaurant)

Include. Choke of Potato,
Slaw or Salad St Rolls
S. 12th St.

t

_•

DIAM0N

After 4 p.m. Special
Shrimp or Clams $395

•„
s• •

a

•

!I
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Preschool roui visits dairy farm

ALLERYI.

Julie's Family
Restaurant MP

AUGUST 17, 1990

Community••• (Cont'd from page 6)
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr.19)
1114
Today especially favors romance,
and the coming months will find you
going out more for good times and
the enjoyment of recreational pursuits. The accent is on fun!
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You could be investing some
money now in a home-improvement
project. Family interests are happily
highlighted and tonight favors having
company over.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Some unexpected expenditures
could arise now. You may try your
hand at an artistic pursuit now. The
weeks ahead bring you more travel
opportunities than usual.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're entering a period where
finances should improve. You and a
partner won't agree about everything
today, but shopping is still a plus. You
have an eye for beauty now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You'll be getting more fun out of
life in the next few months. Your
self-confidence is definitely on the
rise. You're in a gracious and magnanimous state of mind.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Someone is just testing the waters
with a romantic flirtation today. You
seem to be getting more joy out of
family life and the comforts of
domesticity now and in the near
future.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Put thoughts of mixing business
and pleasure out of your head for
now, but do enjoy the fun opportunities which arise today.

Dismissals
Mrs. Peggy Lamb and baby boy,
RL 2, Box 290AA, Paris, Tenn.;
Timothy Wyatt, Rt. 4, Box 193,
Benton;
Ed Michael Thurmond, 208
Irvan Si, Murray; Mrs. Tammy
Waters, Rt. 1, Box 97, Sedalia;
Robert McLean, Rt. 6, Box 230,
Murray;
James Thomas Jr., 115 McFall,
South Fulton, Tenn.; Miss Tammy
Manning, Fox Meadows, Murray;
Miss Amanda Cook, 168 Noel Dr.,
Cadiz;
Miss Bridgette Dawn Carter, Rt.
2, Box 248B, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Carlos Williams, 1651 Calloway,
Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Paschall, 1703 Melrose Dr., Murray; Robert Stephens,
Rt. 1, Box 313, Wingo;
Mrs. Isabel Uhrmacker, Rt. 3,
Box 315, Murray; Mrs. Pauline
Jones, 1701 Ryan Ave., Murray.
Expiration
Raymond V. (Ray) Ross, Rt. 1,
Box 57, Murray.

FRIDAY,

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Aug. 20 to
24 have been released by Joanna
Adams, food service director for
Calloway County Schools, and
Margot McIntosh, food service
coordinator for Murray City
Schools. The menus, subject to
occasional change, are as follows:

MURRAY CITY
Schools will be session from
Tuesday through Friday.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - scrambled eggs/toast;
Wednesday - blueberry muffin;
Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - apple turnover. Milk, juice,
cereal and toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, tuna salad
sandwich; Tuesday - chicken nuggets, roast beef sandwich; Wednesday - chili burrito, hot dog; Thursday - spaghett w/meat sauce, deli
turkey sandwich; Friday - sliced
turkey, hamburger. Peanut butter/
jelly sandwich, grilled cheese,
fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts,
milk and fruit drink are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - cinnamon roll; Wednesday - scrambled egg, bacon, toast:
Thursday - ham and cheese biscuit; Friday - blueberry muffin.
Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of
juices are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, tuna salad
sandwich; Tuesday - chili burrito,
cheeseburger; Wednesday - chicken nuggets, hot dog; Thursday pizza, barbecue sandwich; Friday taco salad, hamburger. Salad bar,
fruits, vegetables, fries, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage on biscuit;
Tuesday - ham and cheese on biscuit; Wednesday - scrambled egg,
bacon, toast: Thursday - pancakes
w/link sausage; Friday - biscuit w/
sausage gravy. Cereal, fruit,
donuts, juice and milk are available
Lunch
Monday - barbecued ribbeue,
chili dog; Tuesday' - spaghett w/
meat sauce, turkey club sandwich;
713-0016
WI, 'Morro..

Wednesday - sliced turkey and
gravy, fish sandwich; Thursday taco salad, hot ham and cheese
sandwich; Friday - crispy steak,
chicken breast sandwich. Salad bar,
hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza,
fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
miik and fruit drinks are available
daily.

Elementary breakfast
Tuesday - cereal and toast;
Wednesday - turnovers; Thursday
- Poptarts; Friday - Honeybuns.
Juice or fruit and milk are served
each day.
Robertson
Tuesday - pizza, chicken fried
steak; Wednesday - hot dog, taco
salad; Thursday - hamburger, fish
sandwich; Friday - ham and
cheese, peanut butter and jelly.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Carter
Tuesday - chicken nuggets,
hamburger; Wednesday - taco and
salad, grilled cheese; Thursday pizza submarine; Friday - sack
lunch - hot dog, peanut butter and
jelly. Choice of fruits, vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
Tuesday - cereal and toast;
Wednesday - eggs and toast;
Thursday - cereal and toast; Friday - donuts. Cereal, milk, fruit
juice or fruit are available daily.
Murray Middle
Tuesday - Salisbury steak w/
gravy, club sandwich; Wednesday
- spaghetti w/French bread, ham
and cheese sandwich; Thursday chicken nuggets, barbecue sandwich; Friday - fish sandwich w/
cheese, grilled cheese sandwich.
French fries, pizza, choice of fruits
and vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
Murray High
Tuesday - submarine, corn dog;
Wednesday - fish sandwich w/
cheese, grilled cheese sandwich;
Thursday - tacos w/lettuce, chicken fried steak sandwich; Friday footIong hot dog w/chili, barbecue
sandwich. Pizza, hamburgers,
French fries, baked potatoes,
nachos, soft bread pretzels, choice
of fruits and vegetables, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.
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Murray-Calloway tounty
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 xis.m
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 45 pm.
Training Union
6 00 p.m.
ST JHN
O
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a.m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 45iii.m
UNIN'ERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
10 45 am
Morning Worship
6'00 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Mid-Week
7 00 pm
Service
VICTORY 1341PTIST
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
11 -00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morniug Worship
11 00• m
Sunday Evening
600pm
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p in

ADVIINTISTS

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road

•-•

MAIPTIIIT

Murray, Ky. 42071

RUTHIE'S
• Alb*
G ulf)UNIVERSITY GULF

I. moor
--- Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray

753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

CHARLIE'S

McoterCord

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 i5 a m
Worship
Sat 11 000 m

SA - -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitman lAcross From Ledger & Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. — 759-1400

I

Carroll
Tire

•

753-1480 - 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

E7

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8. 6:30 .m. to 10

•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray •

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
Warship
Church Traming
Wedirmiday

10
11 am. & 6
5
7

cm.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10 -00 am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
11 000 m
Morning Worship
6 Sop m
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a.m.
Morning Services
11 00 •.m.
Evening Services
6 00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH .
Wednesday Serv
830 p.m
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
6 00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
6 45 p.m.
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
Worship
10 45 a.m & 7 p m:
'
6 00 p m
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 000 m
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p m

WESTSIDE RAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 •.m. & 6 p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
5 00 p m
Saturday
900 a m
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masses 6 00 p m Sat
8:00 a in Sunday
a.m. SA...1
,___..............
.da0 ....__.:
.
110.
CNIIIIMAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9a ii.
Worship
0a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN ,
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m
Bible School
930 a.m
Evening Service
600 p.m

CHRISTIAN SCUM!
SIIIVICIS
Farmer Ave k 17th St , Murray
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
2nd Wed.
7:30 p.m
RR 2nd Wed
12'00-3:00 p.m
,,

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.50 a m
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00 a m
10 00 a m
Worship
6 00 pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
WILLIAMS CHAPEL

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00• m.
Sunday School
11 00• m.
Morning Worship
MT CARIdEL
Wem
Worship
11 a m
Sunday School
HICHRoN
v..„hip MT
10 e nl
II a rT1
Sunday Si:hool

9 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 30 p.m.

Morning
Evening
Wednesday

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9.45 a.m.
School
S
11 00 a m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 13 a in
Morning Worship
10'45 a m
Evening
6 CO p m

CIIIMCII OF JIM.
CHRIST OF U1TTIlt
DAY SAINTS
CHI'RCH oF: JESCS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sacrament Moo
10 am.
Sunday School
1120 a.m.
Relief Society and
Prnshood
1210 p.m.
--,

IPISCOPAIL
,,,T

JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main

Summer Schedule
Holy Eucharist
9 30 a m

Sunday

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a m.
Sunday School
11'00 am
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning
11 00 a m
g Service
Pastor William J Pratt

INDIPINDIINT .
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9:30 am
Sunday School
10:30 am
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.000.m
Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
930 a m
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
int, NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH oF MI IRRAY
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m & 7 p.m
Worship
7- 15 p.m.
Wednesday
759 9862

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD

csa)

759-9995

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Mom St.

753 5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn jirove Road

753-5742

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
10.000 in
Sunday School
ii an, a: 7 p ni
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a nr at 6341 p rn
Worship

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
DEXTER. HOL1NF:SS
10'00 a.m
Sunday School
CHURCH
11'00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 a in
Sunday School
6:00 pin
Evening Worship
II a in Sr a p.m
- Worship
JEHOVAH'S
WITNESS
730 asn.,
Wednesday Evening
7 p•m
Saturda,),
Watchtower
10 30 a.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
Bible Lecture
9 30 a.m.
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
II 00 a.m
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10- 05 a.m
10'00 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
950 a.m
Church Training
5 Sopin
Worship Servicell a.m & 7 p m
Evening
Worship
600pm
Worship
' 6 Sop m
Evening
FAITH APOSTOLIC
COLDWATER
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
CHURCH
Morning Worship
10 500 in
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
HILLTOP BAPTIST
2205 Coldwater Rd
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Sunday School &
Sunday School
10 00 a m
10-11 a.m .7:00 p.m
Sun Ser.
DEXTER
9 30 a m
Bible Class
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
10 300 m
FAITH TABERNACLE
Worship
Evening Service
5 30 p m
Evening Worship
6 - 00 p m
3 miles east of Almo
KIMSEY BAPTIST
FRIENDSHIP
10'00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10 00 a m
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
: Worship
7 30 pm
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
GREEN PLAIN
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
BAPTIST
10:00 a in
Bible
Study
10
00 a m
Sunday School
BETHEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 000 m
Morning Service
10 45 a.m
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Worship
11 - a in air 7 p ro
11110 a m 4
Preaching
Evening Worship
Sunday School
6:00 p m
10 30 a in
JENNY RIDGE
6:00 p.m.
Wed Worship
7:30 p m
2nd & 4th Sun Night 600 p m
PENTECOSTAL
Wednesday Night
7'00 p.m.
HAZEL
CHURCH
BROOK'S
CHAPEL
UNITED
Saturday
Evening
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Wia,lion
10 30 a ni &7 u m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
10700 a m
11 00 a m
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Evening Worship
7 00 p m.
lot & 3rd Sun Night 7 Sop m
Morning Worship
10- 50 a m.
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Evening Worship
6:00 p m
6 p in
Evening Worship
lot Sunday
2-00 p m.
Mid-Week Worship
7 00 p in
3rd Sunday
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
2- 00 p.m
coLl iW ATER
HICKORY
GROVE
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 a.in.
Sunday School
il .. rn
Worship
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m
Warn
Sunday School
Sunday
School
9:30
a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
TRINITY MISSION
'
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
MOUNT HOREB
Sunday School
10 00 a. m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m_
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Worship
KIRKSEY CHURCH
Worship Service
II a vii at p ro
900
Sunday School
I.. 30 a m
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
945
.
Worship
11 00a m
UNITED
PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10.00 a m
DEXTER-HARD1N UNITED
NEW MT CARMEL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10'50 a m
10'00 a.m
MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Evening
Worship
1100 a.m., 6 Sop m
Worship
7
p
m.
Morning Worship
11 00a.m.Worship
Serv
11:00-7:30 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
:Sunday & Wednesdays:
Evening Worship
6- 00 p.m
LAKE-LAND
APOSTOLIC
M1'. OLIVE
Worship
10:50 a.m
NORTHSIDE
CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday Services
10 00 a m
Sunday
School
a
in
Worship
10
Service
00
11.00
a in
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
6 00 p in
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11 00 a IT
10.00 a m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Evening Worship
GOSHEN METHODIST
6 00 p in
Sunday School
1000 am
Church School
1000 a m
NEW CONCORD
Preaching Serv
11:00 a.m.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Worship Service
11'00 a m
Worship
9:50 •.m. & 6 p.m.
Nightly Service
600 p.m.
Sunday School
Evening Ser. Wor.
6:30 p m
9 a.m
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
OAK GROVE
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
10 a.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Worship
nam &6:Wp.m
Sunday School
11:00 a m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
10.00 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Morning Service
950 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10'00 a in
Sunday School
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
10:00
Sunday School
Sunday School
10 00 a m •
11 00 a in
Worship
Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
11'00
Preaching
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
10 45a m
5:30
Prayer Service
KIRKSEY UNITED
11'00 a in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
6:00
Chi ch
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
7.00 p m
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning
Worship
10 45 a m
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
6:00
p.m
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
6 00 D m
11 a.m. & 7 p.in.
Worship
GLENDALE ROAD
Sunday School
9 15 a m
LYNN GROVE
SALEM BAPTIST
CHRIST
CHURCH OF
Worship Service
11 le a in
Worship Service
9:45 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m.
9 a.m.
Warship
OAK GROVE
Church School
10.45 a m
7 15 p m
Evening Worship
10 aan.
Bible Study
Sunday School
10 00 ii in
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
SCOTTS GROVE
6 p.m
Warship
Evening
Worship
Worship
Service
930
a.rn
m
11 00 a
Worship Service
Wed Bible Study
Service 11 00 a m & 7 Oil p rn
7 pan
Sunday School
10:30 •.m
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

clew= OF CHRIST

LIITIIIIRAN

PRISEITTIRIAN

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
641 \
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
1 5', Cash Discount On Prescriptions

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

753-1462

an'b

Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

501 N. 4th

MOATS

SHONE%

510 Main St. 753-2975

OF MURRAY

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

1008 Chestnut
753-3314

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Milierray Ledger & Times

Franchisee

205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

Auto Paint Material
Try Our Car Wash
512

S

12th

*aka Sonia
Air Canaan. Sprolcs
Rudy Lame - Omar
Rana - 111-3571

0
753 4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SERVICE CENTER

AE16.Plait

-Hut.

-

121h & Chestnut • 759-4646

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415
*0.

753-6656

The 1
will spe
service
direct tt
and Ro
Sunday
as direc
Church
Overcas
p.m.

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."
Matthew 5:16

507 N. 12th

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

Cri

VLLLEjL
ruNER.A.L 3{071,ES
Murray
753-4612

Chen
will ha
sade,
evangel

Hazel
492-8758

STOCIULDEt

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
NISSAN

Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck
604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

*Al

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling • Arcade • Pro Shop
Les & Pat Parrish — Owners

1415 W. Main

753-2202

i
p
CABLE

Bel-Air

Center \AS1MN

753.5°6

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
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rrfunerul Rone, gnc

11 rra v. K.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
INCOATORATED

1401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
(502)753-1304
ADMINI( "
•

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408 N. 4th

The
pastor,
Way," r
7:1-4 a
Adams
Presenc
Gray i

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

753-6779

MAIN
CHEVRON

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Calvin Clark — Owner
753.2593

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464

Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054
489-2126

759-4796

QUICKPRINT
of murray

South side
Shopping
Center

-Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

Jesus saith unto him, 1 am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father,
hut by me."
John 14:6

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut St.
753-8850

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS

Pizza

Pasta • Sandwiches

Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God.

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

1E17 Main

D & WWe Auto Supply
Install Auto.Glass'

Open 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

F
Gulf)
4gliT
) \PlirMURRAY GULF

Chevron WEST

"We Do Chicken Right"

612 S. 9th Street
753-5719

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 7534)182

753-5142

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Come Visit Our Showroom At

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5312

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

entucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

401 Olive
753-6168

Thornton Tile and Marble

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11 - 00 sin
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Wornhip 6'30 p m
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Various churches list speakers and music for Sunday
Various area churches have Bomba is organist. Assisting will
released information concerning be Kelly and Sally Guy and Roy
their services on Sunday, Aug. 19, Helton. Church School will start at
as fellows:
9 a.m.
First United Methodist
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
United Methodist
minister, will speak about "The
The Rev. Jim Alford, minister,
Fruit of the Spirit: Gentleness" at will speak about "Christmas In
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. informal ser- August" with scripture from Luke
vices. Kim Black will direct the 2:8-20 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
music with Joan Bowker as organ- Church Choir will sing "Victory In
ist Michelle and Kimberly Morris
Jesus" with Doug Crafton as direcwill sing a duet, "Pass It On," at tor and Kathy Erwin and Tommy
8:30. At 10:50 the anthem, Gaines as accompanists. Assisting
"Others," will be sung by members will be Phil Liddle, Ronnie Jackof Christian Adult Sunday School son, Tanny Barnes, Jimmy Osborne
Class. Acolytes will be Elizabeth and Mahlon and Clara Treas. SunBlackford and Keisa Bennett. day School will be at 9:45 a.m.,
Church School will be at 9:45 a.m. UMW Bible Study and UMYF at 6
and UMYF at 5 p.m.
p.m. and choir practice at 7 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Susan AllsopThe Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
Atkinson, minister, will speak at 11
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
a.m. service with Marlene Beach as services. Mark Hardison will direct
lay assistant. Acolytes will be the music.
Audra Todd and Clint Todd. ChildWestside Baptist
ren's Church will be directed by Jo
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
Lovett. Sunday School with Ronnie speak at 10:30 a.m. service. TomHutson as director will be at 10 my Scott will direct the music with
a.m.
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott as
Hazel Baptist
accompanists. The Church Choir
The Rev. James Garland, pastor, will sing "Such
An Out of Ordinwill speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. ary Man" and Phyllis
Archer Hayservices. Gene Orr Miller will den will sing a solo
at morning
direct the music with Oneida White hour.
At 6 p.m. the Front Porch
and Roger Hutson as accompanists. Concert
will be held followed by
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams
an ice cream supper. Sunday
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Church Training with Charles
Flint Baptist
Overcast as director will be at 5:30
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor,
p.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
First Presbyterian
services. Sunday School will be at
The Rev. Toby Schellingerhout, 10 a.m.
pastor, will speak about "No Easy
University
Way," with scripture from Matthew
Church of Christ
7:1-4 at 10 a.m. service. Anne
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
Adams will sing a solo, "Surely the speak about "Unless
You Become
Presence of The Lord." Richard
Like A Little Child" with scripture
Gray is music director and Pat from Matthew 18:1-4 at 10
a.m.

Crusade planned by church
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will have a Church Growth Crusade, led by Aubert Rose Jr.,
evangelist. It will begin Sunday,

Rev. Aubert Rose Jr.

Aug. 19, at the 10 a.m. Sunday
School hour and go through Wednesday, Aug. 22.
Services will be at 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through
Wednesday/
On 'Sunday morning, the church
will have Supernatural Sunday
School Sunday beginning at 10
a.m. The church has set a Hallelujah goal of 200, a Praise The Lord
goal of 175, and an Amen goal of
150, according to the pastor, the
Rev. Charles Anderson.
Sunday night will be Youth
Night with a youth pizza party
planned. Monday night is Family
Night, Tuesday night is Men and
Ladies Night and Wednesday night
is Sunday School Night.
The church is located five miles
from Murray on 121 South on
Cherry Corner Road. The public is
invited and for information call
759-4489.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By H.C. CHILES

,

Who Is Wise?
Written to believers who were
sorely afflicted by poverty and greatly
distressed by the oppression and depression which followed their dispersion, this Epistle afforded them helpful instruction and great encouragement.
Facing Life's Trials - James 1:1-8
It was a reminder to them that God's
care of His own is constant and
never-failing.
These dispersed people were the
"brethren" of James by nature or
according to the flesh and by grace or
in Christ. While they were his brethren both by nature and by grace, it
was to their brotherhood in Christ that
he referred primarily. Reminding
them that Satanic onslaughts are an
evidence of spiritual activity. James
charged his readers not to try to shun
their trials, but to meet them joyfully
for they would be beneficial.
Trials discipline a child of God and
aid greatly in the development of his
Christian character. Misfortunes and
adversities test the reality and the
strength of a Christian's faith. Endurance of trials often results in the full
surrender of the believer to the perfect
will of God. Doing the will of God
requires patience, and this virtue is
developed most effectively by or
through trials. Nobody is born with
patience: neither is it bestowed upon
us when we become Christians, but it
is gradually wrought in us by the
discipline of experience.
Christians who need and desire
wisdom are reminded that they may
obtain it from God who is the source
of wisdom, by asking for it through
faith. God has an unlimited supply of
wisdom and is very desirous of imparting it to His children in abundance
on the condition that they desire and
request it.
Sources of Wisdom James 3:13-18
These verses remind us that there
arc two sources of wisdom: namely,

wisdom from beneath, verses 13-16,
and wisdom from above, verses 1718. By wisdom is meant the ability to
use knowledge in the right way and to
the best advantage. Absence of wisdom is demonstrated by those who
either ignore God or refuse to give
Him His proper place in their lives.
It is a joy to turn our attention from
the so-called wisdom from beneath,
and to center our thoughts on the true
wisdom which eminatcs from God.
True wisdom is always linked with
faith in God. Wisdom from above has
eight great excellencies: purity or
freedom from defilement, peaceableness, gentleness, approachability,
mercifulness, fruitfulness, impartiality and straightforwardness. When
these eight traits are present in the life
of any Christian, he will have an
effective testimony for Christ and
God will be honored.

service and about "Why Can't We
Live Together in Peace?" at 6 p.m.
service. Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service. Assisting will be
Greg DeLancey, Bill Boyd,
Richard Smith, Nick Horton, Jesse
Horton, Chris Hays, Rodney Key,
Bobby Grogan, Harold Grogan,
Barry Grogan, Vernon Butterworth,
Kim Wallis, Jeff Dunman, Gary
Taylor and Steve McCuiston. Bible
classes will be at 9 a.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Assisting will be Phillip
Powell, deacon of the week, and
Mike Farmer, minister of education
and youth. Rick Melson, minister
of music, will direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins and Tonya Simmons as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing at morning
hour. Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m., Children's Choir, Preschool Choir, Youth Choir and Discipleship Training at 6 p.m. and
S.N.A.C. at 8 p.m.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Back to School" with scripture from II Timothy 2:15, 3:15-17
at 9 a.m. service and about "What
Do You See?" with scripture from
Mark 8:22-26 at 6 p.m. service.
Jerry Bolls will direct the song service. Assisting will be George Patterson, Jody Poole, James Gibson,
Roy Harmon, Jack Rose, Mike
Morgan, Andy Vaughan, Teddy
Cohoon, Mike Henson, Bob Hargrove, Jimmy Allbritten, Jim Wilson, Kenny Hoover and Charles
Haley. Bible classes will be at 10
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. service
and the Rev. Kyle Evans at 6 p.m.
service. James Kuykendall will be
deacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil
will direct the music with Dwane
Jones and Susan Jones as accompanists. The Adult Choir will sing
at morning hour. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m..
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with
the Fr. Larry McBride as minister.
Assisting will be Chris Paradise,
Frances Ross, Robert Taylor,
Simone Taylor, Linda Shepard,
Larry Krouse, Judy Krouse, Chris
Buffington, Virginia Smart,
Andrew Rachoy, Dorothy Rachoy,
Jean Holloway, Ray Charette,
Diane Charette, John Young, Art
Cripps, Will Aubrey, Craig Olsen,
Marianne Olsen, John Paul, Karen
Paul, Ron Westphal, Marcia
Westphal, Julia Maddox, Cindi
Cripps and Millie Nall.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "Inseparable Love" with scripture from
Romans 8:35-29 at 10:30 a.m. service. Bob White, an American
Indian, will share insights into the
life of an American Indian. Alice
Witte will be organist. Assisting
will be Charles Herren, Gayne Nerney, Jim McCloskey, Joe Johannsen and Jack and Claire Benton.
Adult Bible Class will be at 9:30
a.m.

Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Joe Bagwell will speak
at 11 a.m. homecoming service.
Jimmy Key will direct the music
with Jennifer Downsy as pianist.
Sunday School with Dan Billington
as superintendent will be at 10
a.m., a basket lunch at 12 noon and
gospel singing by Sounds of Faith
at 1:30 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Terry Sills, director of
missions for Blood River Baptist
Association, will speak at 11 a.m.
service and the Rev. Buron Richerson, interim pastor, at 7 p.m. service. Michael Milby will direct the
music with Laura Paschall and
Rhonda Lamb as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
New Life
Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. The
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
music.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Edwina Petrie as
pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. V.R. Russell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. W.A. Erwin will direct
the music with Gela Edwards and
Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
Assisting will be Brad Edwards,
Eric Russell, Jackie Treas and Jim
Cowart. Sunday School with Lewis
Warner as superintendent will be at
10 a.m. and Discipleship Training
with Jim Cowart as director at 5:45
p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
Bible Study will be at 2 p.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George Culp, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Judy Kelso will be organist. Sunday School will be at 10:30 a.m.

Homecoming at Oak Grove
Oak Grove Baptist Church,
located 21/2 miles south of Crossland, will have its 10th annual
homecoming on Sunday, Aug. 19.
The Rev. Joe Bagwell, former
pastor, will be the speaker at 11
a.m. service. He was pastor when
the first homecoming was held 10
years ago.
The Sounds of Faith from Marshall County will be the featured
singers at the gospel singing starting at 1:30 p.m. Other singers and
congregational singing will be
featured.

Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
and a basket meal will be served
about 12:15 p.m.
Jimmy Key is song director and
Jennifer Downey is pianist. The
pastor, the Rev. Scott Bivens, and
the church invite the public to
attend.

St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 9:30 a.m. Fr. Andre Trevathan will preside and preach.
Assisting will be Frank Blodgett,
Hayden Brown and Barbara Malinauskas. Host families will be
Vaughn and Harcourt.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about "Judge Not, That You
Be Not Judged" with scripture
from John 8:1-11 at 10 a.m. service. Bill Ticknor will sing a solo,
"Broken and Spilled Out." Assisting will be Bob Boeschel, Marie
Forrester, Bryan David, Andy
McKee], Barbara Pursley, David
Poynor, Bill Griffiths, Scott Marvin, Rob Williams, Ron Gray, Hester Gray, Jim Boone, Nancy
Nygaard, Helen Campbell, Debbie
Ferguson, Raylene Gagel and Judy
Lyle. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m. and High School Youth at
5:30 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service with
Rex Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Sunday
School with T.C. Hargrove as
superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Dale Arnold will be deacon of the week. Alvin Usrey will
direct the music with Janet Arnold
and Mary Geurin as accompanists.
Special music will be by Mr. and
Mrs. Curt Simmons of Lombard
Ministries, Lombard, Ill. Ushers
will be Chad Riddle, David Geurin,
Brian Smith and Casey Nesbit.
Sunday School with Phillip Bazzell
as director will be at 10 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak about "The Widow's Penny"
with scripture from Mark 12:41-44
at 10:45 a.m. service. Mancil Vinson, deacon of the week, will
assist. The Sanctuary Choir will
sing "We Are So Blessed" and Nell
Earwood will sing a solo. Steve
Littlefield will direct the music
with Joyce Herndon and Tamara
Outland as accompanists. A Recognition Service for Girls in Action
and Acteens will be at 7 p.m. service. Lisa Rickman will be pianist
and Jennifer Wright will sing a
solo.
Kirksey United Methodist
'1 he Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak about "Between A Rock
and A Hard Place" with scripture

from Joh 1:42-41 at 11 a.m. service
and about "What Is A Mature
Faith?" with scripture from Ephesians 4:4-16 at 6 p.m. service. Ron
Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice
Hayes as accompanists. Children's
Church will be by Shirley Smith.
Don Paschall and Ron Pace will be
ushers.
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Red Woods as song leader and
Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
Christian Science
Christian Science Society at
1640 Farmer Ave. will have services at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30
p.m. each second Wednesday.
Reading Room will be open from
12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
and Saturday.
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
Bob Wiley will speak at 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. services. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
Eugene Burke-en will speak at
9:30 a.m. service. Sunday School
will be at 10:30 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 10:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Max
Lawrence will be song leader with
Martha Lou Lawrence and Sheila
Clark as accompanists..Aunday
School will be at 9:30 IA
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain will
present the 10th in a series of lessons on the book of Revelation in
10 a.m. preaching/teaching session.
Evangelistic service will be at 6
p.m.
Story's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Gary Drum, pastor,
will speak about "The Anoiruing-of
the Believer" based on scripture,
Luke 4:16-31 and Isaiah 61:1-2 11
a.m. service. Eloise Keel wile
pianist and Georgia Keel as song
leader. Services are the first three
Sundays of each month with next
service on Sept. 1 when the Sacrament of The Lord's Supper will be
celebrated.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
7->:, SCRAPBOOK
Vr-1

By James H. Cain

I. A Spendthrift: A neighbor who makes more money than you do.
2. When a diplomat isn't straddling an issue, he's usually dodging one.
3. Bargain: Something so reasonable they won't take it back when you
find out what's wrong with it.
4. Juvenile Delinquency: The result of parents trying to train Children
without starting at the bottom.
S. A cynic is a man who knows the price of everything and the value of
nothing.
6. A man who walks with God always gets to his destination.
7. There is so much that is bad in the best of us and so much that is
good in the worst of us, that it doesn't behoves any of us to talk about the
rest of us.

TUCK'S

DISCOUNT PANELING & SUPPLY

Your Building Supply Value Warehouse

Prices Good Thru 8/31/90

4

[ Budget Pleaser Mark I
]
•Kind -to-your
Budget Price!
•Two cooling speeds
•Variable air direction
• Comfort Master
thermostat
•5-year limited warranty
on compressor
•Pull-out side panels
for installation
•Washable air filters

PREFINISH PANELING
5/32"
1/4" Real Wood
Bath Wallboard

$2.50 & up
$8.99 & up
$8.99 & up

DOORS- DOORS - DOORS
Birch - Lauan • Pine
Metal Door Units
Oak Leaded-Glass Doors
Paint Grade Units

18,500 BTU

429
22,500 BTU $599
$225

12"x10 CPVC
White Commode
Single Control Kitchen Faucet

$2.00 ea.
$39.00
$29.99

WALLPAPER

$89.00

10% Off
All Selections

$29.00

TUB/SHOWER

SIDING
4x8 Wood Siding
CO3 Hardboard Siding
Vinyl Siding (white)

Some Used

PLUMBING SUPPLIES

Fiberglas Units
$7.59
$8.99
$4400 sq.

$125,00 & up

VINYL FLOORING
$2.99 sq. yd. & up

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641

(Next to Coins AMC Jeep)

North
759-1505

CHECK WITH TUCK'S FOR YOUR REMODELING NEEDS
Lumber - Plywood - Kitchen Cabinets - Bath Vanities
Located On Hwy. 45E One Mlle South of Downtown • Martin, TN. • Phone: 901-587-3000
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 • Sat. 7:30-3:00 it.
Now Accepting VisaiMastercard & American Express

•
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SPORTS
Sports Writer
by CHUCK MELVIN
CLEVELAND — Two minority owners of the
New York Yankees, trying to keep George Steinbrenner in power, sued Commissioner Fay Vincent and investigator John Dowd on Thursday
and likened baseball's inquiry to an
"mquisitton.
The suit was filed in U.S. District Court by limited partners
Daniel R. McCarthy and Harold M. Bowman. It seeks to nullify
Steinbrenner's July 30 agreement with Vincent which requires
Steinbrenner to quit as managing general partner of the Yankees
by Monday.
The suit alleged "flagrant violation of Steinbrenner's fundamental rights" and "oppressive conduct by Dowd." It said "the
procedures employed by Dowd in (his) interviews were unfair,
unjust and resulted in a skewing of information." It also said
"these depositions were conducted like an inquisition."
The 62-page complaint is filled with many of the allegations
made by Steinbrenner's lawyers in recent months. But Steinbrenner, in an attached Aug. 6 letter to McCarthy, wrote: "I must
tell you, Dan, that I am opposed to what you are proposing
here . . ."
According to the suit: "The Yankees' business requires the
stability and confidence generated by Steinbrenner's direction of
the team."
When he agreed to Vincent's penalty, Steinbrenner said he
would not challenge Vincent in court.
"George has nothing to do with this," Steinbrenner spokesman Joe CareIla said. "This is the partners."
McCarthy is Steinbrenner's tax and business lawyer. Bowman
is president of National Utility Products of Cleveland.
Vincent defended his investigation as "serious, impartial and
thorough."
"The allegations against Mr. Dowd and me are without merit
and we are confident the matter will be disposed of by the
court in Cleveland," he said in a statement released by his
New York office.
Vincent, contacted later Thursday at Harwich Port, Mass.,
added: "It's ridiculous. It sounds to me like it's just
desperation."
Dowd's only comment was, "The matter is before a court."
Steinbrenner, suspended from baseball for 15 months during
1974-76 for making illegal campaign contributions to President
Nixon, had agreed to step down by Monday and give up control of the team he has ruled since Jan. 3, 1973. He also said
he would reduce his interest from approximately 55 percent to
below 50 percent by August 1991.
Vincent forced Steinbrenner to step down as the Yankees'
boss because of his association with gambler Howard Spira, and
a $40,000 payment to Spira for information on former Yankee
player Dave Winfield.
The suit seeks a temporary restraining order, preliminary
injunction, and permanent injunction to prevent Vincent and
Dowd from punishing Steinbrenner. A hearing on the restraining
order request was scheduled for 11 a.m. Friday in Cleveland.
Thus, baseball was plunged into the federal courts for the
fourth time in 15 years. Former Oakland owner Charles 0. Finley unsuccesfully sued former Commissioner Bowie Kuhn in
1976 and Atlanta owner Ted Turner lost a suit against Kuhn in
1977.
Former Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose sued the late commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti last year, but dropped the suit
and agreed to a lifetime ban.
The Steinbrenner case initially was assigned to Judge George
W. White, Who recused himself because he knows McCarthy. It
was then given to Judge Alice M. Batchelder.
Although the suit was filed by McCarthy and Bowman "individually and on behalf of themselves and all other limited partners of the New York Yankees," two other partners said they
were unaware it had been filed.
"I'm not involved in it at this point," said Cleveland steel
executive Edward Rosenthal, one of the partners. "Whoever
started the ball rolling would like the others to join in. I think
they're fighting a losing battle, but it's deserving. George was
locked in. He can't sue. He can't appeal. That infuriated Danny
to the point that he's suing them instead."
The partnership likely will be hurt by Steinbrenner's resignation, Rosenthal said.
"I would think it would harm the valuation of the Yankees,"
he said. "It's not George running it any more, and he's a
dynamic person."
Another partner, Marvin Goldklang, a New York banker and
lawyer, said he was unaware of the suit and could not comment
further. McCarthy would not comment, his secretary said. Broadway producer Robert E. Nederlander, elected Wednesday to succeed Steinbrenner as general partner, did not return several
telephone messages.
The suit alleges that during and prior to the investigation,
Vincent said Steinbrenner was a "blight on baseball" and that
he "does not belong in baseball."
"Apparently Vincent has been waiting for the opportunity and
excuse to rid himself and 'the game' of this 'blight' and has
seized upon the conduct of Steinbrenner which underlies this
matter as his vehicle for doing so," the suit said.
"Vincent has drawn upon vague and ill-defined powers vested
in Abe commissioner under the Major League Agreement and has
applied those powers against Steinbrenner in an unprecedented
manner, totally at odds with the way those powers have been
interpreted and applied by past commissioners as well as by
Vincent prior to the Steinbrenner matter," the suit said.
It claimed that "Dowd surpressed evidence favorable to Steinbrenner and tampered with and fabricated evidence so as to justify Vincent's ,re-determined adverse finding against
Steinbrenrier.'"-It said that "at Dowd's direction, words, phrases, question
and answers and whole paragraphs were secretly deleted from
the final transcripts."
And it claimed "Dowd told Steinbrenner's counsel that Steinbrenner was a 'career criminal' in the eyes of the commissioner's office."
Meantime, Leonard L. Kleinman, the Yankees executive vice
president and chief operating officer, wants his case to be heard
in public by baseball's eight-owner -executive council rather than
Vincent. Kleinman was ordered to appear before Vincent on
Sept..6 to explain his dealings with Spira.
"He wants everything public. Kleinman is very concerned
about the fairtiacs of the hearings anduthe secrecy," said his
lawyer, Dominic Amorosa.
•

•

•

(Chuck Melvin is a sports writer for The Associated Press)
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UK's Baker has something to prove
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — If Al
Baker has anything to prove on the
football field at Kentucky, it will
have to be this season.
"It hasn't been the best years of
my life," Baker said. "I've met a
lot of nice people here and learned
a lot since I've been here. But I'm
not going to look back after that.
"I'm just going to worry about
this last year and concentrate on
graduating and playing the best I
can.''
Baker arrived at Kentucky four
years ago as one of the top high
school players in the country after
dominating western Kentucky football as a devastating running back
at Trigg County.

Three games into his freshman
season, he suffered a broken right
ankle against Cincinnati. He underwent surgery and was given a medical hardship.
As a redshirt freshman the next
season, he rushed 32 times for only
107 yards. He also had arthroscopic knee surgery before the season
to repair damage from an injury
suffered during conditioning.
Baker had a mediocre sophomore year, rushing 89 times for
373 yards and five touchdowns.
And last season, he carried the ball
72 times for only 210 yards.
The low point in 1989 came
against Vanderbilt, when he was
called only one time to carry the

ball. He was almost ready to tell
Coach Jerry Claiborne his days as a
Wildcat were over.
"It was hurting me to know I
had to play and I wasn't doing as
well as I wanted to do," Baker
said. "I thought about it more and
more, then I found out Coach (Bill)
Curry was coming, and I felt I had
to give it one more chance.
'That's what I feel like doing.
Going out there — it's not really
proving to them that I can play —
but to prove to myself that I can
play and I can make it to the
pros.''
Curry, who succeeded Claiborne
in January, hasn't given up on Baker. He shifted him from tailback to

fullback and put him on a weightloss conditioning program that took
off nearly 13 pounds to a muscular
219.
"The potential is still there and
as Al knows, our definition of
potential is that you haven't done it
yet," Curry said.
Baker will earn an undergraduate
degree in communications this
December.
"I go to bed and wonder after
this season, 'What am I going to
do?" he said. "If I don't make it
in the pros, then I'll just think
about my degree.
"As long as I can hold that paper in my face or somebody else's
face, then I got a chance."
I.

Merger of teams
is their decision,
Samaranch says
EAST BERLIN (AP) — The
International Olympic Committee
will approve the merger of the East
and West German Olympic teams,
IOC president Juan Antonio SamarInch says.
Samaranch, who arrived in Berlin on Thursday for two days of
talks with Olympic and civic leaders from both Germanys, said such
a reunification is a matter for Germans to decide.
"Whether to have a unified team
in 1992 is up to Germany, it is a
German problem," Samaranch
said. "Any agreement between the
national Olympic committees will
be approved by the IOC."
The East German Olyinpic chief,
Joachim Weiskopf, said last
weekend the two teams probably
will merge by the end of the year.
Weiskopf and his West German
counterpart, Willi Daume, plan to
have one team for the 1992 Winter
and Summer Olympics. Such a Calloway head coach Tony Franklin and assistant Billy Mitchell (right) appear pleased with the efforts of
move would require IOC approval. freshman Jack Dodd (5) during recent workouts at Calloway County.
Samaranch said a merger of the
Olympic committees would be
approved even if political reunification of the two Germanys had
not taken place by that time.
By The Associated Press
Indianapolis, even though George is a former IndianaPolitical reunification is
After getting his feet wet in the NFL, Indianapolis
polis
high school hero.
expected by the end of the year, quarterback Jeff George will dive in head-first tonight.
"I think all of this conversation (will cease) when
though the rapid decline of the East
The highly-touted George, who made his pro footwe get George on the field," Colts owner Robert Irsay
German economy may push for- ball debut last weekend, will make his first start
said.
ward that timetable. All-German tonight in the Colts' exhibition
game against Seattle.
The Indianapolis-Seattle game is one of three NFL
elections are scheduled for early
"It was an exciting time for me, but I was glad to
exhibitions
tonight, kicking off a long weekend that
December.
get that one over with," George said of his profesalso
will
feature
games on Saturday, Sunday and MonA merger of the two German sional debut in iast weekend's 16-7 loss to Denver.
day. In tonight's other games, it's Buffalo at Detroit
Olympic teams, which last comIn that game, George completed eight of 16 passes
and Pittsburgh at Washington.
peted together at the 1964 Summer for 82 yards and no touchdowns in relief of Jack
TruOn Saturday, it's New Orleans vs. Green Bay at
Games in Tokyo, could create a deau. George threw two interceptions.
Madison,
Wis.; Dallas at the Los Angeles Raiders;
juggernaut to rival the United
George, the No. 1 pick in the April draft by the
Cincinnati at Atlanta; Miami at Philadelphia; New
States and the Soviet Union.
Colts, is confident about his first NFL season.
England (with Murray State's Michael Proctor
East Germany trailed only the
"Football is football," he said. "There'll always be
expected
to play at quarterback) vs. Tampa Bay at
Soviet Union in total medals at the people out there who are going to criticize you and
Jacksonville, Fla.; the New York Giants at Houston;
1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul, wonder, 'Is he worth it or not?' But you can't put that
the New York Jets at Kansas City; San Diego at the
while West Germany was fourth. added pressure on yourself."
Los Angeles Rams, and Chicago at Phoenix.
The Soviets had 132 medals, folGeorge signed a $15 million, six-year contract with
Minnesota visits Cleveland on Sunday and San
lowed by East Germany with 102, the Colts, forgoing his senior year at Illinois.
Francisco is at Denver on Monday.
the United States with 94 and West
"He throws a strong, tight spiral, very similar to
Meanwhile, in training camp news:
Germany with 40.
(Terry) Bradshaw," Indianapolis coach Ron Meyer
East Germany traditionally has said of George. "That's saying a mouthful, I know, 'Cleveland has agreed to sign former New York Jets
quarterback Pat Ryan to a two-year contract. With the
been a world leader in track and
but we gave up half the ranch to get him.
field, swimming and winter sports
"He has a quick, dart throw, with a lot of velocity, Jets, the 34-year-old Ryan played 12 seasons mostly
as a reserve, most recently behind Ken O'Brien. Ryan
such as bobsledding, while West that I really like. We better like it, or you'll be talking
completed 354 of 631 passes for 4,222 yards, 31
Germany has top tennis players and
to another guy."
touchdowns and 31 interceptions in his seasons with
is the World Cup champion in
The Colts traded up to select first in this year's
the Jets.
soccer.
draft. They sent six-time Pro Bowl tackle Chris HinThe IOC president also planned
ton, wide receiver Andre Rison and the team's No. 1
*Tampa Bay's Carl Bax, sentenced to a year of probato discuss Berlin's bid for the Sum- draft pick in 1991 to Atlanta for the right to pick
tion after pleading guilty to two charges of steroid
mer Olympics of 2000 or 2004 in
George.
importation, was suspended Thursday for the first
meetings with Weiskopf and
The Colts drafted quarterback Art Schlichter in the
three games of the regular season. Bax, a secondDaume.
first round in 1982 and traded quarterback John
year offensive lineman, was arrested in May after tak"Now that the Cold War is over
Elway, their 1983 first-round pick, to Denver in
ing delivery of 572 steroid tablets from Mexico. He
the symbol of Berlin is very impormoves that have haunted their franchise. Their latest
denied ever using the banned substances and passed a
tant," Samaranch said.
quarterback move was greeted with skepticism in
voluntary drug test two days after his arrest.

Jeff George to start for Colts

Americans are'new kids'
in basketball tournament
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
seventh place, have eight players
(AP) — Basketball may have been
back from teams which competed
invented in the United States, but
at the Seoul Olympics, while the
the American team is the new kid
gold medalist Soviet team has four
on the block at the World
players returning and it would have
Championships.
been more if not for the political
The U.S. team is by far the
boycott of three Lithuanians.
youngest of the four to reach the
The players on this U.S. team
semifinals, which started today. In
watched those Olympics oft televifact, the United States is the only
sion and none were old enough to
team with any players 20 years old
legally have a beer as their counor younger.
trymen took the bronze medal.
Only three of the 12 players on
So the United States is defending
the roster are 21 or older and the
champion in name only in this
average age is 20.1.•
World Championship and is now
Yugoslavia, which was the
two victories from repeating.
United States' semifinal opponent,
"That goes for all teams in these
is the second youngest of the four
kind of tournaments," said Kenny
teams still chasing the gold medal
Anderson, leading the United
with an average of 24.2.
States in scoring at 17.3 points per
The other semifinal matchup was
game while averaging nearly six
to be between Puerto Rico, the oldrebounds and assists. "All these
est team at an average of 27.5, and
guys have played for four, five
the Soviet Union, another set of
years together and we're collegiate
greybeards at 26.8.
players, very talented, but we still
Yugoslavia, which finished sec- don't know each other. I won't
ond, and Puerto Rico, which took (Coned on page 11)

Shrine Charity lineup
at Murray County Club
NO. 1 TEE
Lynnwood Smelter. Scott Barrer, loins Ryan,
7 30
Scott Sede,.
750 - Hal Kernp & Group
BOO - Ron Nickelson, Roy Youell, Charles C. Gibson,
Jam Justice.
8.20-D.Frank Nicewender. Clyde W*rrock, Howard
Wynn, Don Jennanp
8.30 - Ethan Rogers, George Poole. Jtm
Johnny MAI.
8.40 - Lynn Walker, Phil Crabtree, Vernon Ouldress.
Joe Walku
8.50 - Don Robmwon. Gary Miller, Al Landry. Do tght
Claxton
9.00 - Roger Kellner. Dick Ray, Pete StensII,Douglu
Pao
910- lames CALI!. Pud Combs,Tom Buchanan, Doug
McQuaid.
920 - Thomas Deuce. Bruin Roy. Johnny Walker,
Danell Tress
9.30 - LB. Edwards. Henry Ballard, Dowd Cook,
Kenneth Wilson
9:40 - Johnny bkCage, 843 Holt, loran, Berry. Frank
Flaggiacm.
9150 - Bobbie Fake 11, Al Jones, Ras Vallanows
10 00 - Bobbie Fake. Se. lanes (Judie) Lassiter, Bally
Thurman. James Ow)Luster
10 05 -- Tommy CarroU, 1 En., Rob Maim VorDCM
Cohoon
230
Jae Cliarnbers, Make Tembers. Mike Wicker.
Riche tang
12.20
Tony Rogers, David Garland. Ken Oropn.
Dave Shackelford
12 40
Pete Haywood, Tony Rayburn, Buddy Parker
Tony Thomas
100 - Dwight McDowell. Kenny Bogard. Trey Brat,
Torn lioff man
1 XI
Kelly Snaley, Neal Lewis, Make Harrell, ii,,
Brannon
Jun Solomon, Freddie Pis. Charles Copeland,
I 40
Bob Pertit
200- Larry McCally, 1011V1 Boos,, Tenon, Hantlan
NO. II TEL
7 30
hum Row, Billy Galloway, Row Row, Murk
Luus

8 10 - Dan 1011C1. C,. 1 tar grove, Chns Saluda:, G•yte
Waddington
8.20 - Chuck Baker. Riciwrd Young. Make Vaughn.
Curt Gibson
130 - Loony Dawson lk Group
3 35 - Terry Smithson /lick Guess, Harold Lawrence.
Richard Crenshaw
8 40 - Tracey Stevena, Billy Jut, Gene Welch. Darren
Austin.
50 -- Marvin Melheoet. Dr Dan Draper, S•171
Lipscomb, Robert Nsuon
9.00 -- Paul Burgess. Jam Barrack, 1341 Moro, Chester
Le-evor
905 - Rob Cummangs, &won Court. 831 Kuk, Jam
Oswalt.
910- Gerald hires, Ross lohroton. Gerald Wiles, Jun
Codvan
9-20 - Bally Holt, Man Cothran, Flank Garner
9-.30 - Ronnie Coleco% William Vance, Mark Ruuell,
Dread Unclad
940- krry Winters & Group
945 - Robert Mitchell, Torn Broadway. Willie WI
hams, Lawrence Phalpa
950 - V ugil Clark, liarry Rheum, Riclward Johrotort
Dick Aldridge
10 00
Dundee Fulford, James Cubbage
12.00 - Tommy Sanders, Randy Young, Rap Bynum,
Jerry Weawer
12.10- Demo Wood. Harold Bynum, Marty Futrell,
Rope Walloons.
32.20- Pus Bogart, Craig Sc nwertman. Todd Senna
1210 - Open
12:50 - Ted Ernst,, leery Auto,.lotri Morgao,,. John
Freaell
1.00
Jimmy Boon, Tommy Fake Kan Roland.
Howard Bonne
130 --- Don Henry, Suwon Porton, Charter Browder,
Dan No
ISO
Larry C3aron, Doug Douon, Keith bkrwood,
Jon Blanchard
1 40 Ruwell Gore, Butch Loweridge Da•od Norwood,
Tom Lyles
1 50 -- Robot IttlIngiairled Hendon
MO
Randy Brendan, Jam Crick Bruce Green
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Actions& Reactions

Brawlball

Racer football notes
Al tight end, where the Racers are hoping to see more
t this year,
MATT HAV1LL and KRIS MINNICH are both catching the improvemen
ball
well In the defensive secondary, TYRONE YOUNG continues and blocking very
the spring workouts and MICHAEL REID is holding onto one his good play from
starting cornerback
job over WILLIAM HOSTON, who started last year.
•The Racer coaching staff will be able to get a better grip on who
starting tomorrow when the Racers go in full pads for the first is more prepared
time. Saturday's
workout begins at 10 a m

Tennis

v-nr

v.

INDIANAPOLIS — Richey Reneberg, the 14th seed, took advantage of Aaron
Krickstein's shaky serve to upset the third seed 6-4, 6-2 and move into the quarterfinals of the U.S. Hardcourts championship. Defending champion and No. 5 seed
John McEnroe joined Krickstein on the sidelines, losing 6-2, 6-4 to Kelly Evernden.
Top-seeded Boris Becker and No. 2 Andre Agassi each needed tiebreakers to
advance with straight-set victories. Becker beat No. 15 Kevin Curren 7-6 (7-4), 6-4
and Agassi struggled before defeating amateur Todd Martin 7-6 (7-3), 6-4. Other
advancing seeds were No. 6 Pete Sampras, a 6-7 (7-4), 6-3, 6-4 winner over local
favorite Todd Witsken, No. 4 Jay Berger and No. 8 Jim Courier.
. • •
MANHATTAN BEACH, Calif. — Top-seedsd Martina Navratilova needed only 43
minutes to beat Catarina Lindqvist 6-1, 6-1 in the third round of the Virginia Slims
of Los Angeles. Earlier, second-seeded Monica Sales overpowered Anne Smith
and third-seeded Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina was upset by Stephanie Rehe. In
other action, fourth-seeded Zina Garrison topped 13th-seeded Rosalyn FairbankNideffer 6-2, 6-0; fifth-seeded Katenna Maleeva of Bulgaria downed Amanda Coetzer of South Africa 6-2, 6-0; sixth-seeded Mary Joe Fernandez beat No. 11 Laura
Gildemeister of Peru 6-3, 6-2; Kathy Rinaldi upset seventh-seeded Jana Novotna
of Czechoslovakia 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, and ninth-seeded Amy Frazier rallied to beat No.
8 Nathalie Tauziat of France 3-6, 6-1, 6-1.
• •.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — Andres Gomez, the second seed, double faulted to get
Christo van Rensburg to match point at the Volvo International tournament, then
handed Van Rensburg the match as he smashed his racket and was assessed a
penalty. Gomez, trailing 5-4 in a third-set tiebreaker, had already been warned by
the chair umpire when he served into the net for a double fault and slammed his
racket to the court in frustration. Richard Kaufman then assessed the penalty, giving the 16th-seeded van Rensburg the victory 7-5, 6-7 (7-3), 7-6 (7-4).

MHS football tickets
Murray High School is now in the process of selling football season tickets for the
1990 season. All season ticket-holders from the 1989 season will be contacted by
MHS athletic director Dave Carr and will have the option of retaining their seats.
Anyone who did not have 1989 season tickets and wishes to purchase tickets for
the 1990 campaign should contact Carr at MHS (753-5202) or, after school hours,
at home (753-6583).

Murray State athletics
The Murray State University athletic department, in conjunction with the NCAA, is
greeting incoming freshmen students with Campus Welcome Packs, full of toiletries, personal care products, snack foods, a drug and alcohol educational booklet,
and other helpful products. As part of the program, one MSU student will be
awarded a $100 tuition scholarship as well. Distribution of the packets will take
place on the second floor of MSU's Curris Center on Thursday, Aug. 23 from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. and on Friday, Aug. 24, from 8-4 p.m and will be conducted by the
men's and women's track teams under the supervision of assistant athletic director
Margaret Simmons. The project is part of a nationwide NCAA program which will
distribute 500,000 packets at more than 160 NCAA institutions.

Kentucky football
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky tailback Mike Thomas, the Wildcats' top returning
rusher, suffered a knee injury Thursday during practice, and his status for the season was uncertain, the school said. Thomas suffered a severe medial-collateral
ligament sprain in his left knee in a goal-line scrimmage, Kentucky trainer Al Green
said. He was to be re-examined today. "It is a tremendous blow to our entire
team," Coach Bill Curry said. "Our approach to an injury such as this is we expect
the next player to step in and do the type of job Mike was doing."
@Thomas, a 5-toot-11, 205-pound junior from Somerset, N.J., was Kentucky's
projected starter at tailback. He rushed for 213 yards and scored two touchdowns last
season, including an eight-yard score to give the Wildcats a 15-11 victory over
Vanderbilt. He rushed for a career-high 96 yards on 20 carries in a backup role
against Vanderbilt. Curry said sophomore Craig Walker of Louisville and junior Tim
Harris of New Castle will share duties in place of Thomas. Walker was redshirted a
year ago, and Harris played in one game.
•Kentucky's two-a-day practices continue today. The Wildcats' first intrasquad
scrimmage is Saturday at Commonwealth Stadium.

OVC football
MOREHEAD, Ky. — The Morehead State University lootball team has suspended
a senior free safety. Head coach Cole Proctor announced Thursday that he had
indefinitely suspended Darrell Beavers of Louisville. He said it was for "disciplinary
reasons" but would not elaborate. Last season, the 6-foot-3, 230-pound Bsavers
played in eight of the learn's 11 games, missing three with injuries. He had 42
unassisted tackles, 14 assisted tackles and three interceptions.

High school football
MOUNT STERLING, Ky. — The traditional kickoff of Kentucky High School football
is set for Saturday in Mount Sterling. The 43rd annual Recreation Bowl matches
Danville and Harrison County at 6 p.m. EDT, followed by Woodford County against
Montgomery County.

College basketball
MADISON VILLE, Ky. — University of Missouri point guard Travis Ford said Wednesday that turmoil in the basketball program and possible NCAA sanctions
prompted his decision to leave the Big Eight champion Tigers. Ford, from Madisonville, Ky., may be leaning toward transferring to the University of Kentucky, despite
the fact that the Wildcats have no scholarships left to offer. Reports say Ford's
father Eddie has offered to pay for tuition at UK if that is where Ford wishes to

play.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St Louis Cardinals hit Danny Darwin harder
at first base than from the mound.
Darwin (8-1) gave up four hits in six innings before getting ejected
after a fight with Pedro Guerrero that cleared both benches as the Houston
Astros beat St. Louis 4-2 for their third victory in four games Thursday
night. All of the victories have come on this trip for the Astros, who have
the worst road record in the major leagues at 17-41.
Darwin, Guerrero and Astros manager Art Howe were ejected by first
base umpire Bob Davidson after Guerrero and Darwin tangled in the top
of the seventh. Darwin and Guerrero had words after Darwin threw inside
to Guerrero in the sixth and Guerrero punched Darwin in the face at first
base after Darwin reached on an infield hit in the seventh.
Both benches cleared but there were no other incidents, although Darwin and Guerrero exchanged angry words outside the teams' locker
rooms. After the game, several police officers were called to the clubhouse area as a precautionary measure.
"He's a cheap-shot artist, said Darwin, who was cut on the left side
of his face. "When the umpire got there he showed how brave he was and
he swung around and hit me in side of the face.
"I still can't understand why I got kicked out, that's still the question
in my mind."
One reason may be that Darwin, aiming for Guerrero, landed a punch to
Davidson's head instead. Howe then was ejected for arguing too strenuously about Darwin's ejection.
"1 said something that I probably shouldn't have said," Howe said.
Guerrero didn't want to talk about the incident.
"I ain't got nothing to say," he said. "I'm not talking to nobody."
Cardinals manager Joe Torre said he hadn't had a chance to talk to
Guerrero.
"Obviously he thought Darwin was throwing close to him," Torre
said. "He jumped (out of the way) and I thought that was the end of it. It
was unfortunate because we lost him in a close game."
Darwin won his sixth straight decision as a starter, striking out three
and walking none. Guerrero's replacement, Dave Collins, had an RBI
single off Juan Agosto in the eighth before Dave Smith got the last four
outs for his 20th save.
Mark Davidson, breaking a 2-for-16 slump, hit his first home run in the
third off Joe Magrane (8-13) and Rafael Ramirez had an RBI double in
the fourth. Franklin Stubbs hit his 17th home run off reliever Ken Dayley
in the ninth.
Magrane's four-game winning streak was stopped and he lost for the
first time in seven starts since July 7. Magrane gave up three runs on six
hits in six innings.
The Cardinals scored in the sixth. Pinch hitter Tim Jones led off with
an infield single, Vince Coleman singled and Jones advanced on a fiyout
before scoring on Willie McGee's groundout.
Pinch hitter Craig Wilson, McGee and Collins, getting his second RBI
of the season, each singled as the Cardinals cut the gap to 3-2 in the
eighth. McGee was easily thrown out at home on an attempted delayed
double steal to end the inning.
Shortstop Ozzie Smith prevented more runs in the Astros' two-run
fourth when he made a diving stop on Franklin Stubbs' bid for a none-out
bases-loaded hit up the middle and turned it into a double play. One run
scored on the play.

The Tigers worked as an elixir for Milwaukee
in many ways:
• Dan Plesac, the Brewers bullpen ace despite
a 4.53 ERA, earned a save in all three games.
• Brewers outfielder Rob Deer, who came into
the senes batting .214, had two homers and a
tnpie among his six hits, drove in seven runs
and left town hitting .225.
• Untility man Darryl Hamilton had his first tour.
hitgame and scored three runs Thursday night.
• The Brewers' defense, last in the American
League with a .975 fielding percentage, committed three more errors during the series but
came up with several sparkling plays that were
highlight-film quality.
"The difference in this series was we got
timely outs and timely hits," Trebeihom said.
"The Topers are struggling, that's all "
The problem for the Tigers, as usual, was
pitching. Starter Dan Petry (9-9) gave up live
runs
n
nine has in just live innings Thursday
For the series, Detroit starters gave up 15
runs in 14 1-3 innings. On a 14-game road trip
that preceded the senes. Toper starters yielded
70 runs in 71 innings. Detroit's 4.85 ERA a the
highest in the American League.
There have been a few bright spots for
Detroit, ol course. Cecil Fielder, who had lour
hits Thursday night, leads the main( leagues
with 37 home runs and is tied with San Doepo's
Joe Carter for the RBI lead wnh 95.
The toss dropped the Tigers 12 games under
.500 for the first time this season. Devon has
won just three of its last 13 games

Americans are...

C
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(Cont'd from page 10)
make any excuses just because we
haven't been together that long."
Yugoslavia beat the United
States 85-79 last month for the
gold medal in the Goodwill Games
and since has added NBA players
Drazen Petrovic and Vlade Divac
to that roster, although power forward Dino Radja was lost to a
stress fracture in his right foot.
The team still revolves around
6-foot-9% Toni Kukoc, drafted in
June by the Chicago Bulls, and is
as comfortable leading the break as
distributing the ball in the halfcourt
offense.
"It will be a halfcourt game and
they run their halfcourt offense better than anybody here because
they've run it for years because
Dusan (Ivkovic) has been their
coach for quite a while," U.S.
coach Mike Krzyzewski said.
"With our team we can't go in
thinking we can take all that away.
"You have to make some
choices as to what few things you
would like to take away and hope
that in some of the other situations
that they miss and shoot a lower
percentage. Offensively, we have
to be more patient."
Puerto Rico was the only team to
get through the first two rounds
undefeated and the other three semfinal teams had one loss each.

Puerto Rico beat the United States
81-79 in the last game of the quarterfinal round and it rallied to beat
Yugoslavia 82-75. Yugoslavia beat
the Soviets 100-77 in the
quarterfinals.
"We feel better playing the
Soviets than facing the Yugoslays
again," Puerto Rico forward
Ramon Rivas said after the victory
over the United States set up the
semifinal pairings.
Puerto Rico wasn't even mentioned among the favorites when
the tournament began, listed behind
Brazil and Greece, both disappointing in the quarterfinals.
"We can play physical and
that's the way the game is played
here," Puerto Rican center Jose
Ortiz said.

Every Day
Buffet!
Monday - Thursday

lozTripon good 6 days a week thru 9-1-90

1
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Good for '1 off
your purchase of
any buffet

The Insurance Center
of Murray

: Ntile

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
ii..... David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East o,,.....
W L
67 49
66 49
62 55
56 61
55 60
54 64
West Division
W L
68 47
60 57
60 57
55 61
52 66
44 73

Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal
Chicagoiph4
St Louis
Cinonnati
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Houston .
Atlanta .
74100104 first game was a on

Thu reds y's Garn es
Philadelphia 6, San Francisco 4
New Volt 4.1.05 Angeles 1
Pittsburgh 4. Atlanta 3
San Diego 3, Mbntreal 2, 11 innings
Houston 4, St Louis 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gemini
Atlanta (Smoitz 94) at Chicago iHarkey 11-51, 120
pm
Pittsburgh (York 0-0 and Smiley 5-61 it Cincinnati
(Rip 8.5 and Browning 124), 2. 435'pm
Hanlon (Gulickson a-91 at St Louie (Tewksbury
7-3), 735 pm
Philade(hia (DeJesus 3-4) at San Diego (Scryraldi
3-4). 905 pm
Montreal (Gardner 6-61 at Los Angeles (NotlINger

Pct
578
574
530
479
478
4541

GS LIO Street
—
1-44 Won
'.4
5-5 Won
VA
7-3 Lost
11%. 7-6-4 Lost
11,4
4-6 Won
14
z-5-5 Lost

1
1
1
1
3
3

Home
34-23
40-22
33-23
26-31
29-28
27-35

Away
33 26
26-27
29-32
27-30
26-32
27-29

Pct
591
513
513
474
441
376

GB Lb0 Streak
—
z-7-3 Won
9
14-4 Lost
9
2-8 Lost
13.4 z-7-3 Won
17.4
7-5-5 Won
25
7-4-6 LOW

4
1
5
1
2
1

Home
35-20
32-24
30-24
29-32
35-25
25-34

Awe,
33 27
28-33
30-33
26-29
17-41
19-39

1.1). 935 pm
New York (Viola 15-7) at San Francisco (Garrets
9-9). 935 pm
Seturdey's Games
Pittsburgh at Cinonnak 12 20 p m
New York at San Franosaa, 235 pm
Atlanta at Chicago 3 05 p m
Houston at St Lcans, 705 p m
Montreal at Los Angeles 905 p rn
Philadelphia at San Diego. 905 pm
Sunday a Games
Rtisburgh at Cinonnati, 115 pm
Houston at St Laos 1 15 pm
Atlanta at Chicago. 120 pm
Montreal at Los Angeles 306 pin
Ptsladetihia at San Diego. 305 p rn
New York at San Francisco, 706 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Division
W L
63 53
62 56
56 60
56 62
54 66
51 65
46 70
West Division
W L
75 43
67 47
60 57
60 58
58 60
57 60
55 6.3
East

Boston
Toronto
Baltimore
Cleveland
Derail
kil kvaukse
New York
Oakland
Chicago
Texas
Seattle
Callornia
Kansas Cry
1.4nnasola . .
z-denotes Wit game

was a

vAn

Thursdays Gain es
Cleveland 7, Minnesota 5
lAhrraukee 8. Detroit 4
ames sche
Only gduled
Friday's Genus'
Chicago (Hibbard 9-7 and 1.4Peroz 10-10) at Team
(Ryan 11-6 and Keogh 10-7), 2, 530 pm
Seattle (Svauft 5-2) at New York (Hawkins 3-10) 630
pm
Oakland (Welch 19-41 at Baltimore IMItchell 5-4),
6 35 pm
California (Finley 15-5) at Boston (Boddicker 11-71.
635 pm. ,
Cleveland ICandotti 12-71 at Detroit (Morns 9-15),
635 pm
Toronto (Stub 15-4) at kAnnesota (Enckson 5-21,
705 pm

Pct
525
413
475
450
440
397

GB
—
2
7
8
It
12
17

110 Streak
5-5 Lost
5-5 Lost
3.7 Lost
z-7-3 Won
2-8 Lost
744 Won
7-44 Lost

Pct
636
588
513
504
492
487
466

GB
—
6
144
15
17
17'h
20

Lb O Streak
'Home Away
1-8-2 Won 1
40-22 35-21
4-6 Won 1
34-26 33-21
7-4-6 Won 1
31-24 29-33
7-44 Won 2 32-33 28-25
6-4 Won 3 32-30 26-30
7-3 Lost 1
34-28 .23-32
44 Lost 2 29-30 26-33

543

1
1
2
2
3
3
6

Home
36-18
32-29
26-26
32-29
26-33
24-32
23-29

Away
27-35
30-27
30-34
24-7,3
28-33
27-33
23-41

Kansas City (Gordon 8-81 at Milwaukee (higuera
6-5). 7 35 p m
Saturday's Games
Caifornia at Boston. 12 15 pm
Kansas Crtv at Milwaukee, 12 15 pm
Seattle at New York, 12 30 pm
Oakland at Baltimore. 635 pm
Cinviiiano at Cistrat. 635 pm
Toronto at lAnnesota. 735 pm
Chicago at Texas. 7 35 p m
Sunday's Games
Caitornia at Boston, 12 05 pm
Seattle at New York, 12 30 pm
Oakland at Baltimore. 12 35 pm
Toronto at kknnesota, 115 pm ,
Kansas City at Milwaukee. 135 pm
Cleveland at Detroit. 2 pm
Chicago at Texas 7 05 pm

FASTBALLS
SWINGS
Lome Smith batted 268 in the first Sal at the season and is hitting 366 in the second hat
SLUGGERS
Coal Felder ha Ns plaint league-leading 3711 home run Wednesday night Vie is tied with Joe Carter with
95
RBIs. most in the maprs Felder could become the kris Devon first baseman with 100 RBIs since Jason Thompson in 1977
STREAKS
Atlanta rookie Days -luso ncs homered again Thursday. giving trim 10 home runs in 43 at-bats he has RBis
29
in
Ns last 12 games and *ads map, league redoes re+ 19 hornets.
SERIES
Houston won three times in a tour-game sines at St Louis The Astros are the worst road team in the mars at
17-41

r

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Anniversary Savings
Pre-Owned Car Sale!
1983 Mazda GLC
1983 Cadillac Coupe Devine
1983 Olds Ninety-Eight Bro.
1984 Continental Mark VII
1985 Chevy Blazer 4x4
1985 Mazda 626
1986 Ford Crown Victoria Wagon
1987 Olds Delta 88 Bro
1987 Chevy Cavalier RS
1988 Buick Regal
1988 Cadillac Sedan Devine
1988 Pontiac Grand Prix
1989 Cadillac Brougham
1990 Silverado Truck

'1,700
$3,900
$6,500
'6,900
$7,500
s3,900

'6,900
$9,800
'5,600
'9,300
'15,900
'9,800
'17,900

'13,500

GM PROGRAM CARS
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Black)
990 -Pontiac Grand Am (Gray)
990 Pontiac Grand Am (Gray)
1990 Olds Cutlass Supreme (White)
1990 Olds Cutlass Supreme (White)
1990 Olds Cutlass Supreme (Silver)
990 Olds Cutlass Supreme (Blue) 4 dr.
990 Olds Cutlass Supreme (Silver)
1990 Olds Cutlass Supreme (Blue) r
1990 Buick Park Avenue (Gray)
1990 Cadillac Sedan Devilk (Gray)
1990 Cadillac Sedan Devilk (White)
1990 Cadillac Sedan Devilk (Gray)
1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville (White)
1990 Cadillac Seville (Maroon)
1990 Cadillac Seville (White):

'9,900
'10,900
'10,900
'12,900
'11,900
'11,900
'12,900
'11,900
'12,500
.17,900
'22,900
'22,900

'22,900
'22,900
'24,900
'24,900

Seven Seas Restaurant

Federal Materials Co.

-#Eurit *ens

at
,

Concrete Block Maspnary Items
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355

$699

Friday & Saturday
$950
Seafood

‘P

Quality Concrete On Time

•In the only other American League game
Thursday night, Greg Swindell won for the
seventh time in nine decisions and Sandy Atom& homered as Cleveland beat visaing Minnesota 7-5.
Kirby Puckett, the Twins' All-Star outfielder.
ptayed shonstop, third base and second base
in the eighth inning. He moved frorn position to
position between batters and did not get any
chances in his first career infield appearance.
Minnesota manager Torn Kelly kept switching
Puckett so that he could keep Kent Hrbek and
Gary Gaeth on the bench for pinch-haling roles
in the ninth inning
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Andy Van Slyke's timely return kept the Pittsburgh Pirates in first place in the East Division
Van Slyke, cleared to play by team doctors just
before gametime, hit a solo home run in the
bottom of the ninth inning that lifted Pittsbu rg h
over Atlanta 4-3, keeping the Pirates onehall
game ahead of New York.
Van Slyke made his first stan since Aug. 5
when he sprained his left ankie. Ni hit an RBI
single in the seventh for a 3-2 lead, and hit his
13th home run with one out in the ninth against
Kent Mercker (4-2).
Bob Kipper (5-1) pitched one scoreless
inning tor the victory.
Atlanta Dave Justice hit a solo home run, prying him 10 homers in 43 at-bats He has 20
RBIs in 12 games arid leads major-league rookies with 19 home runs.
•Dave Magadan drove in two runs and Howard
Johnson homered for New York in a 4-1 will
over the Dodgers. The Mets finished their
homestand at 5-5 and tonight begin a 10-game
trip to the West Coast Los Angeles ended its
road trip at 8-7
•Von Hayes hit a two-run homer in the bottom
of the ninth inning as Philadelphia swept a
three-game series from San Francisco with a
6-4 decision The Giants have lost five straight
arid 10 of the last 13.
.Joe Caner got four hits, including his 20th
home run, a double arid an RBI single that
capped a two-run rally in the bottom of the 11th
inning as San Diego stopped Montreal's sevengame winning streak with a 3-2 win

Large selection of seafood and meat entrees
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SCOREBOARD

Guerrero triggers fight
as Cards lose to Astros

AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Baseball doctors would prescribe the Datrod
Topers for any ailing team right now. They're
good medicine.
Just look what a trip to Tiger Stadium did tor
the Milwaukee Brewers, who beat Devon 8-4
Thursday night to sweep their three-game
series.
"It makes going back to County Stadium a
little more comfortable," Brewers manager Tom
Trebelhorn said. "We haft there 0-8 but we've
had a good road trip (6-4)."

FRIDAY,

Hwy. 641

Murray

753-4141

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315
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`Wynn'ing catch
Benton angler wins Bass'n'Gal's top prize

S.

Several of you have called or
written me with questions concerning Kentucky Lake and the spraying of chemicals to eradicate the
milfoil. I am doing a lot of research
to get the correct answers you
have asked for so there aren't any
misunderstandings. I will have
some answcrs soon!
Current conditions are good and
lots of fish are being caught. Bass
anglers have been aware of the
mant tournaments held in this area
for several days. The Bass'n'Gals
held a two-day event out of Sportsman's with 172 ladies
participating.
First place was won by Teresa
Wynn from Benton, Ky. an a
member of the Murray Bass'n'Gals
organization.

FISHING
LINE
By Jerry Maupin
Columnist
Congratulations, Teresa, for a
fine finish!
The fish have scattered and
taken up holding pattersn which are
hard for a lot of anglers to figure
out. The ones who do, come in
with some fine bass.
Lots of us are still chasing the
stripes and are encouraged by their
movements.

We still lack the old-time
"jump" but maybe sometime soon.
The stripes are really getting fat on
the shad, in fact, some of them are
almost round like a sauger!
Slab spoons, roostertail spinners,
little Cleo's spinrites and sidewinders are all good lures which will
produce hard strikes. Work them
off the bottom in the same old
places where you always catch
stripes. Sometime during the day
they will be there.
Catfish are still hitting good and
so are the bluegill.
The lake elevation has dropped
enough now that one had better
stick to the marked crossings or
channels. You don't need boat
repairs this late in the season.
Happy fishing!

Bushytail season starts Saturday
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
With the opening of the first of the
fall's hunting season rapidly
approaching, hunters are haunting
the woods with their eyes peeled
for signs of squirrel activity.
When they return on opening
day, many will bring along their
shotguns because of the thick
foliage and shorter ranges which
characterize the early season. Other
experienced hunters will opt for a
'scoped, tack-driving .22 rifle to
fill the breakfast skillet.
The rifleman will tell you that
not every .22 caliber rimfire rifle is
a squirrel gun and that the time to
learn about yours is now and not
on opening day. There are a couple
of things to be determined and you
can do both in about an hour.
The first thing you need to know
is the brand of ammunition your
rifle prefers. There are nearly
always variations in accuracy
among brands of cartridges in any
individual rifle, and learning your
.22's favorite is vital.
You determine that by getting
several brands of .22 shells and

seeing how they group on a paper
target at 20 yards. You may learn
that your rifle isn't accurate
enough with any brand of ammo to
shoot the three-quarter-inch or
smaller 20-yard group required for
a squirrel gun. If so, you change
guns and start over.
Your squirrel rifle's favorite diet
is likely to be one of the high- velocity .22 long rifle rounds — a
40-grain bullet with a muzzle velocity of about 1300 feet per
second.
The next step is to sight in the
rifle with its favorite ammo. Shooting from a solid rest, start punching
holes in paper, still at 20 yards. It's
important to shoot at a paper target
at a known range, rather than
plinking at a soda can at some
unknown distance and figuring that
if you hit it now and then you're
doing OK.
When you see where the holes
are showing up, all you have to do
is adjust the 'scope until the shots
are on target. If the shots are
grouping at three-quarter-inch or
less at 20 yards, they should group
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Super Products!

The McClure's

Super Deals!

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1' 2 MI
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Monday, Aug 20 — Sunday, Aug. 20
Deer Up Close! at the Woodlands Nature Center. 9:15 a.m. Join us tor
a companson of LBL's two kinds of dear, fallow and whae-failed.
iron Industry at The Horneplace-1850, 1030 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. A
12-minute audiovisual preservation about Stewart County's nch but
often overlooked past.
Woodlands Nature Center Orientation at the Woodlands Nature Center. 1.30 p.m. An all-new and exciting orientation film about Woodlands
Nature, Center
• • •
Monday, Aug 20
LBL WildlIfe at the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 pm
• • •
Tuesday, Aug 21
Snakes Alive at the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 pm
• • •
Wednesday, Aug 22 — Sunday, Aug 26
Seven Wonders of the Universe at Golden Pond Planetarium, shown
daily at 10, 12, 2 and 3 except Monday and Tuesday See•20-minute
show that includes a total eclipse of the sun. the Grand Canyon of
Mars, the rings of Saturn, the ics cliffs of Miranda, the dynamic atmosphere of Jupiter. the volcanoes of lo; and the earth in all its natural
beauty Following a a 15-minute at., show about what there is to see
that night over LBL Fee Adults 91.50, students 75 cents, and children
under 6 tree
• • •
Wednesday, Aug. 22
Hawks and Owls at the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 p.m.
• • •
Thurday, Aug 23
LBL Wildlife at the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 p.m.
• • •
Friday, Aug. 24
Birds of Prey at the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 p.m.
Controversial Coyote at the Woodlands Nature Center, 3:30 p.m.
Stargazing at the Golden Pond Vi11401 Center, 8 p.m.
• • •
Sawn:lay, Aug. 25 — Sunday, Aug. 26
Wagon Rides at Empire Farm, 130 and 2:30 p.m. Tractor-drawn
wagon rides approximately 30 minutes in length. Fee.
Planting a Late Garden at Empire Farm, 230 p m
• • •
Saturday, Aug. 25
Jenny Ridge 3D Animal Shoot a the Field Archery Range, 9 am
Eagles Up Close! at the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 p m
Woodworking at The Homeplace-1850, 1-4 p m
•
• • •
Sunday, Aug. 26
LBL Wildlife it the Woodlands Nature Center, 2 p m.
Attracting Hummingbirds arid Butterflies at The Woodlands Nature
Center, 330 pm
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at 1 V2 inches or less at 50 yards,
where they'll be about an inch
above the bullseye.
When your rifle is on target at
20 yards, the bullet will be back on
the bullseye again at 85 yards.
Since the slug will be only about
an inch above the line of sight at
50 yards, you can hold center on
your game out to about 90 yards.
• • •
The little bullet drops off rapidly
Empire Farm, The Homeplace-1850 and the Woodlands
Nature Center are open daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. (Homeplace
after that and shots past 90 yards
Jarmstead hours are 9 a.m.-4:15 p.m.)
aren't practical, but then the opporTo register for a program, call (502) 924-5602, extension
tunities for good shots at that range
238. Office hours are 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m_ Monday through
Friday.
aren't numerous either.
Who-o-o-o wants to learn more about owls and
For LBL 's weekly recorded fishing report, call (502)
Bringing homq a limit of squirhawks? Come to LBL's "Hawks and Owls" presen924-5602, extension 440.
rels depends on both the gun and
For LBL 's weekly recorded program information, call (502) tation Wednesday at the Woodlands Nature Center.
the shooter. But hunters who come
924-5602, extension 437,
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker
home empty handed even though
their rifles are up to standard can
always blame the wind or the
weather, or, of course, the
government.
The first phase of Kentucky's
squirrel season will open on Aug.
18 in the Western Zone and on
Lucky and Tennessee portions of $10 for hunters between the ages of
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Sept. 1 in the Eastern Zone. The
LBL.
first
part
of
squirrel
hunting
16 and 64 and $5 for hunters under
season
early season will close on Oct. 31
During the fall, ticks can be a 16 or 65 and older.
in the west and on Nov. 9 in the at Land Between the Lakes opens
problem for hunters and other outSome may want to purchase a $5
east. Both zones will be open for Aug. 18 and will end Sept. 28, with
door users in western Kentucky small game permit instead of the
squirrel hunting Nov. 20 through the second season beginning Dec. 1
and closing Jan. 31, 1991.
and Tennessee. Hunters are advised S10 Hunter Use Permit. The small
Dec. 31.
LBL wildlife biologist Marcus to:
game permit is good for only five
Eastern Zone counties are Bell,
consecutive days.
Breathitt, Clay, Clinton, Elliott, Cope says last year's oak mast pro- oUse an approved repellant;
Complete hunting information is
Estill, Floyd, Harlan, Jackson, duction of approximately 50 •Wear long pants and tuck pants
Johnson, Knot, Knox, Laurel, pounds of acorns per acre was only legs into boots or tape them to available in the 1990-91 Hunting
Lawrence, Lee, Leslie, Letcher, fair. Squirrel populations may be boots to keep ticks from reaching and Angling Guide, which is available without charge at all LBL visiMagoffin, Martin, McCreary, Ows- down slightly this year as a result skin; and
tor facilities. To receive the guide
ley, Perry, Pike, Powell, Pulaskie, of the lower mast production. *Check periodically for ticks.
Hunters at LBL must have an by mail, write: Outdoor Recreation
Rockcastle, Russell, Wayne, and "Hunting success should be fair to
LBL
Hunter Use Permit. Permits Section, Land Between the Lakes,
good
this
year,"
says
Cope.
Whitley. All other counties are in
are available at LBL welcome sta- 100 Van Morgan Drive, Golden
He says hunters likely will find
the Western Zone.
tions, Golden Pond Visitor Center, Pond, Kentucky 42001-9001, or
The daily limit for squirrels is squirrels near yellow poplar and
Administrative Office, and some call (502) 924-5602, extension 285,
nut-producing
hickory
trees.
The
six and possession limit is 12 after
daily limit is six, in both the Ken- surrounding merchants. Permits are Monday through Friday.
two or more days of hunting.

Biologist says squirrels may be
fewer; LBL seasons are different

Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Hwy.Irm.tr
641
.8 8
.
1 17
South
Your U-Haul Headquarters 753-9131

Kevin Penner e Mark Penner

Richard Warkentin

759-4422

753-4227
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"Everything for Horseman and their Friends"
Tack • Trailers • Boarding • Boots • Apparel • GAS
Discover/Am. Express/Visa/Mastercard
Hwy 94E (1 mile) • Murray. Ky 42071 • (502) 759-4408

The Car Wash That Was Designed For The Customer.
We Hand Wash
And Wax.

-4

Cliff Higginson landed this 12-lb. Chinook salmon in late July while
fishing on the Campbell River in British Columbia.

fi

4
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(Between Homeplace Restaurant & Tucker T.V.)
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We eature • Name Brano Tires
• Computerized Balancing
While You -Wait
• The Performer With Road Hazard Warranty
E. Main 1, industrial Rd. Murray
•
•
•
•
•
•

Come See Our New Location
1912 Coldwater Rd.

Pick-Up & Delivery

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"

: Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
•

Cars-Boats-Campers

Holland Tire Co.

-WM

POOL • PATIO • DECK
FURNITURE

Pools - Pool Chemicals
#- r?
& Supplies
"Water Testing Available"
759-1911
.77Y.7777YYYY77717Y7YY7YYY7Y7YY77Y77

"FREE ESTIMATES

•
•
•
•

Only In A Jeep.
•
•

Cain's

jeep

Magi*

11‘‘y. 641 N.
Murray, 753-6448

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service
Former Operator for Rex Camp
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"Your Complete
Automotive
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Registration for
preschoolers
to be Monday
in both districts
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Brooks led finalists for music awards
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Newcomer Garth Brooks led the
finalists for the 1990 County Music
Associatian awards with five nominations on Thursday. He says it's
more than just a dream come true
— he gets to rent a tuxedo.
"This is like getting five invitations to a dance and not knowing if
you'll get to dance or who with,"
Brooks said in Springfield, Ill.,
where he was performing.
Brooks, who's been recording
for only a year and was boosted by
his touching song "If Tomorrow
Never Comes,' outdid established
stars like Randy Travis, Hank Williams Jr. and the group Alabama in
nominations for country music's
top awards.
"It's an award enough to be
touring and fulfilling my dream,
but this is great," said the 27-yearold singer-songwriter-guitarist.
"Plus I get to rent a tux."
The association announced its
finalists Thursday; the winners will
be announced during a nationally
televised show Oct. 8.
Brooks was nominated for male
vocalist of the year, single and
song of the year for "If Tomorrow
Never Comes," music video of the
year for ''The Dance" and the
Horizon Award for career
development.
Brooks, whose songs deal with
love and the value of romance and
affectionate communication, has
had a quick career rise after just
three years in Nashville.
"If Tomorrow Never Comes,"
"The Dance" and "I'm Much Too
Young (to Feel This Damn Old)"
have all been No, 1 country music
records during the past year.
He briefly ran a boot store here

before breaking into the music business. Prior to arriving in the country music capital, Brooks was a
student at Oklahoma State University, where he was a javelin thrower for the school track team.
For the top CMA award, entertainer of the year, the finalists are
Clint Black, Kathy Mattea, Ricky
Van Shelton, 1989 winner George
Strait and Travis.
Travis, who has dominated country music awards for the past five
years, failed to win a nomination as
top male vocalist. Those went to
Brooks, Black, Rodney Crowell,
1989 winner Shelton and Strait.
The finalists for top female vocalist are Patty Loveless, 1989 winner Mattea, Reba McEntire, Lorric
Morgan and Tanya Tucker.
The finalists and winners are
chosen by the 6,000 singers, musicians, songwriters and others who
are CMA members.
The other finalists for single of
the year are "Here in the Real
World" by Alan Jackson, "Killin'
Time" by Black, "When I Call

Your Name" by Vince Gill and
"Where've You Been" by Mattea.
The finalists for No. 1 album are
"Here in the Real World" by Jackson, "I Wonder Do You Think of
Me" by the late Keith Whitley,
"Livin' It Up" by Strait, "Pickin'
on Nashville" by the Kentucky
HeadHunters and "RVS Ill" by
Shelton.
The song of the year finalists,
besides Brooks, are "Here in the
Real World" by Jackson and Mark
Irwin, "Killin' Time" by Black
and Hayden Nicholas, "When I
Call Your Name" by Gill and Tim
DuBois and "Where've You
Been" by Jon Vezner (Mattea's
husband) and Don Henry. This
category is for songwriters.
For vocal duo of the year, the
finalists arc Baillie & the Boys, the
Bellamy Brothers, Foster & Lloyd,
five-time winners, the Judds and
Sweethearts of the Rodeo.
Country music superstars Alabama, Dolly Parton and Hank Williams Jr. failed to receive
nominations.
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A Hawkeye AWACS aircraft, right, and three unidentified fighter jets on the deck of the USS Independence. The Independence, currently in the Arabian Sea, is the first of three U.S. carriers to arrive in the
Gulf region. It is carrying over 5,000 sailors and airmen, and nearly 80 navy fighters, bombers, attack jets
and other warplanes.
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Legal
Notice

Notice

Registration will be held on
Nlonday, Aug. 20, from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. for all children attending MurGRAND Opening - Mrs
Gable's Psychic and Astrol
ray or Calloway County Head Start
BID NOTICE
ogy Psychic and astrology
or the Preschool Program provided
The gity of Murray is requesting bids for police
readings All readings are
by the Murray and Calloway Counpursuit vehicles. Specifications are available in
private and confidential
ty school districts.
the City Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th Street,
Torot card reading also By
Registration will be held on the
Murray, Kentucky. Sealed Bids will be accepted
appointment only $5 off
any reading with this ad
first floor of the Special Education
until Monday, August 27, 1990,4:00 p.m.,CDST.
Call 247-9671 Located in
children on 16th Street on the MurWilliam N. Cherry.
Mayfield
Mayor
ray State University campus. All
persons whose children will attend
Lease For Less at
these programs MUST attend
DWAIN TAYLOR
registration. Parents are encouraged
CHEVROLET
020
to leave their children at home
1990 rliyice Classic 4 Dr
because registration will take some
57 90 mo*
Notiu
Call Gene at 753-2617
time.
Plus Tax Title & License
Head Start is a federally funded
GOSPEL SINGING Satur- JEANS, Jeans. Jeans
36 Mo. Closed End Lease
preschool program which serves day
7 30pm August 18th at Lowest prices wound on
children who are three or four the Lake-Land
Apostolic Lee, Jordache, Southern
NOW OPEN TO PUBLIC
years old on or before October 1, Church 402 Sunbury Bluegrass, Expression
s, Kentana
Shop
and whose family meets the federal Circle, Murray Featuring and other brands Two, Whitewall Porcelain
bisque, supplies
James
Jarrett and the three, and four hole rag Specializing in
poverty guidelines. This year for a
carosel
Marty Cobb Trio of Dres- pans Summer clearance
horses, chnstmas decorafamily of four that is S12,700.
den. Tn James H Cain, Check cutout prices Layations ornaments and miniFour-year-old children who do Pastor 759-1602. Every- ways welcome Open
Fri atures Never a charge for
not qualify for Head Start but one welcome'
after 4pm, Sat 10am-4pm kassOrls Free 1 chnstrnas
whose families meet the guidelines
or by appointment Country ornament to the first
100
Jeans 5 miles 94E
for free lunches, are eligible to
people for lessons Call
759-1062
ahead to schedule your lesattend their local school districts
..
son Due to limited c:iass
new preschool program. To attend r.., FACE BRICK ...
Prices Start Al
space at this ti e
children must be four years old
502-436-5219 Also w e$131Pr
before or on October 1 and their
sale to licensed deal s
family must qualify for free
Open 9am 4pm and
VOWELL & ..
..
7pm 9pm Mon-Fri, Saturlunches. This year for a family of .. SON INC. ..
days by appointment, only
al•
four that is $16,510.
smi Martha, TN 517-312,1
at present time
Head Start eligible and school
district preschool children will be
721 Poplar
CUSTOM
jointly served by Head Start and
Sat.
7 a.m.—?
DOOR SHOP
the local school districts in new
Boys husky
I n operation at
and innovative programs housed in
clothes size
SPECIAL NEEDS
TUCK'S
several local schools and at Murray
ADOPTION PROGRAM
I .11, ic of Mum
10-14, King
State University.
size quilt,
1-800-432-9346
587-3000
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REMILCXY CAMAFT FOR MAtall RfSOURCES

NUTITTITTII
MANAGER,ITS TOO
COLD TO PLAY TODAY..

YESTERDAY YOU SAID
IT WAS TOO HOT..

By GARY LARSON

EL N,,,T

.

•I

-

TE FOR
THE STUDY OF

EmoTioNAL STRESS
8- 1 7

NANCY
RELP!HELP!
SAVE ME

Musr You ALWAqs

KNOCK IT OFF, KO+

4OU'RE NOT EvEN
CLOSE TO TIAE. WATER,'

L.

%0ARP

FLIT THESE THINGS
OFF 'TIL THE LAST
MINUTE 72
•

-••••
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Leaders declare
end of coalition
WEST BERLIN (AP) — Leaders
of East Germany's Social Democratic Party on Thursday declared
the end of the shaky coalition government, a move that could delay
the national unification process.
However, the leadership move
still requires approval from the party's parliamentary caucus, which is
to meet Tuesday.
The Social Democrats were furious at Prime Minister Lothar de
Maiziere's unilateral decision,
announced the day before, to fire
four Cabinet ministers.
"The party leadership and the
parliamentary caucus leaders have
decided to declare an end to the
coalition," said SPD chief Wolfgang Thierse during a news
conference.

Elvis Presley fans
honor anniversary
of his death
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — An estimated 8,000 of the ever-faithful
heaped long-stemmed red roses and
small teddy bears on Elvis Presley's grave Friday in a candlelight
vigil marking the 13th anniversary
of his death.
"His music isn't dead, and
there's a whole new generation
that's going through it all again,"
said Grace Caputo, 29. She accompanied 16 other Elvis fans from
Adelaide, Australia, in the procession past Presley's grave.
Stands of flower arrangements.
many in the shape of hearts and
guitars, surrounded the gravesitc
and lined both sides of a small
walkway leading to it. The flowers,
from fan clubs around the world,
carried such messages as "Elvis,
we miss you so much" and " wove
is forever."
The graveside vigil, which got
„under way Wednesday night, drew
Elvis fans from around the country
and abroad.

411.1••••••••••,f0.14.1•11hia.•
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WE DIDN'T
&ET AN4)
MAIL TODAY
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WE PIP

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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ACROSS
1 Partners
6 Niagara —
It Fixed
portion
12 Excuses
14 At home
15 Empowered
17 Neon symbol
18 Tub
20 Old decrepit
horse slang
21 Collection
.• of facts
22 Tai Mahal
site
24 Nice summer
25 Dillseed
26 Renters'
documents
28 Divisions of
boxing match
30 Expire
31 Anger
32 Baseball
highlights
35 Panacea

1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Mountain
lake
39 Sunburn
41 Give up
42 Bitter vetch
43 Bazaars
45 "— of Love"
46 Markowitz on
"L.A. Law'nits.
47 Archbishop
49 Early morn
50 Glossy
fabric
52 Entire
ranges
54 Evaluates
55 Habituate

'DIRGE
LHASA
OREADS
BEAT
EN
i
'YE
DIAM
OND
N I
i
'ENS
TIARA
PAT
NITS
SIR
MOTA
CAPE
MOROSE
R I PS
WARS
STEINS
YSE
COLS
EEL
ESA
ODE
SETON
SIT
AD
PARSNIP
Sil
LEMONS
ENAME 7 L
SNIPE
E LIU 0 E-

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

4

Operate
Near
Even score
Vast ages
Vipers
Hesitate.
stammer

5

6

it

7 Toward
shelter
8 Cover
9 Jeff ana
Beau's dad
inits
10 Transgressed
7

8

10

12
1€

15

14

18.19

il

UUU

24

22U23
26

28

30
34
39

42

29
31

38

21

25

27

33

,

RU
UUU
UUUU
RU

20UUUU

32

9

35

36

40

41

43

44

46

45
48

•U U51 UUU

47UUUUU
52

50
54

37

55

UU
49

51

UUUU

11 Competitor
13 Chairs
16 Flying
mammal
19 Merchants
21 Appends.
affixes
23 Chinese or
Japanese
25 Pertaining
to gold
27 Lamprey
29 Lubricate
32 Stalks
33 Intractable
person
34 Blemishes
35 Make angry
36 Conceive
37 Paper
measures
40 Direct at
target
43 Liberate
44 Musial or
Kenton
47 Fondle
48 Large bird
51 Tantalum

symbol
53 Chaldean
city

IN FACT
WE CIOT
EVERYBOPY'5
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SAR&E
WOULD
YOU LIKE A
HAMBURGER

SURE!

2

:.0 1-i KE A 801
OF PENCIL-5
'14.
11b
.EA5E
11

W

BEETLE SCREW THAT SALTSHAKER CAP BACK ON
WHILE I START MYSELF
ANOTHER HAMBURGER

LAM
THE BOSS!

HE'S LJRNED
CHEAPNESS
INTO AN
ART FORM

,M
0

WAIT, KING LLIOTO„ LET
JUNGLEFOLK KNOW THAT EVEN
A hit5ERABLE CRiMINAL
LIKE THIS CAN
RECEIVE

YES. I LIKE JUSTICE. FIRST
A TRIAL. THEN WE KILL THE

ALL THE CHIEFS TO&ETHER
wiLL PECIPE. NATURALLY„
THEY PO WHAT I SAY.
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CLASSIFIEDS
060

020

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or
College. their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
'frac local dasn scr.ice-

GLASS Replacement tor
home auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers also mirrors and glass
table tops cut to size Mirror
frames and picture frames
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

Lyndia Cochran
Dace and

Gymnastics

Register Now!
753-4647
025
Personals
GOLD CREDIT CARD
VISA/MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED CASH ADVANCES no security deposit no credit check
1-900-226-0048 $19 95 fee
VISA/MASTERCARD
Easy, fast' No deposit No
credit check Also $5000
Gold Card Guaranteed!
Cash advances' Free info!
1(800)234-6741 anytime
030
Card
of Thanks

CARD
OF
THANKS
The family of Dickie
!lodge acknowledges
with grateful appreciation the kind expressions ofsympathy,
your calls, cards,food,
visits and prayers.
Martha, George &
Mildred

060
Help
Wanted
APPLICATIONS for receptionist and light secretarial
work Will be taken Aug 20
21, 22 gam-3pm Must
have good work record arid
neat appearance Apply in
person at Shady Hills Resort Hwy 94E, 12 miles
from Murray
APPOINTMENT SECRETARIES
National company has 10 immediate
openings Full time or part
time am, pm hours Earning
to $150 per week part time
No experience necessary/
no sales 753-1024, Larry
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Call (404)426-0672
Ext.DB520
DRIVERS wanted, retired,
ok Good driving record 21
years old will be out of town
for extended periods of
time on occasion (5-6
days) Mechanical know{edge a plus Send applicabon to PO Box 1040R Murray, Ky 42071
DRIVERS wanted, must be
18 years old, have own
vehicle and proof of insurance Apply in person at
Domino's Pizza P10 Chestnut St
'EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly Easy
work at home No experiCall
ence needed
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
- Open 24 hours, including
'
Sunday
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters Clifton McCallon
435-4472
FLORAL Designer Only
qualified peed to apply Minimum 40 lours PO Box
862, Murrar Ky 42071

270

220
Articles
For Sale

MAMMOGRAPHY ;TECH- SECRETARY/ SET of 6tt sliding patio
NOLOGIST - Join our prog- Receptionist Some typing doors with scrawl $100
ressive healthcare team as required Must possess 753-2853, leave message
a part time Mammography good phone skills Mon-Fri
Technologist Applicants 8 4pm Starting pay $3 85 SNAPPER riding mower
must be registered with tie per hour Call or stop by Bhp 30in cut, motor in good
AART possess current Jack Wallis Doors and corxhbon, $250 759-1848
Kentucky certification and Stained Glaia 489-2613
WOMENS winter clothes
have previous work experisize 5, good condition,
ence in Mammography In- WENDY'S is now accept- cheap 753-5508
terested individuals should ing applications for maintesend resume to Jerry Tho- nance man, cashiers, WOODEN kitchen set
mas, Personnel Director sandwich makers, prep $250, Exercycle $40, mans
Murray Calloway County people and closing posi- bicycle $50, stroller $7 50,
Hospital 803 Poplar Street tions Apply at Wendy's, old sword $50 759-9640
Murray, Ky 42071 E 0 E
Murray daily 2-4pm.
155
MEDICAL Records Tran- WORK from home $60 per
Appliances
scriptionist - Experience 100 preparing mail
Inforpreferred Would consider mation send stamp to K S
HOTPOINT washer/dryer,
other clerical with medical Enterprises P 0 Box
almond, excellent conditerminology. Minimum 5157-PYR Hillside NJ tion $285/set 753-0814
45-50 WPM. Forty hours/ 07205
week Some weekend
work Contact Human Re090
sources Director HCMC
Situation
Box 1030 Paris, Tenn
Wanted
38242 901-642-1220
BABYSITTING - my home
13 IMMEDIATE OPENbetween Murray and
INGS NEED a job? A Hardin
Have 2 openings
GED? Hope for the future? 753-3869
New & Used
You may quality if •You do
Furniture,
not have your GED Of high WILL stay with sick or elAppliances
school diploma, 'You are derly Meals and domestic
and Cars
between the ages of 16 & work References and ex21 We are an E 0 E This perience Call 753-4590
Both stores fully open now.
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private WOULD you like to come
Grand Opening
to
a
clean
home
house?
Industry Council- JTPA
Call Nannette 753-4339 3
Thurs., Fri. &-Sat.
Call J.T.P.A, Out Of School
years experience and
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Free Pepsi & Hotdogs
references
8a m -1 1:30a.m.
New living room $in
100
suites start it
Business
Opportunity
Good selection of new and
used furniture.
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
Located
at
OPPORTUNITY. Local
103 B St.
sub-yogurt shop Doing a
Benton, KY
very good business and
527-0403
tots of growth potential. Call
appointment
for
NOW HIRING! All shifts 618-524-3388.
3 PIECE BR suite, (with
Apply in person at McDo
bedding), $125; 2 bookINVESTORS
for
wanted
nald s, Murray, KY
case
units with desk, $20
profitable venture Call
each 753-1769 or .1701
NOW hiring waitresses
762-2355
Parklane.
Apply in person Valley
Drive-In Hwy 94E
TA ft. ROYAL blue sofa,
110
green swivel rocker, pair of
NOW taking applications
Instruction
lamps, occasional chair,
for counter or cook posietc 436-2349.
tions TJ's Bar-B-C)
LOCAL piano teacher has
OFFICE assistant. Compu- openings for 4 students on RARELY used' Green and
earthtones, plaid couch
ter and typing skills re- Saturdays 759-4178
and chair, lamps, picture
quired Artistic ability helpAll in perfect condition.
INSTRUCTION
ful Apply 1-5pm The Mail753-9357.
House 215 So. 12th ST.
▪ --r• LEARN TO DRIVE
- TRACTOR-TRAILER KELVINATOR upright
OFFICE nurse/assistant
FULLORPARTTIWTRAMMIG
freezer, Genie Beast trash
Experience preferred Call
DOT CERTVICATION
compactor, Lifestyle step753-9240
per exerciser and 8,000btu
ALLIANCE
OLAN Mills has several imair conditioner. Call
LEBANON, TN /
mediate openings for tele753-6786
phone sales people No
KENMORE upright freezer,
experience necessary
good condition; 4 poster
Also need a messenger for
double bed with mattress
light delivery work. Apply
and box springs. 759-1850
to Maggie Reborn, Murray
after 5pm.
Plaza Court MTL, Murray,
Ky. Starting Monday, Aug
NEAL'S new and used fur20th, 5-9pm & Tues. thru
niture, appliances and cars
Fri 9am-1pm & 5-9pm
Just opened at 103 B St
EOE Prit'F
Bentsin, Ky. 527-0403
1.1n
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
NEW' Sears brown curFor Sale
Cane Creek Center offers
doroy vibrating recliner.
Of Trade
inpatient and outpatient re753-2934 or 753-5451.
habilitative programs to 1984 JEEP CJ7 492-8561
VICTORIAN couch, 7/i ft
clients with neurological
oak drop front secretary
and orthopedic impair180
pine hutch table, Sweet
Want
ments As a part of ReNelhe's 'small but choice •
bound, Inc., we specialize
To Buy
527-1018
in providing a full contiANTIQUES
by
the
piece
or
nuum of care to the traumatically head injured A collections Call 753-9433
165
licensed Physical Therapist after 5prn
ig needed to join our current CASH for mobile home axAntiques
staff of professionals We les and tires We will re3 PIECE carved oak BR
offer an excellent compen- move 527-2061
suite. Circa 1 88 5
sation and benefit package.
For further information MURRAY Recycling - cans, 527-8186 evenings
please write or call Patsy .401b, cars, scrap metal. ANTIQUES for Sale
Cork Human Resources Guaranteed weights. Open 492-8257.
Representative Cane 8-5pm, 8-1 Sat Old Rice
Creek Center P.0 Box Futrell junk yard
1026 180 Mt. Pelia Road USED exercise equipment
Martin, TN 38237 and steel weights
(901)587-5391 EOE
753-0638, 759-1525, days
RESTORATIVE Services 753-0123
10 ft bushhog, 3 point
Aid Responsible for walkhitch 492-8392
ing, performing exercise,
RED bell F
with bushand other treatment dedisk and
signed to strengthen Gerhair.
753-6431
ft
iatric patients Apply to 1989 WOODS mow
aft:
Westview Nursing Home
n'machine Commercia
WF EOE
mower 61 deck, like new
Must sell' 437-4171

Neal's

WANTED!
Tobacco
Cutters
492-8790

Musical
FREE STRINGS Buy one
set, get one set free' Bring
in this ad to get this deal
Leach's Music & TV Co.
*lc , downtown Pans since
1926 Good thru 9-15-90
YAMAHA console piano, 5
years old 437-4432
240
Miscellaneous
16tt GLASS Speedlinen
1965 Mercury 65hp, $500
Mama Bear Fisher wood
stove, $200 436-5600
175 SHEETS of used tin
$3/sheet, 16ft. box bed;
Mayrath 8in grain auger; 2
sawmills. 435-4226
25%-75% OFF name brand
merchandise Clothes,
shoes, toys, tools, furniture,
ceramics, exercise bikes
800 S 4th 121 south city
limits. Mon-Sat. 9-5pm
28ft FIBERGLAS extension commercial grade ladder. 753-3716
2 CEMETARY plots, Murray Memorial Gardens. Includes paid trust for double
marker in granite and
bronze. Plots alone sell for
$600, all for $550 OBO
901-755-4289. Will accept
collect call Serious only
please.
CALL JHC Advertising &
Supply for caps, jackets,
calendars, pens, yardsticks
and hundreds of other advertising specialty items,
plus invoices, register
forms, salesbooks and related printed merchandise.
759-1602.
NICE small 2 wheel trailer
and 34' motorhome cover
Call 753-8004
LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions. Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
247-7831.

SEARS lawn mower, 16hp,
$300, Whirlpool air conditioner, 850Obtu,$100, 1971
Volkswagon van, $750.
436-5560.
STEEI fabricated bolt in
rack for compact pickup
truck. Good for carrying
ladders or recreational
equipment, $115.
759-1087.
UTILITY trailer 5'x9', like
new, $425, small bench
table saw, Craftsman, like
new, 7'/: ", $135 Call
753-1571.
WE buy junk batteries
$2 25 per automotive unit.
87 No Main Benton, Ky
527-7122

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
•Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.

CLARION 9200RT car ste
reo Dolby B&C, plus much
more. Excellent condition
Call Ken at 489-2365.

McGee
Pest

Control

is now hiring to fill

position in their
Murray Office. Experience preferred
with certification in
Kentucky. 7A &
7B.
Cap for
appointment.
753-0414 days,
753-1294
nights.

SEAMSTRESS with general sewing skills Apply in
person daily 9-ham,
2-4pm Bold Liquidators
308 Main No phone calls
please

50 GREAT DESSERT REelP ES Delicious and easy
Send $3 98 to Purchase
Enterprises, PO Box 827,
Murray, Ky 42071
BUNDY Clarinet model
1400 $200, child's drum
set. straw $1 25 bail
435-4294
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding See our
coins, silver dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St We
also have a full selection of
coins at the Treasure
House (Murray), Ox Yoke
(Hazel). Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
Antiques (Hazel) offers our
foreign coins and paper
money We appraise es
tales and actively buy
coils 753-4161
IBM Compatible PC starter
kit, 640K memory, monitor,
keyboard, and pnnter Excement condition Call Ken
at 489-2365
LARGE Panasonic window
air conditioner. 18- Westinghouse floor model tan;
small freezer
Call
753-0628

12ga., single, Kresge, hammer, full, unopened case
Federal shells, 8 chill
$150. 753-6854

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD Green or seasoned Delivered or picked
up 492-8254 after 5pm

NEW Fleetwood doutee
wide 3br, 2 bath America's
best selling home Payments as low as $256 per
month Free A/C, free
washer/dryer, free set up
and delivery Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79 Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568
REDUCED mobile home
1977, and lot, 100'x277'
2BR, 2Ba, washer/dryer
MTG Realty 753-4000
WELL-MAINTAINED
13'. acre lot with 30x40 garage, mobile home, septic,
well, satellite, many extras.
Will sell lot without trailer.
Must see to appreciate.
492-8612.
WHY RENT when it's so
easy to own? We can show
you howl We feature a
large selection of new and
used homes 7 days per
week Bargain Home Center 641 South Paris, TN
901-644-1176
WHY rent??? We have a
new home for you. 14'
wides, payments as low as
$150 mo. Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79 Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568

10x45 MOBILE Home partally furnished 498-8904
or 498-8976
14x70 NEWLY remodeled
2br, 1 bath All electric
Must see to appreciate
753-4837 or 489-2557

1981 14x65 2br, 1 bath,
partly furnished, beamed
ceilings, central air, excellent condition, on 1 acre lot
in Southwest school district Will sell with or without
lot 435-4298

Mobile
Homes For Rent
TRAILER for rent or option
to buy. 2br, located in
Stella. Days 527-1987,
evenings 354-6335.
2BR trailer, no pets
753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished_ Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
DREAMING OF YOUR
OWN HOME? We make it
happen every day at Bargain Home Center 641S
Pans, TN 901 644 1176
TRAILER near university,
on private lot. 753-4524.

For Rent
4BR, 2 bath home located
in the country $550/mo
Call 437-4446 for additional information
IMMACULATE 2BR txick
within walking distance of
MSU campus 1616 Loch
Lomond 753-1116
RENTERS! Homes from
$1 00 (U-Repair) Gov't giveaways, bank repos, foreclosures, tax delinquent
properties.
1-918-622-5652, Ext.
R1073, including Sat and
Sun.

FOR RENT
Furnished small 3 BR
house near MSU campus for 3 people.
$250 + utilities.
Apartment for 3
people.
1601 Olive St.
Near MSU campus.
753-5865, days
753-5108 after 5 p.m.
and on Sunday.

Business
Rentals

FOR LEASE
8,000 Sq. Ft.
Office or
Professional
Space
Completely finished,
may be divided, high

traffic area.
Call
Tom Karvounis

REGISTERED 2 year old
quarter horse stud Grandson of Impressive $700
753-0834
380
Pets
& Supplies
2 AKC Siberian ilisky pup
pies 492-8561.
ADORABLE Chinese Pug
753-6149, 759-1207
AKC COCKER Spaniel
pups, $100 each; AKC
Schnauzer pups, $100
each, ears trimmed Nites
901-352-2416, days
901-986-3693.
AKC Yellow Labrador puppies. Call 753-5211.
AMERICAN Eskimo pups,
registered, $65 753-9979

OFFICE Of store space in
Southside Shopping Center and 4 car shop
753-9386, 753-6612 or see
Clayton Bridges
310
Want
To Rent
RESPONSIBLE working
woman would like to rent
room in private home Reference provided Call
753-7657.
WANTED to rent or buy
1-2BR house, preferably on
north or east edge of town
Phone 247-8584 after 5pm

2BR apartment near University. No pets 489-2244.
EFFICIENCY apartment
furnished, $135/mo plus
deposit Utilities furnished
759-4915
NEED roommate for fall
semester to share house
$135/mo plus deposit
Share utilities 759-4915
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment Days
753-6111, after 4 30pm,
753-0606

Public
Sale

Garage
Sale

D
IA
AfE

Friday
Noon - 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1001 S. 16th

Sat. Only
8 a.m.-?
809 Broad Ext.
Men's, women's
children's
and
clothes. Lots of
knick-knacks.
No Early Sales'

Community

YARD
SALE
at the
General Store
out Hwy. 94 E. to
Hwy. 732 at Duncan's Mkt., turn
right.
It's Our 2nd
Anniversary!
Thank you for
supporting our store
Everyone Welcome

YARD
SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.-12
Noon
1513 Clayshire
Little of Everything

Yard Sale

AFTER THE

South end of Johnny
Robertson Rd,
Sat., Aug. 18
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun., Aug. 19
12 p.m.-5 p.m.
Typewriter, some furniture, all types of
clothes, trumpet, curtains, games,costume
jewelry, shoes, books
More great bargains!
Rain or Shine

MOVE
SALE

91,27
Hazel
1-502

Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-Dark
121 South to
Neale Rd. turn
right. Watch
for signs.
Furniture, microwave, small size
clothing, general
miscellaneous

BOB
Sale
Robot
Of 48,

9ia.m. - 2 p.m.
Saturday
Furniture,
books, toys,
clothes, &
misc. items.
1505 Beckett Dr.
Canterbury

ROTTWEILER puppies
AKC 436-2514

Yard Sale

WANTED good home for 6
year old miniature
Schnauzer. House broke.
Great pet for mature couple
or single person. Call
753-3322 or 1-365-7671.

Saturday Aug. 18
8 a.m. - ?
1627 West Olive
Love seat,
king-size
waterbed,
crafts, lots of
odds and ends.

410
Public
Sale
TAG Sale - Aug 17, 18
9arn-5pm. No early birds
Hwy 282 in Gilbertsville.
Due to health reasons Mr.
and Mrs. Tarr have moved
out of state. This sale is all
of their household furnishings_ 9pc antique DR suite,
Texas steer horn chair,
very old. Dishes, tools, fishing equip., BR, LR and all
kitchen appliances 5 large
deep freezers, oil paintings,
large dinner bell, many
other items. Everything
must go.
410
Public
Sale

KOPP
fors a
Real E
wide
hornr
753 1 -80(
711L

terns.

Garage
Sale

POODLE puppies, chocolate, apricot, females, AKC
Paradise Kennels,
753-4106

753-9469
BUSINESS suite of offices,
carpeted, paneled, utilities
furnished 502 Maple St

410
Public
Salo

370

LABRADOR stud service
753-5211

COME by Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79 Paris, TN
Let us show you how you
Musical
can buy a new home for no SLEEPING room, refrigerdown. ator in hall, private enmoney
BAND INSTRUMENTS
trance Zimmerman Apts
Rent to purchase plan 1-800-533-3568.
So 16th 753-6609.
available 90 days sameHOMES WITH HEART! We
as cash plan with 0 down!
feature a large selection of
340
Leach's Music, Pans (901)
new and used homes. 7
House*
642-9271
days per week' This week's
For Rent
HOME STEREO systems speaal - 14x56 two bedFisher, Kenwood, and Mar- room for $142 00 per 2BR, L.R, DR, den, garage,
anti rack systems from only month Bargain Home Cen- deck, gas oven, electric
$499 00' Financing to 24 ter 641S Paris, TN
dryer, window NC, 2 gas
months We service every- 901-644-1176
stoves, good neighborthing we sellill Leach's
hood $300 plus deposit
Music. downtown Paris and NEW 16' wide America's 01 759 4039 available 8-22
Leach's Radio Shack selling house Payments
dealer store. US 641, Parts low as $193/mo. Keith 3BR, 2
Baker Homes Hwy 79 I. R6ITED
SIGNET B fiat Clarinet Paris,
Tenn.
II
759-9780
1-800-533-3568
220

410
**Uses

Livestock
& Supplies

1 or 2 BEDROOM apartment near downtown
753-4109

1973 12x60 mobile home,
2br, 1 bath Call 753-3970

210

340

Mobilo
Horns' For Sale

SAVE UP TO 300/ at our
641N location on storage
buildings Acree Portable
Building.

SOLD

THE Courier-Journal is
looking for self-motivated
individual in Murray to run
one of our in-town routes
Must have reliable trans•
portation an must be able
to provide a cash bond If
HELP wanted in Murray interested please contact
recepbonest and tele David Hussey at
marketer Send resume to 1-800-866-2211, between
PO Box 770 Mayfield, Ky 8am and 4pm, Mon thru
Fn.
42066
GRAPHIC artist Experience with computer lay out
systems and good typing
skills required Apply
1 5pm The MailHouse 215
So 12th ST

Ise
Help
Wonted

Notice

Mirrray Ledger & Times

TWO
remoc
town
$30,0(
today

Two-Party

YARD
SALE
Sat., Aug. 18th
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Hwy. 280. Red
brick house
across road
from East Y
Grocery

11

Gigantic
Moving Sale
1508 Clayshire
' Sat. Only
6:30 a.m. - ?
Furn., breakfast set,
toys, tools, old silver
'dollars, guns, old
baseball cards, bassinet, rocking horse,
microwave, riding
mower, childrens
clothes and much
more.

Qui(
leve

YAR
&B
Sat.

$15,

8th

WOOL
blevisii
good r
of Mon
753-1f.

.-12
ay Church
he Nazarene
Doran &
Plainview Rd.

rE

2BR,
eat-in
attach(
vinyl
and
753-31

Five Party

GARAGE
SALE

2BR bi
garage
'A mile
$47,00
pointm
753-39

Sat., Aug. 18
8 a.m.-?
On Hwy. 299 at
Kirksey Crossroads
Furniture, garden tiller,
dishes, baby clothes,
jeans. Tupperware and
lots more.

3BR br
neight
Central
3BR cc
acres
barn, g
miles I
Realty

Two Party

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 17th & 18th
8 a.m.-?
94 East, right on
McDougal Rd.,
2nd House on
Right.
Ball cards, tools,
loLs of misc. items.

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E/M/F

503 Br(
kitchen
1/. bat!
heat,
Call
502-75:

Wtucky Fried Chickene
Jack Marshall Franchise
1Ione
1901

YARD
SALE
Fri. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
8th House on
Right on Gibbs
Store Rd.
Clothes, purses, household items, vacuum
cleaner, something for
everyone. New handmade,solid wood rocking horses.

YARD
SALE
Sat., Aug. 18th
7:30 a.m.-?
Mile out of town
on 121 South
Extra nice children's
clothes. Something
for everyone.

Seas

NEW HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PLAN FOR 1990

PICK U
Brick ra
assuma
msulatior

femures,1

We may be able to save you 30 to 40% on
your Major Medical Insurance premium. Our
ICH Company,Union Bankers, has designed a
Major Hospital Surgical Plan due to the rising
cost of all Major Medical plans on the market
today. If you are in good health, rarely go to the
doctor, have not been in the hospital in several
years and do not take any prescription medicine, this may be the policy for you. It does not
pay for prescription medicine or office calls but
does cover outpatient surgery and unlimited
hospital confinement benefits. Our most popular plan has a $250 deductible and offers a
15% non-smoker discount. The current nonsmoker rate at age 60 is $103 per month per
person and even less at younger ages.
For a price quote call Sharon McConnell at.

BPST L
prwes Iry
area 1
Roberts°
I-STATE

BIG NC
bd., 3
iserwood
arage
Alan-A-C
PAST
Please se
buy! Ne
acres All
SII9,000
Murray CM
I.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
121 ACS
rif Crosaia

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Kentucky

•

Three Party

YARD
SALE
1662 Calloway Ave.
Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Microwave oven, Craig phonograph stereo, lots of
clothes, pots and pans, dolls,
rrusc items. Some free gifts.
No Early Sales
Rain or Shine

977 BUICK Le Sabre
A CANDLELIGHT dinner
for two wound your new needs some body work
table in your new home. We 753-7852
offer luxurious 16x80, 3br, 1977 CORVETTE white,
2 bath homes by Southland t- tops, stereo/cassette, tilt,
American, the premier automatic, 350cu in All
home builder of the south
power, 68xxx miles, local
Available at Bargain Home $6500 or trade for Blazer or
Center 641 South Paris, Jimmy, late model
TN. 901-644-1176
753-0443 or 767-1312
BY Owner- 3br brick, 2
baths, basement, central 1979 LINCOLN Town car.
heat and air, stove, dis- Carter edition nice condihwasher, disposal, upper tion. Locally sold new
forties. 753-9943
$2995 753-8024
COUNTRY FRESH
KITCHEN with all the features in this beautiful 28x60
doublewide. Bargain priced
this week only at $34,900.
Bargain Home Center 641
South Paris, TN
901-644-1176

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Old City
Park

FRAME house, 2br, 1 bath,
full basement, 1 car garage, 2 storage buildings on
140x200ft. lot. 8 miles north
of Murray. Priced to sell
Phone 753-9376 after 7pm

91 27 ACRES located near
Hazel, Ky. Easy terms Call
1-502-932-5462

HOME INSPECTION
CONSULTANTS - Professional pre-purchase home
inspections for the informed
buyer.
502-898-8661

BOB HALEY Real Estate HOUSE and approximately
Sales & Appraisals 3 acres located in city of
Roberts Realty, 753-1651, Murray. 4000sq.ft. of living
or 489-2266.
area
and
has•6
bedroome4 full bathegarKOPPERUD REALTY ofage area for 4 carefull
fers a complete range of walk
-out dry baseReal Estate services with a
ment'30ft. game room with
wide selection of quality
fireplace*20x20 barn for
homes, all prices
storage* 15 dosetemature
753-1222, toll free
trees and•separate
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
mother-in-law apt. Call
711L.
753-3903 after 5pm for
TWO BR home, completely appoint7nent.
remodeled this year. In
town and priced under HOUSE for sale: 3 bedroom 1 -A baths located in
$30,000. MTG Realty, call
Stella Community. Call
today 753-4000
753-1588.

110'x150.x104'x180'
County Cork Drive
Quiet, dead end street,
level lot, some trees
$15,500

759-9640
WOODED lots for sale Cablevision, gas, electricity,
good roads, 3.3 miles west
of Murray. Call 753-5841 or
753-1566.

2BR, 1 bath house with
eat-in kitchen, LR, 2 car
attached heated garage,
vinyl siding, central heat
and air, new roof.
753-3139.
2BR brick home, attached
garage, 1.5 acres, 94West
'A mile from city limits,
$47,000. Shown by appointment 753-7743 or
753-3992.
3BR brick with carport, nice
neighborhood in town_
Central heat/air. 753-5054.
38R country home on five
acres 2 5 fenced Horse
barn, garage/workshop 10
miles from Murray MTG
Realty 753-4000

1980 OLDSMOBILE Delta
Royale Good condition,
good tires 437-4577.
1981 BUICK Skylark, new
brakes, $2000 Call after
5pm, 436-2420
1981 OLDSMOBILE Tornado, 350-V8, pb,ps,p1,pw,
wire wheels, no rust, very
nice, $2150 753-8585
1983 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic CL. 49xxx
miles, 305 V8, all the bells
and whistles New tires and
brakes Excellent condition. Two tone red $3495.
753-4143.

EAST SIDE EXECUTIVE/
Please see this house before
! New RM.. 2 be bre* on
(Tea All top qualoy. Reduced f
119.000 to $99;1150 East o
Murr on Fart! Road 753-8973
;REAT BUY IN
10M151 ltd.. 2 be. woth
must see before you buy
Sitoth St 753-0375

NE
al.

121 ACRE FARM! 2 moles west
Crossland. 9 molts from Murray.

1978 CHEVY pickup:
59,000 actual miles,6 cylinder standard shift, short
wheel base with tool box
and bed rails, new tires,
rally road wheels
753-8769 before 3pm.
1979 JEEP Wagoneer 4x4.
Auto, air, good mechanical
condition. Days 753-1270,
after 5pm 753-8766.
1982 DATSUN KingCab: 6
cylinder, automatic, air, excellent condition. 436-5845
or 436-2130. $1750.

1984 CAMARO wrecked
on one side. In excellent
mechanical condition Nice
interior $2300. Call
753-9400.

A mechanics. dream 1986
Ranger, automatic trans
needs motor repaired
$1095. Phone 753-6215.

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters ROCKY COLSON Home
installed for your specifica- Repair. Rooting, siding,
tions Call Sears 753-2310 painting, plumbing, confor free estimate
crete. Free estimates Call
474-2307

ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors Residential arid commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, also basements.
436-5598
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing. Free estimates B & B Construction. 436-5263.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

August Cash
Clearance Sale

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Sues from 510 to 1000
753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996
G W. CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling. Phone
489-2267.
HANDYMAN - Painting.
plumbing, electrical, carpentry, etc. 24 hour
emergency service. All
work fully guaranteed. Very
reasonable rates
436-2749.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates. 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references.
A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice. 759-1835.
PHIFER Construction
qualitwjk, reasonably pr. Free estimates. Home
improvement, patio and
decks, garages, barns, and
Ag buildings. 354-9204
PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines, free estimates, reasonable rates
Money back guarantee
753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

R B MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience 753-1537.
753-1221

CUSTOM KITCHEN CASINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop

by I sew our showroom

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, din, drive- —
way rock 753-4545,
753-6763
ROOFING and repairs 25
years experience New
roofs, re-roofs, tear off, repairs Quality materials,
reasonable prices Call
Paul 437-4210
SHANE'S Quality Painting
and Wallpapering Service
Free estimates, reasonable
prices 753-8455
STEWART'S Upholstery
over 4000 different types of
material Custom boat covers Free pickup and delivery Estimates 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation.
Day or nite, 753-5484
WE do any type odd jobs
Tree work, trim shrubbery,
mow yards, cut and dean
fence rows, light hauling,
and other types of work
Free estimates 753-9504,
after 5pm weekdays

MARTIN HEIGHTS CHARM
Less than 2 years old, mairitenance-free hc,me Three
bedrooms, 2 baths, well landscaped, 7 ceiling fans,
central gas heat with workshop area in garage. Mid
590's.

Kopperud Realty

711 Main St.

753-1222

UP/Executive Par 3
GO Course
iv-GO Range
Ifrtafting Cages
?"Miniature Coif
(502)753-1 1 52

WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169
WILL landscape Bushhog
ging Free estimate
436-5430.
IDEAL FOR THE. YOUNG FAMILY!
Very nicely decorated, well-maintained 3 bedroom
home. Large deck, fenced -in back yard and wurkshci
storage area are some of the quality items you'll find
560's
FREE kittens Lifter box
trained Call 436-2507

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

FREE puppies Mother,
full-blooded black Lab.
Father, Shepard/Healer
mix 759-1424.

ONE Calico kitten, 6 weeks
old Free box of food
759-1087

Holland Motor Sales
A&A Auto Rental

OLD

OPEN HOUSE
For Sale By
Owner
Sun., 1-4 p.m.
812 Bagwell Blvd.
2400 sq. ft.
$72,000.
759-9987

ei(;

HOME-RIGGER VALU
hd., 3 ba Bock on I acre
.herwood Forest! 3.600 sq. ft 2 ca
erase. Private estate setling!
lan-A•1)ale & Sherwood Dr.

1976 CHEVY pickup with
topper. 1973 24ft travel
trailer, self contained,
sleeps 6-7. Heavy duty
class 3 hitch. Both need
some work. $2900 for all
435-4423.

FENCING of all types Lone
Oak Builders Your fence
connection Days or evenings. 522-6457

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, opera-Tor. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
1984 MONTE Carlo SS
hauling, foundations, etc.
Call anytime 753-5019 or
1975 PROWLER 20ft. Air, 759-4664.
753-6671
awning, antenna, self- BLOCK & brick & concrete
contained, nice, $3000. finishing. Driveways, por1985 COUGAR 302, V8,
489-2434.
ches, new foundations, and
approximately 59,000
miles, charcoal gray, mar- 1986 JAYCO 24'4ft. chimney and repair work.
oon interior, excellent con- sleeps 7, queen bed, air, 753-5476.
dition 436-2242.
awning, refrigerator, stove, BOGARD Paving - parking
tub/shower, antenna, ex- lots, driveways sealing,
1985 LTD Broughm, 4 cellent. Price reduced. striping. 20 years experiLAKE HOME - 3br very door,
ence. For free estimate call
V6, 65,000 miles, ex- 759-4410.
good condition near beach
tra dean 753-7523
JAYCO model 705 pop-up 753-9552.
and boat ramp, $24,900
tent camper A/C, awning, BUILDING Contractor
Owner agent 442-5647
1986 CAVALIER Z24, red,
screen room, light weight, Home improvement
4 speed, 55xxx miles
s, pole
sleeps 4, $2600. 436-2907 barns, portable
buildings,
LARGE COUNTRY 753-8983 before 2prn
or 753-7307
decks, gazebos. Customer
RANCH HOME with 5
acres, begging for family 1986 FORD Tempo, blue/ MOTOR Home Class A 25' satisfaction guaranteed
with children. Lots of space, gray, 4 door, air condition, Pace Arrow fully equipped Free estimates. L.E. Wiloverlooking golf course and loaded with options Excep- with a KW generator, roof, liams 489-2663.
only 5 miles from town. tional inside and out. air, eng air, awning, luggage rack and much more BUSINESS and residential
Price just reduced to mid $3,900. Will negotiate
Reduced from $18,500 to cleaning by the job, weekly,
$70's For more information 762-3808, 759-1830.
$14,500. No trades please bi-weekly, or monthly
and immediate showing,
Call 901-644-0012
435-4146 or 753-4897.
call Pat Armstrong at Century 21 Loretta Jobs RealBUILDER: New homes,
framing, additions, gartors, 753-1492, or at home,
ages, barns, patios, decks,
436-2333.
greenhouses, remodeling,
MUST sell. 2or 3br home,2
1980 SKEETER bass boa site preparation, hourly/
baths Eat-in kitchen 17x29
and trailer with 1988 Mer- contract. Tripp Williams.
LR. All newly redecorated.
cury motor, tilt and trim, 753-0563_
Large upstairs apt. rented
used 15 hours Trolling moFenced in yard PossesEast Main St.
tor and 2 depth finders, CARPENTER: decks,
sion with deed In the $50's
$5000. 436-2701.
fences and all other types
753-5711
1977 T•Bird..................$995
1983 19' CELEBRITY V-8, of carpentry work. Free esNICE 2BR on 3 beautiful
1978 Cutlass 2 dr.....$1,500
228hp, 138 actual hrs. timates. 759-1424.
acres. Metal workshop
$7800 1-376-2540
Bushhogging, dozing,
Citation 2 dr.....$1200
24x32' Owner must sell.
1988 ALUMMA Craft V- grading, leveling and tree
MTG Realty 753-4000.
1980 Concord 4 dr..41,500
bottom with console, 16tt removal 492-8254.
OPEN DAILY: New 3br, 2
with
1988 Evinrude 40hp CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1981
-1,500
bath home at 1550 WhipMoody trailer. Very low and Cooling Service Compoonvill in Martin Heights.
15+81 Cutlass 4 dr.-51,400
hours. Nights 436-5810.
plete service on all central
Large rooms and closets.
32ft. PONTOON boat with cooling, all makes and
1982 Malibu 4 Cr...... $1,600
Must see interior to appretrailer 105 Chrysler en- models Call Gary at
ciate. Call 753-3903 or
1982 Gran Prix....._. $1,800
gine, new seats and carpet. 759-4754.
753-3104.
$4 500
0 BO . DAVIDSON Roofing Co. All
190 EXP
OUTSTANDING 4BR
812-853-9193.
types of roofing. 30 years
Gatesborough home fea1977 Chevy Pickup .$1,600
experience.
All work guarBASS
boat: 1987 Kingturing family room with
fisher 200hp Mere, tandom anteed in writing. Free esti1978 Ford Pickup... 52,060
stone fireplace, formal dimates. Specializing in
trailer, fully rigged, $9000
ning room, attractively
shingle work. 753-5812
1985 Escort 4 dr....42,495
901-247-3304.
landscaped and located on
large corner lot. Just re1986 Capri.
PONTOON boat slips for
DITCH WITCHING &
duced to $104,900. Conrent. Also, pontoon boats
1487 klaquis Wagcn...$6,495
tact Kopperud Realty,
for rent. For more informa- Gravel Hauling Services
753-1222
Contact Kenny Travis,
tion call, Cypress Bay Re1968 Tempo 5 spd,
502-759-1039.
sort, 901-232-8221.
PINE Bluff, lake front cabin
14,000 miles..........44,495
Must sell! 436-5600

llomeSellers has moved t WALK to MSU. 3br,
1901 N. 12th St. (Seven bath, brick, 1 car garage
as Rest.). 753-0375.
Upper $40's Bob Perrin RE
759-1881_

RE-ST LOTS IN TOWN! Spena
-es evadable for lots on gromm
rea 1 block from Johnn.
Robertson Road, WOODGA
STATES!' CHECK THIS OUP

1976 CHEVROLET Silver
ado, ps/pb, air, $3500
753-0550

1989 FORD Lanet loaded
Sale or trade for older truck
8,000 miles Call 492-8887

503 Broad St. 2-3BR, den,
kitchen, large family room,
17, bath and shower Gas THIS
cozy 3br home offers
heat, floor furnace in den. an
extra measure of relaxaCall
9am-8pm, tion
around the back yard
502-753-7320
pool. Attractive patio,
fenced back yard and es- 1986 NISSAN 300ZX
plantings invite Turbo red, 45xxx miles,
HOMESELLERS tablished
you to enjoy your time at new tires, loaded, excellent
REALTY
home. Low $60's. Call condition. 753-4837 or
753-0375
753-1222, Kopperud Re- 489-2557
alty for more details.
1901 N. 12I11

PICK UP THE PHONE! 3 Bd.
Brock ranch
over 1 acre wit
ssumable VA loan
TVA
onsulatoon. Great shape. Marh
cat uree$30900 753-0530

1987 DODGE SE mini van
with V-6, tinted glass, AT,
air. ps/pb, wheels, running
boards Excellent condition Nights 436-5810, day
753-6118

1978 HONDA Goldwing GL
1000 Best offer Call after
5pm, 436-2420

1986 YAMAHA 225
4-wheeler, excellent condi
tion, $1800 753-1270
days, 753-8766 nights
HONDA CB500 and full
coverage helmet, $600
753-9981
YAMAHA 3-wheeler
225DX, adult ridden
435-4226

1988 MERCURY Topaz LX
loaded, $7500 1981 '98
Olds Regency, $2800 Call
753-3632

Backhoe Service
lnstallea and
Repaired
'Excavation
'Foundations
'Driveways

753-1222

FABRICS - name brand
decorative fabrics for the
home at wholesale prices
Custom Interiors Factory
Outlet 308 Tyson Parts,
Tenn

GARY Romsos - Portable
Welding Service. 7 days a
week
Hardin, Ky
(502)437-4892

1991 FIREBIRD red with
t-tops Paid $16,000 in
June, must sell $14,0001
753-8453 after 4pm.

BLUE 1980 T-bird, all
power, needs motor work
Good white walls
753-3802. $500

711 Main St.

EXPERIENCED, reliable,
commercial cleaning service. We do banks, restaurants, offices, etc
753-2654, ask for Roy

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1989 FORD Mustang convertible One owner,
12,000 miles, looks and
drives great
Call
753-0959

1 OWNER 1978 AMC station wagon Air, ps/pb.
auto, roof rack, $795 OBO
753-5531

Kopperud Realty

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates 753-7203.

Septic Systems
1988 FORD Escort GL 4
door hatchback, 1 owner
Call 753-5447 after 5pm

OUTSTANDING LAKE HOME
The view of the lake from this waterfront home is
gorgeous. Bnck Bi-level, den with fireplace, 2 baths,
patio/deck and excellent boat dock. Well-landscaped.
Includes 3 lots. Price just reduced.

*Tainted
Furruture
*Accent
!Pieces
*Antiques
*Collectibles
*Whimsies
Located- inside Stilley :tiouse Antiques
Main Street, Benton, 'AY
10-5 Mon.-Sat.; 1-5 Sunday

This 2 bedroom home is located on 17 acres of
land and includes a 24x32 garage with storage
space. Call for your appointment today!

Roberts IS

414 S. 12th

is

711165 I

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season"
we want you to be informed On our
We do work 2 days in advance to bk_lter serve
you. Deadlines are 313.M. Mon.-Fri. ;Ind 10,A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.

•
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Clinton plani\named featured company

OBITUARIES
Raymond (Ray) Ross
Raymond V. (Ray) Ross, 87, Rt.
1, Murray, died Thursday at 9 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired in 1968 as a foreman of Assembly Department of
Murray Division of Tappan Company. He was a member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons and of Murray Lodge No.
2011 Loyal Order of Moose.
Born Aug. 5, 1903, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Oscar Ross and Myrtle Crisp Ross.
One brother, J.B. Ross, also preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lochie Jones Ross, to whom he
was married on Scpi 16, 1926; one
daughter, Ms. Sandra McKinney,
Murray; two granddaughters, Mrs.
Sheri Mitchell and husband, Roger,
Rt. 1, Murray, and Mrs. Teresa
Harrah ind husband, Mike, Houston, Tehs; two great-grandsons,
Michael Mohler and Christopher
Mohler, Rt. 1, Murray; four stepgrandchildren, Shay Mitchell, Eric
Mitchell, Shawn Mitchell, Murray,
and Hillarie Harrah, Houston, Texas: one niece, Mrs. Jenny Runyon

Raymond (Ray) Ross
and husband, Carl, and one
nephew, Jimmy Ross, both of St.
Louis, Mo.
Graveside rites will be Sunday at
2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Sherrill Gargus and Charley
Bazzell will officiate.
Friends may call at BlalockColeman Funeral Home after 2
p.m. Saturday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to American Cancer Society or Scholarship Fund at Murray
Moose Lodge.

Charles Leonard Vaughn
The funeral for Charles Leonard
Vaughn was today at 11 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church.
Officiating was the Rev. Nowell
Bingham. Organist was Mrs. Joan
Bowker.
Active pallbearers were Gregory
L. Vaughn, Randall Rothschild,
Kevin M. Vaughn, John Resig, Edd
Fenton, Mancil Vinson and Bill
Barker.
Members of Friendship/Gleaners
Sunday School Class of First
United Methodist Church were an
honorary group.

Murrayan faces
assault charge
in Tennessee
A Murray man has been arrested
on a fugitive from justice warrant
from Tennessee. according to a.
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
John R. Malone. of Rt. 5, Murray, was arrested Thursday on a
warrant from authorities in Henry
County, Tenn., according to the
report.
Malone is wanted in Tennessee
for aggravated assault, according to
the report

Strike leader
optimistic
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) - The
leader of striking Boyd County
teachers was optimistic after a day
of talks with school officials to try
to reach a settlement on teachers'
salary demands.
"We've been hopeful the whole
time, and we're still hoping," said
Barbara Morroe, president of the
Boyd County Education
Association:
Teachers would continue picketing there today for a third day, she
said. Negotiations lasted until after
8 p.m. EDT Thursday and were to
resume at 9 a.m. today.
Elsewhere, classes began as
scheduled Thursday in Floyd County, where teachers authorized a
strike if salary demands aren't met.
Showdowns in two other troubled
school districts — Pike County and
Bullitt County — would have to
wait until next week, when classrooms are scheduled to open.
In Boyd County, classes were
canceled until Tuesday. Superintendent Delmis Donta met behind
closed doors with representatives
of the Boyd County Education
Association, Kentucky Education
Association and the state Department of Education.
Teachers demanded a 14 percent
pay raise, whicinne county school
board rejected earlier this week.
All but 61 of the system's 262
teachers went on strike Wednesday,
when the school year opened.
Parents kept all but 514 of the system's 4,352 students at. home.

AUGUST 17, 1990

Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Vaughn, 84, of 1615 West
Main St., Murray, died Tuesday at
8:53 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to First United Methodist
Church or to Murray State University Speech and Hearing
Department.

Mrs. Myrtle
Beard Miller
Mrs Myrtle Beard Miller, 81,
Rt. 2, Benton, died Wednesday at 6
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
One niece, Rosalyn Thomas,
survives.
The body was cremated and
there will be no funeral rites.
In charge of arrangements was
the Collier Funeral Home of
Benton.

Robert
Peebles
Services for Robert Peebles will
be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Dr. Lynn Mayall will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be James Miller,
Ronald Crouse, James Ronald
Jackson, Anthony Manning, Greg
Miller and Eugene Manning. Burial
will follow in Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Peebles, 41, Rt. 3, Benton,
Kirksey community, died Tuesday
at 12 noon at Rockdale Hospital,
Conyers, Ga.

The Purchase Area Industrial
Development Council has
announced that Garan, Inc., of
Clinton is the "featured corn sany"
for its 10th annual Industry
ciation Dinner.
The Clinton plant is one of 16
Garan clothing manufacturing
facilities in the United States. Its
235 employees cut, sew and finish
wowen's knit tops which are sold
mainly to large, retail chain stores.
Garan opened the Clinton plant in
1961, providing jobs for area residents for almost 30 years.
Melvin Dulaney, Garan's Vice
President of Manufacturing\ for
Adult Wear, will represent the Corporation and deliver a keynote
address during the dinner.
The dinner, sponsored by the
Purchase ADD's Industrial Development Council, local Chambers
of Commerce and economic development groups, will be held September 27, 1990, in Murray. A total of 126 companies from the
eight-county area will be recog-

n zed in addition to Garan.
"We were very pleased to
a ounce the selection of Garan,
In ., as our 'featured company' for
l',0," said Steve Zea, Council
airman. "Clothing manufacturing companies have been an important part of our economic history in
the Purchase. We are pleased to
recognize their significant role in
our economy by featuring Garan."
"After ten year, the Industry
Appreciation Dinner continues to
be a unique and important event. It
provides a great opportunity to restate the Council's premise that a
successful company in any county
creates economic benefits for the
entire region. The cooperation and
support shown by all the dinner
sponsors underscores our commitment to work together toward regional economic development," Zea
said.
According to Don McSpadden,
Plant Manager at Garan, Inc.'s,
Clinton Division, dedicated

Humane Society gives tips on rabbit care
The Humane Society of Calloway County would like to share
with all rabbit owners, many of
whom are new, the following information of the proper care, health
tips and living of this animal. The
Shelter routinely provides these
tips with all rabbit adoptions in
order to help the owners ensure the
long and healthy life of these small
creatures.
1. Rabbits should be picked up
by the scruff of the neck with support under the hind feet. A rabbit's
ears act as a thermometer to help
the rabbit warm up or cool off.
Rabbits should never be handled by
their ears or legs.
2. Rabbit diet should consist of
commercial pellets (rabbit food).
Commercial food is balanced for
the nutritional needs of the rabbit.
3. Rabbits love vegetables and
fruits. They should have their diet
supplemented with apples, oranges,
carrots, broccoli and peas. They
should not eat cabbage and lettuce.
4. Rabbits have teeth which
grow throughout their lifetime.
They must be provided with chewable products to keep their' teeth
healthy and -worn down to proper
length.
5. Rabbits need plenty of fresh
clean water daily. A water bottle is
usually the most efficient way to
offer water. Rabbits that are
deprived of water v411 not eat. Rabbits must also have a salt block
available.
6. A rabbit will consume 5% of
body weight in food daily and 10%
of body weight in water daily.
7. Rabbits are adaptable — living inside or outside. Inside, they
are easily litter box trained. Outside, they may live in a shaded
hutch. Provide a board within the
cage so that the rabbit may get off
any wire floor. An enclosure to get
out of the weather should also be
provided.
8. An annual visit to the veterinarian is recommended so the rabbit can be checked for illness. The
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length of the teeth will also be
checked.
9. Rabbits groom themselves
regularly with their tongues (just
like cats). They are also suseptible
to hair balls.
10. It is not advisable to house
two mature rabbits together. They
will fight if of the same sex or
breed if of the opposite sex.
11. Rabbits will stomp their hind
feet or shriek when warning of
impending danger. Rabbits will
gnash their teeth or scream if ill or
in pain.
12. Rabbits mark territory
through gland secretions, as well as
urine spraying. Neutering will eliminate urine spraying.
13. Rabbits burrow. Fending
should extend 12 inches below
ground level for pet rabbits kept in
yards.

302 N. 12th

This Article has been necessitated
by a recently-held fair in which one
of the vendors gave away live rabbits as prizes. The Humane Society
is on record as disapproving of the
practice of using live animals of
any kind as prizes.
The Society hopes this information is helpful to owners, new and
old alike, in gaining a greater
understanding of their pet.
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Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Srrrice Aqui( 17, 1990
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Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
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employees have played a vital role
in the company's success. "Recently, two of the largest mass retailers in the United States awarded
our facility top marks from their
respective manufacturing sourcing
evaluation teams," McSpadden
said, "This would not have happened had it not been for the positive impact of the stable and committed employees who make up
Garan's, Kentucky team."
Past featured industries have
included the General Tire Company, Westvaco, Pennwalt, Fisher
Price, GAF, Sirgri Carbon, Martin
Marietta, Excel Manufacturing and
Ingersoll-Rand. The dinner brings
some of the nation's most knowledgeable and influential business
leaders to the area representing
these corporations.
Dinner tickets are available and
may be purchased for $15 each at
your local Chamber of Commerce
or from the PADD office in Mayfield. Telephone 502/247-7171 for
ticket or other information.
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Former POWs
support decision

*With Approved Credit
Up to 48 Months

CINCINNATI (AP) — Former
prisoners of war attending a state
•fitc
convention support President
. •".I
Bush's decision to send troops to
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the Middle East.
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"It's a necessary action," Bob (4
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Adams of Dayton said Thursday.
DIAMOND'CLUSTERS'
He was a Japanese prisoner from
1942 to 1945. "This country is
1/2CMIAT
$
gone if we don't keep a strong
DIAMOND CLUSTERS
force."
Adams and almost 300 other for
mcr prisoners of war gathered at a
suburban hotel through Saturday
for the convention organized by the
American Ex-Prisoners of War.
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